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ABSTRACT

The purpose or this research is to identify and analyze the prominent and

recurrent literary devices or three historical novels: Yohannes, Alula Aba Nega and

Aba Kostir. Moreover, the study will classify, characterize and analyze the various

styles in the works mentioned so as to bring out their historical meanings.

The thesis has an introduction and this consists review of related literature, a

brief discussion or the above historical noves and purpose of the study. Besides, the

introduction consists definitions or style and historical novel and discusses the scope

of the study. Moreover. this study is divided in to three chapters. Chapter one deals

with the dominant and frequently occurring stylistic devices in Yohannes and Alula

Aba Nega. Chapter two attempt» to identify and explain the recurrent literary devices

in AbaKostir. The third and last chapter will deal with a comparative study or the

styles of the historical novels under study. This will be followed by the conclusion

and this suuunarizcs the research. Interviews conducted with the authors or the

historical novels under study are presented in the form of appendixes at the end or the

thesis.



INTRODUCTION

I. Review of Related Literature

The researcher has been able to read theses worked on historical novels.

There are seven theses that is two in Master of Arts and five in Bachelor of Arts

degrees written todate on historical works. The three B.A. theses are on historical

novels and these arc: Dcrcssc Bclayneli's (* 1978) Content and Analysis of Amharic

Historical Nov~ls, Arnarc Yihuns (1978) Tewodros as seen by different Authors, and

Kenfe Woldcscubcts (19X()C;.C.) Warrior Kiug.

In addition. tile two II1('s('.<;on historical plays are: M end a C iemcre s

(1972) cut ilkd '::.111_L;. .l >t.;pil·1i(!IL().I~J"ew()(llOs in CJinnachew T/llawarial's and

Tsagayie C;/iylnllLw'~ nl.ays, and Tcshale Axscta's (19R4) The Evaluation and Contrast

at" 'W.1!~b;!lQ_I7' all~ 'll~.2()'

At the level of M.A. thesis writing, there are two researches done on historical

works. One is Taye Assefas (1980 G.C") Tewodros in Historical Fiction and the

other is Zelealem l3anti's The theme of Italian Occupation in Major Amharic Novels

alld plays.

"L d therwise mentioned are according to
All dates eniploved in this study, un ess an 0 . .

. d I 7 or 8 I'ear~ behInd the
the Ethiopian Calendar. (N. B. the Ethiopian Colen or ags .'

European Catenaor.)
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Before we look at the similnruies and differences between this study and the

above mentioned (JIles, the theses will be examined one by one. Deresse Bclayuehs

(1980) thesis prcscutx 1'),"'/(::;: :I'/..II'I~ I.HI(II(\F.+ J'.",}r; ,}'H"; Content ami

Analysis of Al.llllaricJ I ist(2.LLl~;lLNovels. As the thesis ill the study indicates. the work

is divided ill to three chapters. The first chapter deals with what historical fict ion is'!

The second deals with the historical contents of Amharic novels and show the Fascist

Italy's invasion of Lthiopia alld the sacrifice paid ill the struggle.' The third and the

last chapter portrays the thematic unity and differences of the novels. This thesis,

however, does not cover the stylistic analysis of the works.

Amare Yihuus (197R) thesis ":9)'{':(:',) flAy.. t\y.. Y./,.r)..c") M',') Tewoclres as

seen b~pUJIers:nLL\!JlI]5.lL'i has two chapters. Chapter one presents historical novels

and their authors, while chapter two presents Tewodros as seen by Mekonnen

Endalkachcw, C; irmachcw T/llawariat, Berhanu Zer ihun. Abie Gubcgna. Sah Ie

Sellasie and Tscgayic (;/Medhill. As the title and the chapters indicate this work is

not Oil the study or style although i! deals on historical fictions. .Kenfe Woldeseuhcrs

(1980) Warrior K illg deals with the 'Zemene Mcssafint' that is Era of the princess alld

Emperor 'lcwod res. Tl: is thex is has two chapters. Chapter one attempts to dca I wit h

the synopsis or the novel: Warrior King. The second chapter is devoted to portraying

the social, political and religious ideas of the contemporary society. This paper does
"

not deal with style also.

Furthermore. the work by Menda Gernere (1972) ~'1:.2)Y.:!:'il ),,<,}<,}A f1"JC"',:r(ll'

'U'I'I'CJ',}r; flO:'I!. ·h,,·i.·y:-r (II·il'r The Depiction of Tewodros ill (/irmachew

T/l-lawariat's alld Tsagayie Ci/Medhin's plays, presents four chapters Oil the depiction

of Emperor Tewodros by the two authors. III that thesis chapter one discusses

historical plays, chapter two deals with how Tewodros is depicted by Girmachew.

chapter three discusses how Tewodros is portrayed by Tsegaye and chapter four

shows the depiction of Tcwodros in the two plays and has shown the thought and

power of imaginatioll of the two authors. Even this rhesis IS not constructed Oil the

style or the historical plays.
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The sc("olHI work Oil historical plays is Teshale Assefa's (19R4). I"(II·""'}.{\, 17'

1"1<)2l)' ;1·(..I"f ·h,,·',.·y:·r- "J'1"',"'1'," '},MC The Evaluation and __LlJntrast of

'Wuchale IT--.ill.liL 'l~~~r In this thesis there are three chapters. The first chapter

deals with the description of "Wuchale 17" and 1929" and the contemporary political

economy of I~thi()pia. The second chapter discusses what a play is, the clements of

drama such as conll ict , theme, character and dialogue. The third chapter presents a

comparative study of the two plays and discusses the contemporary political.

economic and cultural background of Ethiopia. This thesis is not entirely about

stylistic analyxi« of the works.

At the M. A. (Master of Arts) level there are two theses written. The first one

is Taye Assda's (I<)XO) Tewlldros in Historical Fiction, In this thesis there are three

chapters. Chapter one deals with historical fiction, plot construct ion and

characterizarion. Chapter two deals with the symbolic values of Tewodros. and

chapter three is an interpretation of the political portrayal of Tewodros in the above

mentioned novels and plays. In this thesis Taye has showed the literary worth of the

six fictional works. however. this thesis is not still a study of style of the works.

Another M.A. thesis written on historical works is Zelealem Banris The

theme of Ital ian Occupat ion in Major Amharic novels and plays. These works are not,
historical novels or plays. rather they are novels and plays to show the causes of the

ltalo Ethiop im: war. the polu ical. social and cultural effects and patriotic resistance.

The presentation 01 the survey of the theses written at B.A. and M.A. level

todate is to show the Silllil;lritil's and differences between them and this study.

Therefore, the conuuon f;H'lm that this study shares with its predecessors is that it

investigates hi<;turical fiction. What makes it different from them is that it is mainly

concerned wilit the study or style .uu] in the works that it deals with.
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II. The Purpose ami a Brief Discussion of the Historical Novels under

Study

Mammo W ud nch is all Eth iop ian novel ist who has WOIl a COilSidcrah Ie

popularity ill the realm of Amharic literature. His contribution In the field of

Ethiopian literature makes him a creditable writer. Mammo has so far presented to

the reading public forty-two fictions of which two are historical. These are Yohannes

and Alula Aba Nega.

These historical novels present the political life of King Yohannes IV and

Alula Aba Nega respectively. Yohannes IV was a famous King in Ethiopian history

who attempted to unite and modernize the disintegrated parts of Ethiopia during the

Era of the Princcs (7.CIllCIlC Mcssafint), in the late 191h century.

Besides. WhCII we think of the different anti-colonialist battles such as the

baule of C,UIltil't al1(1Gura with I ~gypt. the baule of Kufit with the Mahdisis. the baulc

of Dogali and Adwa with Italian impcrialistu. we think of Ras Alula, the commander

of Ethiop i.nl 'orccx ill the NtH (h.

Aberra is a historical novelist of contemporary Ethiopia. So far he has

produced five works. AhaKostir is the last historical novel and it was published ill
J

1983. This historical novel deals with the life of the patriot, Belay Zeleke. who

fought against Italian colonialist» from 1928 - 1935. Moreover, this work is a strong

protest against colonialism and a tragic death of the patriot. Belay Zeleke. AbaKostir

also deals with the causes alld consequences of Ethiopian heroic struggle against

domination and the sacrifice waged particularly by Belay Zeleke who fought against

Italian aggressors.

Every piece of writ ill!:', IS the reflect ion of the writer's social cxpencnce.

Aberra has such an experience which helped him to write Aba Kostir. Abcrra was an

eye-witness while the patriot, l3elay Zeleke, was hanged by Emperor Haile Sellasies



officials after independence or the country. Consequently, Aberra 's upbr ing ing seems

10 have all impact Oil his latter success as a writer of AbaKostir.

Ahcrra. as a protest writer, not only condemns Italian Fascism. hut also l laile

Sellasics rcgillH' which wax It'<;poll<;ihlt' for the death of Relay ami other I~thiopian

heroes. This shows that all approach to l iu-rnture , in most cases is determined by the

objective socinl circlllllst;IIHTS ill whicl: a writer finds himself.

The ltal ian ortupation of Ethiopia holds a significant place in the history of the

country. L30th historians alld novel ists have written extensively on the subject The

historical novels under study show the causes of the war and its political. social and

economic effects and the patriotic resistance. For instance, the Italian occupation and

the Egyptia nand Dcrv ishcs i ncu rs ion were landmarks ill Eth iop ian history wh ich

swept away masses of people. Besides, those wars make thousands of people

homeless.,

The rcl.u ioush ip between history and fiction is very often revealed hy writers

such as Ilarry Shaw (llJ72: IX4 and 159) in the following passage:

History is ;1 hranch of knowledge dealing with past events or connected
and coni inuos accounts of previous happenings ordinarily presented in
ch ronolog ica I ordcr L,; r: iction 011 the other hand is a Lat in word
meaning 'to make'. It is all imagined and invented literary composition.

According to the above quotation history and fiction seem to be different. However

history and fiction have relations. As Cud don (1976:11) states "Historical novel is a

form of fictional narrative which reconstructs history and recreates it imaginatively."

Therefore, as art is of the imagination. the historical novel is an exercise of the

imagination or one historical period. It is an imaginative portrayal of history. that is

of past state of allai,·s. l lcuce historical novelists such as Mammo and Aberra place

I . '. I recoveries or what actuallythemsel ves on the same ground as ustonans at1( as .

happened.



Therefore. In the historical novels under study, the generic properties of plot.

character, set t ing. though r. d ict ion and the like operate on the materials of history to

lend aesthetic quality to tile experience of historical men like Emperor Yohannes IV.

Alual Aha Ncga and the patriot, Belay Zeleke. This is because, these historical

novels are pre-eminently suited to telling how the lives of emperor Yohannes IV, the

famous patriot. Alula Aha Nega and Belay Zeleke were shaped at specific moments of

history, and how this shapinj; reveals the characteristics of those historical periods.

This is to say th;11 the ultimate subject of the historical novel IS man ill history.

or human life conceived as historical life. l lence , the historicity of human affairs is

as much the source as the subject of historical fiction. Regarding this fact Fleisluuan

(1971: VIII) ill his work. The English Historical Novel, states as follows:

Fiction is history. human history, or it is nothing. But it is also more
thall th.u: it S1;III<iSOil firmer ground, being based all the reality of
forms ;111<1the observation of social phenomena, ... thus fiction is
nearer truth ... a historian may be an artist too, and a novelist is a
hisior ian. the preserver, the keeper. the expounder of human
exper icuce.

Accordillg to the above quotation a historical novel is all inter-marriage

between history and literature. The historical novel is so named because it involves

the active presence of a concept of history as a shaping force. It is the result of

historical time and social reality. Ethiopia was at war with Italy. the Mahdists and

Egyptian expansionists in the late 191h century. Based on these historical facts. the

historical uovels mcntioned above show the country's cultural, historical and political

conditions of those t imcs. Besides. these historical novels merge two basic units -

history and Iict ion.

As ficliollal work. ;1 historical novel contains a significant scene of the history

of a soc ict y. The eve lit m;1y he the life of a prolll i nent ru ler or of h is age wh ich is a

turning point ill the history of the society. Therefore, the scene will have a direct

bearing upon Ihl' lives 01 till' ';o('il'ty.
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For instance, Walter Scott, the most prominent historical novelist. depicts the

central problem or medieval Fngland in his historical novel Ivanhoe. Tolstoy in War

and Pecjce reveals the economic and moral life of Russia in the Napoleonic war.

Balzac exposes tile changes which the French society under went during the years

I nl)· I X4X.

This shows that all the above novelists have tried to connect historical events

with every-day lives 01 their respective societies. In this case Mammo and Abcrra

have also depicted the signilicant events of the lralo-Ethiopian war, and the struggle

of Emperor Yohanucs IV , Alula and Belay against the aggressors. This is because

the lives 01 these patriots are topics of interest to the Ethiopians. They are sources 01

pride, curiosity, wonder, bravery, power, prestige and adventure to the Ethiopians.

In Yohanucs. Alula Aba Nega and Aba Kostir, the authors have depicted

real ity: the war and tile real lives 01 those heroes. That is why Mammo and Abcrra

are dealing with their works to unit fact and fiction. To examine how history and

fiction arc iurcrwovcn and to bring out the historical meaning of the texts the locus 01

this thesis is to study the style 01 the respective historical novels. Besides, the study

offers a critical interpretation or the historical novels understudy. More particularly,

the concern ofthix study is to illuxtrate the major styles of those historical novels by

eX}lmining till' use oll:tngllag,L', ligllres 01 speech and narrative techniques.

III. Definitions or the tcrmx Style and Historlcal Novel.

Style is a wide concept which has been a subject of discussion lor along time.

For this reason dilfcrcut litcrary critics have expressed various opinions about the

concept of style. for instance, Cuddon (1976-922) defines it as follows:

Style is the characteristic manner of expression in prose or verse: how
a particular writer says things. The analysis and assessment of style
involves examinatiou of a writer's choice of words, his figures of
speech, the devices (rhetorical and other wise) the shape of his
sentences ..... p;lragraphs ... language and the way in which he uses it.



Besides. Geolfre y Leech (1980: 10) III Style in Fiction, defines style ill these

lines: "Style refers to the way in which language is used in a given context by a

given person for a given purpose." Middleton Murry (1922:4) in the Problems of

style writes: "style means that personal idiosyncrasy of expression hy which we

recognize a writer."

furthermore. C;alpQrill (1977: II) in Stylistics writes: style is a set of

characteristics hy which wr distinguish an author from another." This shows that

style is the unique writing skill of an author which makes him different from other

authors. This is because ,III author Gin create his own style of writing to reflect the

objective reality alI(I his eXlll'riclIlT in life in a language that can best provoke and

attract the fel'lilll:-'.s ofhix 1l"I<1crS.

Mammo and Abcrrn sclcc: and arrange devices which contribute to the general

effect of their expressiou. For instance, in i\ba-Kostir, Aberra uses more dialect than

Mamilla. This is because, dialect is one of the characteristics of his style This

indicates that some stylistic devices appear more peculiar than others either because of

the writer's mode of Iccl ing or experience.

All writers do not follow the same pattern of writing because of personal

desires of auainiug particular objectives. Every writer has his own way of looking at,
things, choosing words. and arranging sentences in such away that he can convey his

message c lea II y .

Eventhouuh atrcmpr» have been made to define style, there IS no single

definition that hinds all concepts. However. the above definitions give a good

insight in to the nature of style. In this regard, this thesis is presented In view 01

Cuddous definition of style which states that style is the characteristic manner 01

expression alld the all<tiysis of style uses a writers choice of diction, figures of speech.

language and thl' like.
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IV. Scope 01' the stlldy

This tllL:"i-; is conccrcd with a study of style and historical inc.uung III

Yohal~)., £)L~lla.6.12;L~l~g;l ;lIld AJ.lli ...Kosti[. It also attempts to identify, describe and

analyze the diflcrcut stylistic features. Besides, through the study of the style it gives

a brief descr ipt i011 of the pol it ical career of Emperor Yohannes IV, Alula Aha Nega

and Belay Zelekc.

In the course of writillg this thesis, a number of sources are used. These are

the historical novels under study, Ethiopian and world history and different kinds of

literary sources. Through a study of style it is possible to understand deeply the

subtleties of a writer'." work. This study is based on a close scrutiny of the historical

novels ill the study. This is because these novels are subjected to stylistic analyses.

With this, the thesis endeavours to analyze the major styles and tries to bring out their

funct ions ill the total framework of the texts.

Mammo <111(1Abcrra cmploy different kinds of stylistic devices to convey their

ideas through litcr.uy works. In this thesis, particular attention is focused on three

main devices in the novels under study. These are language, figures of speech ami

narrative techniques. Under language devices such as rhetorical question, dialogue

and repetition will be analyzed. In the section of ' figures of speech similes and

metaphors are going to be examined. Finally, under the -narrative techniques third

person point of view, fore-shadowing and flashbacks will be discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE

LITERARY DEVICES IN YOHANNES AND

ALULA ABA NEGA

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the style in
Yohannes and Alula Aba Neqa. There are different kinds of
stylistical devices in these works. This chapter, however,
attempts to identify and analyze language use such as
rhetor ical question, dialogue and repetition, figures of
speech like smile and metaphor; and finally narrative
techniques particularly third person point of view,
foreshadowing and flashback.

1.1. Language
In talking about literature we are directly or

indirectly talking about language and the way in which it
is used. It might seem easier to concentrate on the content
of a text, but we can never ignore the fact that literary
texts are built out of words and different kinds of device.
In literary works, language is used in an emotive way to
arouse an emotional response in the ~eaders mind.
Consequently, a good way of talking about the language of
a text is to concentrate on style. This ihvolves describing
how a particular piece of writing is organized and examining
what words are used and why.

Rhetorical question, dialogue and repetition are some
qf the most recurrent features of language that characterize
the style of Yohannes and Alula Aba Neqa. These devices of
language are aimed at creating a def inlte impact on the
reader. These devices will be examined in the following
section.

Zerihun Asfaw, in his M. A. Thesis (1988;79) states the
importance of rhetorical question as follows; ... the
characters pose questions for themselves in an attempt to
find out the cause of their new feelings. Such rhetorical
questions are usually uttered by the characters when they
are along."
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1.1.1. Rhetorical Question

lIarry Sh;lw (1971:J2l) III Dictionary of Literary Terms defines rhetorical

question as follows:

Rhetorical quest ion is a question used solely to produce an effect or to
make a statement but not expecting to receive an answer. The purpose
of such a question. to which the answer is obvious is usually to make a
deeper i IIlJlI~Son UpOl1 the hearer (reader) than a direct statement would.

According to this quotation, rhetorical question is used for stylistic effect.

Moreover. a rhetorical question is not an ordinary question and we do not expect an

answer from another person. Rhetorical question is one of the dominant devices used

in Yohannes al)(1 Alula Aba Nega. The following speech of Kassa ill Yohannes

(1985: 176) is marked hy rhetorical question:

. . . (L'}I) >"1'" au A), b·,,;;: (/I.'} 'I',;1"-;. n:V, mY. n.'} 'I11'/"(u· ",.:'·I~,
>,'1. "·),II',.I'·C'/.I) ('"II·,} /)(/1' aUT,,tAII' ... 'It') 'au""" :"m'} II.II:~
'rtn-'! (/1'/',1) ",C:~I" ''I'IFI:>,1111''1" ""V,:} >,(JI'Ci'!:'1I1W .II.II:~ p,,"'}"!
II"Y',';:m''J'' ),I)'/: >,I)"}IJm.r; Y"Y.llm·'} t\(}"Ym·'!' ... >,11'11

After the death of Emperor Tewodros, Gobeze of Lasta was crowned
as Emperor Tek le Giorgis. Then Emperor Tekle Giorgis sent a
message to Kassa to give tribute to the Emperor. Then Kassa was
inlurmcd hy Alula that a messenger had come from Emperor Tek le
Cjiorgis ThcII Kassa replied, "Is it to tell me that I have to get

1

armed?' or "Is it to inform me that he had joined the monastery afraid
of me'!" Anyway allow the messenger to getin and let me hear?

l lcre. (/11"111--1111:"111:" II.II:~ '"".'! 'Is it to tell me that I have to get armed'?' is

a rhetorical qlll:stiuII to show till' cxtrut uf Kassa's anger and disappointment.

Besides. rhcrorical quest i011 is used to show the state of mind of Kassa, when he

comes across Illl/J.ling siiu.uious. These rhetorical questions are arranged 10 express

Kassa's anger. Icelings and disappoimment.

When the I3rit ish Army returned from Ethiopia, it gave a good number of

modern arms to tile new warlord, Dejazmach Kassa, which further augmented his
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powers. ThcrrI. irr. Kassa refused to submit to Emperor Tekle-Giorgis who

succeeded EIlIIW I! II Tcwod ros. Theil Kassa and Emperor Tekle G iorg is fought and

the latter was dt·!catcd. This was because. Kassa was successful by virtue of his

superior ar mamr Ill". ;\ Iter he imprisoned Tekle Giorgis, his coronation as Emperor

Yohannes IV look place 011 .2 I January,1872.

Rheror ic.il quest ion is used to show such historical incidents and to bring out

history through fiction. Kassa poses questions for himself to find out the causes

of his feeling. Moreover. such rhetorical questions are mostly uttered by the

characters when ihcv try to quarrel with their feelings.

Anotlu-r ("\;llllpk or rhetorical question can be seen in the following speech of

Ras Alula ill L\lllh Aha 1\L\;ga: Ip. 150/

"·HI-;· 'I""'!" ·HI-;· +.I'.t/IIT!

~'(II'II: I' 1'\11 '11 I'\,,:~ ), /.\'III C'!
Y ;J ''''1'1: 'j \,.,., 1-;· 'j ',' I' :(1: "J';' :,; 'j
,}h-';:'; :/-rll·/'\.I': _('-:"IIf1:~'

-HI-;· "-'::~'!mil'))"} 1','tfJllt.. ()&•.;.") Y,"f.
:I'I'\."j (/lM ~,C()'9" 1:1:\ tn'! YI:\:("j
(/I' ,. 1'.I:':'="j 1'.9" <')1:\ QU1:\ () 11'1' C qu t..-}

CrCIHU dll'dl (icillu dicd before me? Gcbru betrayed me? Did he not
inform 111\' that he would await me destroying the enemy and occupying
its camp? lie broke his words? And he was defeated? Let the Earth
betrays IIIL'. if I do 1101 avenge the blood of my son and loyal servant
Gebru allcl Illy soldiers. If I do not do this let the future generations
denoun«: JIlC.

Ras Alul.: expressed these words at the death of his friend Gebru at the battle

of Kufit against rlu: Mahdixis. Tile Mahdists general, Uthrnan Digna sent a message

to Ras Alula ";I~'illg tllal "'''1.1' J':('() ~,"jy''''1-}oo£'' l'd.;J"I6fiJ.I\(}·Cf "I\tln-} Y.'L()

QUi",Hlt'" Ililid. p. 14~1 ,,' carne to where you are because I realized that you could

not come tn \\11\'1\' I ;1111." Then Gebru, Alula and their army became impatient and

they went to li!-'-Il: tlu: cutmy. However. Gebru was killed in the war. Alula marched

in to the baulc ;111<1 started 10 break into the enemy's fortified positions and finally

crashed the Malu livts



III the ;JiH1VL' quouu iou. rhetorical question with repetition IS used. For

instance. '1'1'-;. (i('iJrll is repeated many times. Here, the repetition of Gebru is used

for emphasis ;\IHI to produce ;\11 effect. Besides, these rhetorical questions are brief

in form. For 111',I;llllT, :I'II"} "1M 'he broke his words', is a sentence, but has only

two words ill IIIl /vtuh.uir: Vl'lsioll. This helps the reader to have a clear impression

about the Icclill,~1 1)1 tlu: .<;Pl';Ji\('r, Alula. These utterances are designed to express

Alula's inlier k('llllt',S whil« lu: is ill great sorrow.

aile domiu.uu literary device that IS observed here is anaphora. As Cuddon

(1976: 40) wriie«:

Anaphor.i is (Gr. carrying up or back) a rhetorical device involving the
repetition 1)1" a word or group of words in successive clauses. It is
often usc.l ill ballad aud song, ill oratory and sermon, but it is common
in manv I il'~Tarv rorms.- .

Accord ill,!' to this definition the words uttered by Ras Alula 111 the above

Amharic cxtr.ut il III alT l'X;lI11Pics of anaphora. For instance,

'( icbru died'?'

'( icbru d icd before me?'

'( icbru betrayed me?'

,
In all these utur.mces there is a repetition of the word 11l~·'Gebru' at the beginning

of each line. Anaphora helps for many purposes. Firstly, it helps to bring out the

dominant idea cmphat ically. Secondly. it is useful to bring rhythm to the minds of

the reader (lilt! coutinuity 01 ihc action.

In th is rl'SplTt. it is evident that rhetorical question is a device used to show

the puzzlement :1I1gcr. despair and disappointment of Alula in this context. Besides,

it helps to describe the manner or Gebru, The rhetorical questions uttered by Alula

also show the st.ur or mind or Alula because Alula was fallen into despondency, fear,

sadness, and glo(llll\' siiu.uiou. Hence, rhetorical question is one of the devices in
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Alula Aba Nega which raises critical matters such as the freedom of the county. In

this quotation, rhetorical question is employed to convey the love Ras Alula had for

his cou ntry and Ciebru .

'fAl:':; I';"'''('t:'; I"HI-;,';r~"I'~{I:"/'i':':'; (II;".r.£:';,:'} J~?" I'JAauAr) 'IH'C oul.,,}

'HI"::~ ,hll,A.I': .I'.;",,,,T!· 'Let the Earth betrays me if I do not avenge the hlood of

Illy son and loyal servant (,chru and my soldiers. if I do not do this let the future

generations denounce 111e'!' This rhetorical question is aimed at producing an effect

and arcus ing c l110tions. lor this reason, the story is touch i ng , the characters are

soundly drawn and it reveals the reel ing and the anger created in Alula,

The following rhetorical question illustrates Alula's inner feel ings about the

love of his country:

)""/.11 r),I'.t'I'j"'.f /,',:; fI"Y:"flA au(Il"! O'II.:} flaul)flAC," flauJ"" OU(Il"!

11'11.,'; flOU(II'I.G (II'I'i':':'; '1CJ' ~,J',:C"I(II'flau"/II')' au(Il"! I'),',,), '1y,"Y'j"·}
'}CI'?" ,1'." au""" ',IIV! I)(II"} )d'r)f1h, rcu; aur)flA ,),'''11 "Y:"flA
ad/'In '1C.I' "Y.I':I."/ .e:titn, ',(II' '1Y,"Y'i';J-:f(ll"! m,l:: ""1-1""A:
J':"''U'.',.)' ',':):r",,'; J"I;;:fI,:: J~"Y;':"" Y,'I" hAil ',(11'1: 'I'iJ:.r.(II' A/I.
111,',1)' .1',"" J',CI'JA::
/ Alula 61);1 Ne~a p. 21 :1/

Have these devils COllie to deceive me'! Have they come to spy upon
and occupy my country? Is this the meaning of their religion? Is it their
rei igion to preach men spy out others' country, deceive people and is it
their rei igion to enslave others? There are in my own hands and they
will suffer the consequence May their blood become the blood of
hounds, My annoyed heart will he pleased at the cost of their blood.

In this passage, rhetorical questions are used to show Alula's anger and

puzzlement iH-(';tIlSt.' of thl' provocaton. The occurrence of all these rhetorical

questions is strikillg because these words are associated with the freedom of the

country and its people. Moreover, these rhetorical questions indicate concentration

upon the 111()IT important ideas. The repeated rhetorical questions in the above

quotation expose till' Ill'lll'tr:ltioll or llie Italian solders in to the territory of Ethiopia

and it does nul iuc.u: iluu Alula was ill need or responses.
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Beckson (IYo.'): 175) in A Readers Guide to Literary Terms, writes the

importance of rhetorical question as follows:

Rhetorical question is a question asked not to elicit information but to
achieve a stylistic effect. Often, a writer or speaker adds emphasis to a
point by putt ill~ it ill a question, the answer to which supports the
argument

This critic tells us that rhetorical question is used for stylistic effect and for

emphasis. For instance. ill the quotation taken form Alula Aba Nega, when Alula

asked such types of questions he did not want to get any information or reply h'(lman

audience. lie only meant it to give greater emphasis for his arguments. These

rhetorical questions are not uttered to an audience. Instead the questions are based

and created ill Alula's mind while he was shaken by the bad news 01 Italian

penetration ill to the territory or his own country.

However. this being tile case, the Italians failed to understand the limit or their

power and repeatedly aucmptcd to actualize their ambitions to occupy Ethiopia and

later they were badly crashed by Ras Alula. IIaggaai Erich (1982 : 5) ill his work. A

political Hi.QgD.ll2.I.!Y-l2l..&~.6Jula 1875 - 1897 writes:

The gn'clt(:st lc.ulcr th.u Ahyssinia has produced since the death 01
Emperor Thcudrus in I K(lK. was undoubtedly Ras Alula: a chief whose
huuorahlr and Icatlcss character often stood out in, bold relief against
the h;llk groiliHI or iurr iuuc that rills every picture of Aliyssinia»
political life.

According to this quotation, Alula was famous enough to be lamented by a

British historian and this shows that he was one of the heroes who were horn in the

era of the rise of Tcwodros , the Emperor who set out to unify Ethiopia and bring it

under a strong central government.

Therefore. the rhetorical questions In this section deal with the burning issues

of those times. Such rhetorical questions create an in!ense feeling in the minds of the

reader. This is hecausc that worst war against Italian-aggressors has horr ible
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association with the most terrible period of Ethiopian history. Besides, that era was

devoid or peace aile! security. Consequently Alula's psychological conflict as it is

seen in the above rhctor ica I questions is rooted in the love he had lor h is own

country. For instance. the rhetorical questions }"III.II ()J',I'J';o:r },'I:} l\"y;J'l\1:\ OU((l"!

'1'It.;} l\ou()l\I:\',' l\ouJ"" OUtll·"! '/"It.:} l\Ou(JI·I.C•..••llC.f ',!,'.:C/(ll· l\ou"/II'} OUtll··!

'Have these devils come to d('("cive me? Ilave they come to spy upon ami occupy Illy

country? .

pleased at the cost 01 their hlood " reveal this fact.

III general. the rlH'tori('al qucsrionx cited above reveal the degree of tension

and despair of Ras Aillia so ;IS to fight against the enemy and vacuate from Ethiopia.

Alula wants tll have a IrlT country. however he was much troubled by the intrigue of

the Italian agglessors. The rhetorical questions used in Yohanl1es and Alula Aba

Nega~ therefore. help to give a clear picture or the war against the colonial ists.

Besides, there is tone and beauty in the way the events are expressed. To sum up.

rhetorical questions are used particularly when characters are preoccupied with deep

thoughts that affect their country and their lives. Moreover this device is used to

express and show the dissatisfaction and puzzlement of Yohannes and Alula.

1.1.2. Dialogue

According to Cuddon (1l)7() : 2Jl)) "Dialogue is a literary device in which,
'Characters' discuss a subject at length." This shows that dialogue in literature is a

kind or conversation that enables the story to move along.

Dialogue is one of the most repeatedly occurring literary devices in Yohannes

and Alula Aba Nega. Tile following is a dialogue depicted among Dejazmach Kassa

(I r: IN' d Munzinger pasha, governor ofater emperor Yohallllcs IV), Genera apicr all

Massawa, in the service of Khedive Ismael of Egypt.
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""(lII.·}~' I'},;;: i.u: I).'} Cj.} liA 1'19":':',(1,,·: ~,(II+} ',/II'"!"

',(I. I"W" ·I?·:'·:':"'··} },'}J'. 1'lil'(J'11
">,~, },(II"")' '1IJ1'" >,(1 oU-:}II:}'IC9" l'I,t) '/I):'.Cj 'rY'I: J',IIA'"

~,.I'iY II I.rJI':

"II'//."-r'} (l9"'} .I','A ".11. ',,(.·"A'!" >,(1. 'I'ill
"III)'I'} '}ou:h-" 11".1', .1'.,,",'iA II"

"III':" III"} 'tfl';·'!"
"119"11""; 1I1,(.'} 'tfle:II·: :" ...
"A(I·A ,,'.I',! 1I"'1.I)-/·C ou·II:}'I ou9"""} ·h: "'(J:~'hll''':''A''

'fll\- fill"" ',·TI'I.'?""

"I'(l9"! 1'(19" ;"1.' >,A'HY'-"'9"! . , ." ~~:i/'·A Cj'rI'e?" 11f11l·(I·
l'ou"I',~. 11>,'1, ·/;~'.I':(:·,i I' :'·Ii.;··}·} "",-:'::ry} 1\"'/1'1/',:"'): '[(II' ,fI(I-
'1(111";':/11'::

"I' :"1).;.1(';-'". (lI'/';,:,::r".'}","V': 1./)'. },·}.I':·)-/IIm·A'} ',(II.rj

',·H'';·II·}: :

h',·1;;::r,,·
1111.11 v«:

fI:'~" )',',/."-r-·n
y.1'1"'/ou,t.\. Cjl:\."!"

(I.",:r".
·fI(1(11.

"./',11"'1 lIou';"//"·,: 1""')IIl:~ ,}},I,·" ;(11'11 "":9},~'(:'li }"il.' II.'}
1''''1Ji'·:,·,; 'II',,;,=,:'lT; '/:1."" I,,,,.}'} IH",':'· /IIJ~ ,,·,/. ..·r·} fI>"V':I.l.I'.
I,'}.t':·}ou(l,i '[(JI"; 1,:,·,,.,/,,/11'" >,(1 riTe9"11
/Yohannex pp. 1,1)· (d.

"I heard that your wire is an Ethiopian. Isn't it" said Kassa.
feeling sOlllething bad.

"That is right." said Munzinger afraid of Kassa's face and
quest iOIIS.

"llllw III II/:'.did you live in Ethiopia'!" said Kassa.
"I have been here Ior over seven years long."
"Ill which part or Ethiopia have you been living?"
"I have been ill Kerren and Massawa."
"Your excellency! are you not pleased that Munzinger has come

to see you'?" sad General Napier.
"No. it is (lot nlease. "

Genera! Napier on his part disclosed to Kassa that they have
come to Ethiopia to get release of their people who were imprisoned by

Elllrt:ror T w()(lros.

. ." a ree to evacuate from Ethiopia
Kassa 011 h IS part sa id, Do you g

r -rafter you gel your own people ree. _ner we
overnment. A.

" JJl \\1a\ respect. \ a111 ordere(d\fr~~l\~n\~a~e Ethiopia for Bri\ain
,. '.' \ we are or er. 'rs rclc,lSe( .get our pnsolll: .

illllnedi(l\l'ly.
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The two people came to discuss with Kassa about the Brit ish envoys

imprisoned by lmpcror Tcwodros.

your wife is all lthiop iau, ixn 't it'!" "1,9' ~,(/I·','l'ull'" "Yes. that is right." It is clear

that in this dialogue. Muuzinger has lived in Ethiopia and married all Ethiopia»

woman. M U nz inger has a pu rpose to accompl ish for h is people or h is masters. III
r

this Situation, Mammo wants to warn us the danger the colonialists could br ing. This

idea has beell a concern or mallY great African writers. Apart from portraying the

dangers or colouialist». this dialogue shows the power of his art in showing the fusion

of facts aud fiction.

Kassa was ill such a dialogue because he knows the problems that Munzinger

and General Napier could Inillg to tire country. "",/"t,·:r'} t'\9W
} y,,/.\ "./1. ',.(.f/'/.\·!"

"How long did you live in our country'?" "!/lVl-)' '}ou:J")' "",e, tI"i''1t\'' "l have lived

here over seven years" ... The dialogue used here depicts the life cond itions of his

characters, the beauty of their speech, the actual aspiration and reveals the characters

with clarity. Dialogue is used to give a variety of style and to present the actual

speech of characters ill tlris novel.

The above dialoglll' ;lInong the three people has also helped to present the

characters, events and incidents. For instance, when Kassa asks" ... I':"t)<;,qT,,·

(/I','j';':',r-,,.-} IIl",;;:T,,· 11:'"" ),'/('·TT} t'\:"'l", f",,,:r:'.lJ', ~,'}J':'h1JtIl·/.\'} '1(IIJ; 1111."

v«: J',,,",/ou'/'\("/'\"!" "Do you agree to evacuate from Ethiopia after you get your own

people free?" ;lIld whe-n (1l'Ill'ral Napier replied ... "J':fj"'1 hou'}"//,,·f; I,·/'t)((l;~

'l~,II'" '1(11'" 'H;9'Y:t:',) /,,)(; /I,'} I'"'l.1r..Y} (/I"'j';,::r'n '/!TC 'I(JI<"'} 11""":" (/IJ~

kl(':,r '} ""'y,:'.!)'. ~,'}J':'}out'\,) ;11I' 1':""''';(11''''' "On that respect I am ordered r~(,m

my goverurncut. Arter we get our prisoners released, we are ordered to leave

Ethiopia Ior Britain immediately." All tht-;eare actual speeches of Kassa and Napier.

One of the advantages or dialogue is therefore. to give the real and direct speech of

Kassa and Napier present illg the characters and their actual speech makes the
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conversation plausible. Hence, dialogue has helped to bring out the historical facts in

Yohannes.

Another example of dialogue In Yohannes is the dialogue between Kassa and

Emperor Tekle Gorgis:

'/.I'·C'/.I) "',t) },'H' h,/·':, },.}". {)J~,trn ,,',:} ',.:"'n
'}h,':;~r:
"I)Ou·;~ mJ', },'I,! )IIJJ~'!='}1"~j'):ou<;.'H'',CiI?' ',?"}?"

'/.\'-(:'/.1) ''1'1'''/ },'H' h,/,':. I)Y,an! ',;''''/ I"'L'9',~'e'iI'} (IIC
"".:A jlH: !'},I),hn },'H: "'/1' v: 'Il(' (\01"'1 (\"'1() 1."'1

}dH':I: '/(\/1-:: hl/." (\."1 9"'} /ty'C"'/A" .} ou~ iIlC!"
"M,q·,: I/."."} h},II,""tH 1"},I),hn ',,)'r'/(\I1' 'fI(\m'
},A "II I.?""!"

'/.\,-(:'/.1) ":,·,'U' 9"'} "'I.·flII? 9"'}iI "~Y.(\·fI'''!''
"A"f~"'} },II/'··} v: 1I},ilC '}ou'!= /'·1) 11(\m' Irii(\-:
11;'.1),): 1':'f:P '!'s.:/tJ~/t.}:,..}: /,·,<'1 "Iii:"1 t;. "· ..•n .I','A
"I"'} It')tII· f\i, 't 9"'} t.s:CUll' A ii A?"

'I.1"C/.I) ,":tim"," '}"II.,'V; ","'II).'}'} Y,I/,' 1"(\9"? J~~"",,'1'.r,)
>.\",.q Ah 'hll/" I'(\?"'! . . ,
",',),/=?" ),C,)9' },AI)tII';~9": "II',':'} 1I~j'):"I':':I: )f},~","
OUI)'/',H·',.} ,1',1'.It,I'.Ah·:,1~~"II"'1:rH='}9" h~j'):"I';':I: 1·.,..,.Ah·
" ;~! ),r:I)9"'" 'HI(:A;~ JI"'1 (\ ,} IH'C 9"'} r.l.l.9"1. rn- A ~;:A'!"

'/.\,-(:'/.1) "},9' },A,.I.I.OId,·AII?" h',;, /..:I',~· 1I0uOl·f"•••• , ••

, ,f':Hm'?" ItII'HII' ',(11'1 I"

"I)OU';~ }"Il.'!" I)Ou·;~ (lip. },'I. ',CiI!PiI II',·AII'}?·
},.I',.I'.(\9" IIII:r' /tP, ),'},'U'(II'9" h"'/.,V,OI·/tJ~,f',',{) ..1·! I'·}ii(ll·
},W} "'1)9"! ... )rlll.<' /tJ', Y.C{)(II· },Y.Y.(\9" },.,. II(\';~
'11(\/11' .I")m:~:"! ),',.1) .l'fJ'Y·:':·} (11"1 1I.<"lIh·9"1 }Hn".W!

},'I •. ,.),(\ ','y·C/.I) "'fI:': ,,", 9"'} J',Y.I.;JA! h),"/I/)ul..C :"I/'fI;~
',(/1' ...••

fIt) ou;l: ,I'.II"}'! l"nH"} 1'9"";(II·'hw! ou:l; P,,,'1 ~~"I';,',r'}I)
1'9"';,I~'H'/II'"! /,.,) '}(\. !l:l.ii(ll· fIt) ,f:A iI.ic)·"·:I:(II· ),(II""}'}

It(\"'1ou'} I)A ... "J~.II ",}C 1'),''lll}dlA"C ',(II' ),'}~'. I'flt)

}1.1'"I~(\9"" '11(\/11''tI'CII ... ·n:': hmn9" p,:)."." h),~:
""""'/'A:: /Yohannex pp, 181-21

},'I. ,1'),(\

fIt)

r; 'l, ,1'),(\

fl')

},'I. .1')/(\

fl')

}, 'I. ,/-),(\

I,,)

},'I, ,/-),(\

f,,)

Atse T/(;iorgis - Kassa! you betrayer. you demon, do you betray.
Ill)' xrl f. your master?

Kassa - I.istcil Ais«! It was you who started the betrayal?
Atse '1'/(; iorgis Listen? you betrayal demon! I won Tewodros \.

army and gave your father's country to rule and thus helped
you to sit on your father's position; what do you want me
to do for you more than this? Did you want me to
capitulate?

Kassa - "Did you not say that you would restore me to Illy father's
throne if I restore you to yours?"
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Atse T/(ii()J1:'-is- '-Su what is that you are missing? what is
lacking?"

Kassa - Wilat have you done for me when you appointed your ten -
year (lId SOil - Ras and allowed him to rule shelo, Feses,
Y cju. W~ldl;l Delaura, Raya, Lasta and Wag?"

Atse T/(iil)ll2is "Now ;IIT you 110truling Tigray and Harnassen?"
'/\11<1;\1('11'1you givcllthe title of Dejazmach?"

Kassa - vou havi: Ilut given 111C these; I got these on my own efforts
;111<1hy mv OWll p.ur iots. What have you added to my
IH)v\l'l ollu-r 111;111ask me to pay tithe?

Atsc T/(iinl12i<; yes. I have not given yuu any thing more because
you arc cut iiled Dejazmach without being appointed by me.
F\Tll the title you have is more than you bear.

Kassa - "Listen Atse?" "Listen please?" was it not on your
own that you become a king without being consecrated by a
hishop at 7chit in an open field? I followed my fore-fathers
traclitiou. What is the mistake in that?

Atse T/Gi(ll12i~ - "That is the will of God and nothing can be
dUI1C, ..

Kass - WIlCII is it? that we appreciate patriotism? When is it that
we appreciate patriot? when Ras Ali was defeated by Kassa
(Il'wodIOS) he said the same thing. Whatever the case who
ill1<1who ever orders tile power is now in my hand.

What is hrouuht 10 the lore in this dialogue in Yuhannes is the condition of the

Zemene Mesafini (J:ra ofrhe Princess). This era was marked h", a successions of

battles for severe ignl \' _ II was tile absence of any strong pol itical power or authority
"

that seems to havr broughr the country into a state of unrest. This state of affairs,
continued until thr emergency ul Bezbiz Kassa (Yohannis IV). As Richard Pankhurst

(1988 : 234 - 5) ill JJUo:. ( eIHelli1r)' or Dogal i writes:

The Emperor marched Irom wag in Tigrai to obtain the submission of
the new warlord and they fought on July 12, 1871, near the river
Asam. Ikj,llI11acll Kassa was victorious. It is told that Alula, who
participated ill the hanlc al the head of many soldiers with the title of
'Iigaba. luughl with amazing skill and courage, captured Emperor
Tek le CJi(1112i" \\ hOIl1 he handed over to Dejazmach Kassa.

This extract shows Ihat after tile death of Emperor Tewodros Emperor Tekle Giorgis

came to power and he was in turn replaced by Kassa (Yohannes IV). The
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dialogue between Emperor Tekle Giorgis and Kassa is loaded with rhetorical

questions, repetitions and flashbacks. For instance, "·}'U.'V; ~,°'lo:n y."" ('M"?

J',.ih,OY':f·il ',f·,.flAh ·hnt· fMO? au:'; 1','tilU'!" ... "Are you not ruling Tigray and

Hamassen? Aren't you given the title of Dejazmach? ... are rhetorical questions.

This device is used to arouse strong feeling and excitement.

When Kassa says "... ()au·:~mY. 1','I.! ."'J~":'} fJ':ou';.·} ',it ~,CM)J i9J·}'!"

'Listen Atse! it was you who started the betrayal?' This is not an actual question

which needs an answer. This is because, firstly, as a real question, the sentence does

not start with interrogative words like why, who, how or with subject and verb

reversed as "is he ... ?" "can you ... ?" Secondly, Kassa did not want an answer

from Emperor Tekle Gorgis. However, using rhetorical Question, Kassa is

expressing hate, fear and grief in his dialogue with the Emperor.

The other literary device used in the dialogue between Kassa and Emperor

Tekle Giorgis is repetition. For instance, words like ().r.lfn 'demon', ilfl'l 'listen'.

huJ',.·} 'betray' ~"n't·} 'patriotism' and phrases like au:'; .r.lr}. '.' ? 'when is it that

... ?' ()oo·1 OJ.r. ••• ! Listen please! ... are repeated many times. The use of this

device is to give force or stress on such words and to bring an effect. This is

because, the victory of Dejazmach Kassa over Emperor Tekle Giorgis created fear

and suspicion among the Ethiopian nobility during the Era of the Princess. To

emphasize this, it is brought to light 'au:'; Y.lf1 ~'?1't·1·1 f9°c;'m·.,·0)·....!' When is it

that we appreciate patriotism?" The above analysis shows how the dialogue between

Kassa and Emperor Tekle Giorgis is filled with rhetorical question, repetition and the

like. This combination of styl istic devices has helped to beautify and emphasize the

dialogue between the two people.

Liddle (1953: 72) in Some principles of Fiction writes: "Dialogue is generally

the most agreeable part of a novel; hilt it is only so as long as it tends in some way to

the telling of the main story." For Instance, in the dialogue between Kassa and

Emperor Tekle Giorgis one call learn about their character, force, manner, position

and the like. Dejazmach Kassa addresses Emperor Tekle Giorgis using phrases such
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as c'lqO.~ OJ.e },'t! "Listen your excellency!". but the Emperor simply replys fi"'!

1',1-" h"Pr.! 'Listen you betrayer!'. Such phrases of the dialogue help the reader to

learn the manner and position of the speakers. Similarly, the Emperor's use of

language also reveals his clever and shrewd nature. He always flatters Kassa". . .

,f.ih''''I1, ),y.J'fJAh ·1'm/', ft\9"? qu:': 1",'t(W?"" .. you are given the title of

Dejazmach? Is it not that the title' you have is more than you bear?" Here, the

dialogue exposes the pride of the Emperor. Therefore, dialogue serves to present

characters as they reveal themselves through their speeches. For example, the

different opinions expressed by Kassa and the Emperor and the way they discuss a
'?

topic indicate their nature. So, dialogue'; the main method of presentation in

Yohannes. The dialogue between Kassa and Tekle Giorgis expresses their feelings.

It is a psychological revelation of their personalities. Emperor Tekle Giorgis IS a

typical aristocrat who believes that he has God - given rights to rule the country. The

creation of dialogues helpsto reveal the characters state of minds.

From the dialogue of Kassa and Emperor Tekle Giorgis, the reader can form

an idea of each character and consider the emotional situation in which Kassa or Tekle

Giorgis finds himself from what he says or does. To conclude, dialogue in these

historical novels has many purposes. In the first place, it helps to move the story

along. Secondly, .for variation of style and to bring out the actual speech of the

characters and to explain the actual historical events. Therefore, dialogue is an

instrument in drawing out the incidents in these historical novels. It is through

dialogue in Yhohannes and Alula Aba Nega, that the incidents of the Zemene

Messafint (Era of the Princes) are expressed. It is also with the actual speech,

aspirations and ambitions of the characters, the real historical facts are disclosed.
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1.1.3. Repetition

Repetition is one of the Iiterary devices that characterize the style in Yohannes

and Alula Aba Nega. For example, there are repetition of letters and words in the

following extract taken from Alula Aba Nega.

*r 1.;J'r.. A~ .,.s.r,:c: r 1.;J·fQ A~ h,.,IJ.? ".e. 'r(\-: r ~~'r..~}
A~ y.{)" ",'I=(}(-= f' 1.;J·r..1 krC 'r(\: r l.;J'f'~'} ,.,7ihc:r- ",fHl(\-
h1".r..·1· !..- ry ..''1 1tJ~ A~: ~,1&"'" s rt'l.~· A~ yquAm'1A'! .e·t}'}
'r.~>·1·(}~,'}&:,. qu,.J·1(} .e~"A? .ell 0'(\' 1t7ihc(} r l.;J·r~·} 'r:"·1·
1'J.e0l''1 ',1Y,,:" m·(\- J'!.:&.A? '1'J h~,~ 1'J.e1'11)",,1. ~,0I''1.} OJ1!.:
",.f'.l'.(\(}.,ry?-:: ~dl'oy ·'·Y.I' OO</'''16li}. 'tAtn rqu'.l.11·f: r'1"'1"= t'i~cr.
/Ie ny'we: noy'}?" (II·C;J'I' inJ'.· t'l.0I~' qulj<;. '101'11 ,.,;J~.(.
f111'1·'= I' J'.''I A~ r ·Hlt. A~ r,),1· A~: ~,J'(\. J'''l''1··1· t'H'~OI'
*'}*:r:o':-l'. ,,}T'--rflA.7-:v,- ,.,(:-i~!') l,7iIi2:r·: ~,J'f1<f'{'1C;"J'f1tt~t.
rJrA(l:r:o)' <t9"C; 'r"EJ: ',t'OIlt'lI.·'· 'l.l'.ll t'l"1'J t'n'lff'1' rflA;J.t: ",C,.S
bjn!~~:r~OJl'. (J~ 'I '1..'.OJ· ",(\·1\1 ",J'.' '101' ~,vcr./I· 0).1'.9" ~,v::Jl'.·(\·
1",;J<{.& ",/100'/= II "n 1}·ft.9" 1",;J<{.(.h'"l.11!:'·C; hny.l'Jl'.fH· ",r..''IC; 1f1/••"
0,"t'l 11 1""1'1· fI(\'1fJ1· hoo') l'.<;. 0)'1""01' (Jr~l~l1;J'O)· "'~"'OI' 01·(\(11·

r°'i.olJ(\t'l· ,,'}j{ r-t''''HH1 "P:~~ hA·n t'°'l.J'9"H)·)· fl(\00 tJ'c;:f(ll·
r",ft.I\1 +c« f l'.l.t'lfJ·}'}9" r,:'}"I!' fOY.'1"}<;.'r:r:m·1",AtJ"l'9"I
/Alula Aba Nega pp. 31-2/

"The SO!! of my Lord being dared, having soiled the son of my lord,
having bled the son of !!lY lord, having broken the fence of my lord,
having cajoled !!lY lord's servants, how can that son of a poor peasant,
how can that son of a bitch escapes me? How can all these servants
remain silent without retaliating the maltreatment. I am not a man if I
do not capture him tomorrow. Unless he is captured and penalized, the
sons of the nobles and the sons of the landed gentry will be crashed by
the arms of the low horn. Phrases uttered by Agafari Sibhatu such "son
of the poor" , "son of the ~asantry" slowly created annoyance and
sulkiness in the hearts of Balgada Araya's servants and at the same
time pent-up hearted. Consequently, Agafari ordered about thirty
servants of Balgada Araya to go out to the desert to search and capture
Alula. But all these were found from those families of poor peasants,-
whom Agafari despised and insulted. However, let alone, trucking
down Alula they were not even willing to tell Agafari Sibhatu Alula's
where-abouts.

* All underlinings in this study are the researcher's.
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Balgada Araya, the governor of Temben was among the nobles (Mesafint) who

had a collection of modern fire-arms. Since Balgada Araya know Alua's father and

family background, he happily employed him as his soldier and made him his

household guard (elfign ashkar) rather than an ordinary soldier. While Alula was living

there he quarreled with one of the sons of Balgada Araya, Debebe Araya. Then Alula

knocked down Debcbc. Consequently, Aluala was imprisoned and then escaped from

prison. Following that Agafari Sibhatu, one of the servants of Balgada Araya discussed

the above extract.

In this extract, we see psychological conflict in Agafar i Sibhatu. 'For instance,

Y.U'} '1'.4>·}1l ',1J.',,·} ou:J",1l f.:J:"A'! how can I tolerate this kind of offense? This is

revealed through the motivation, feelings and crises of Sibhatu. This is because such

conflicts originate from his own feelings, thoughts and ambitions to search, capture and

imprison Alula. Mammo employs such inner conflicts to set forth the deep thoughts of

Sibhatu. Furthermore, Sibhatu's passionate love for his master (Balgada Araya) and his

master's son (Debebe) is clearly expressed in "f1.:J·f.. AR:" "the son of my lord."

and it is used for emphasis.

The dominant device in the above quotation is Anaphora. Chapman (1973:79) in

his work, Linguistics and Literature, an Introduction to Literary Stylistics, defines

anaphora in the following manner:

Anaphora, sometimes used of verbal repetition in general, is specifically
t1~e repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of successive stages

1
of the chosen pattern.

In Alula Aba Nega , there is also this kind of repetition of phrases For

instance, the words uttered by Sibhatu contain anaphora.

f1.;J·f~ AR: ·f·s. 'i~C'

The son of my lord being dared.

f1.7·f..1 AR: "}','.l.t. ",e 'J't\-

Having soiled the son of my lord

f1.:J·Vq1 AR: f,VO 11,.1l(l
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Having shed the blood of my lord's son.

f1.7'fQ"} krC 1'(1

Having broken the fence of Illy lord.

f1.7·f.."} }, i'fhC':r- },fllIt\-

Having cajoled my lord's servants.

In all these cases one call see and observe the repetition of phrases in the

beginning of the first three lines f1.;J·r.. A~ "the son of my lord." Besides, there is

also a repetition of a letter '1" 'My' and a word l.;J·fQ "lord" . Such repetition of a

letter, words and phrases at the beginning of the utterance give high emphasis to

objects, activities, feelings, thoughts and ideas created in the mind. Moreover, it gives

rhythm to the minds of the reader so that the words or phrases mentioned will not be

forgotten.

The repeated letters, words and phrases have also different values such as to

stress the major ideas of the utterance. For instance, 'J" "that" has been repeated two

times, f 'my' ten times, with the phrase f1.;J'f.. A~ 'the son of my lord'. Hence,

letters of the same root like' 1" and' Y , are repeated. Besides, l.:rfQ 'lord' has

repeated seven times, A~ 'son' eight times h"}~'l 'how' four times. Words like 'He'

'1()~' 'peasant' 'Y..,.'1' 'poor' 'IIC' genealogy' },7ihc 'servant' have been repeated all

over the pages in the quotation.

Sp all these repeated letters, help to create rhythm. Since rhythms are stressed

sounds occurring at definite intervals, f1.;J·f.. A~ 'son of my lord' fY:'1 A~ 'son of

the poor', f1()~ A~ 'son of a peasant' .... and the like give some sort of music to

the utterance. Similarly, repetition helps for the continuity of the story. For instance,

with the help of A~ 'son' the story is made to continue.

In addition the main focus of attention for sibhatu is f1.:rf.. A~ 'the son of,
my lord' clauses such as f1.;J'f.. A~ .,.Y..,~C' 'the son of my lord being dared f1.;J·fu'}

A~ h},IJ.t. 1't\- 'Having soiled the son of my lord' f1.;J·fQ"} A~ J'..fJO }',~r'lt'

Having shed the blood of my lord's son f1.7-fQ"} },,1'C 1'(\ having broken the fence of
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my lord and the like are repetitions which create parallelism. All these clause contain

the same structure. The first two words of each clause consists of the repeated words.

In all these cases they have the same sentence structure because firstly, they have

f'l.:J·fq 'my lord's' and secondly 'son' AX- and then different verbs for each clause.

Hence, parallelism is a very common device which contains phrases or sentences of

similar construction and meaning places side by side balancing each other in these

historical novels.

Another example which is marked by repetition is:
1',,,""... fuo1.£. ••·1 A 71.:r· ~,f{)n()(J huo1.£. ••· ~,Act: 1If\- f)"'l.1·1m· f)-,ll
OJ11' 1'1I:J' ",e ~,fm"1: " ~~ k:J·OJ·t..t i~:" ~,~ e-« i~: 1',1-'-1:
1',1-"1: 1',1,"1 4'~1.".,:r·: 1',1"-1 .£."I<r' ~t.1.".,:r· 1I.r:r(H,t\t}~~.rl\
""'l';J:"C; ""'7.1:" j!.mS': if)CII /Alula Aba Nega, p. 13/

One day Alula was playing with his friends along the 'Geba' River and
stood on one of the knolls and used to say I am a Fitawrari (leader of the
front regiment), I am a Ras. I have appointed YQ!L.. you and you
Kegnazmach (leader of the right regiment, you a Grazmach (leader of
the left regiment.) Besides, he likes his friends to involve in dispute.

This quotation discloses Alula'schild hood. While Alula was young, he used to

play with his friends where he had been born. He was also practicing the skills of a

rifleman. He grew up with the other children of his village, climbing mountains,

crossing rivers, how to use firearms, how to throw a spear and how to use a shield.

In this quotation the above fact is disclosed through repetition. i~ 'am' and

1',1," ')lOU' are repeated in this case. When we see the structure of the sentence

containing 1',1," 'you' in the passage 1',11-1: 1',1"-1: 1',1"-1:1 4'~1.".,:r·..._. 1I.r:rt}·

1',t\t}. "I have appointed you, you and you Kegnazmach we can observe a word 1',1-'-

'you' repeating without any break. Here the repetition consists of three words of the

same root. This kind of style is used firstly, for emphasis and secondly, to show close

relationship of ideas and steadily movement of the story. This unbroken succession of

words also create rhythm. According to Cuddon (1976:303) this kind of figure of

speech is called epizeuxius, meaning 'a stylistic device in which a word or phrase is

repeated emphatically to produce n special effect. Therefore, epizeuxis is one of the

dominant literary devices in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega. The word 1','H- 'you' is
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repeated to bring out the men to be chosen for high position. Hence, repetition IS a

stylistic device that helps to create emphasis and is important for stylistic effect in a

work of fiction.

1.2. FIGURES OF SPEECH

Figurative language IS language which makes use of certain devices called

figures of speech. In order to analyze the figures of speech in Yohannes and Alula Aba

Nega it is imperative to comprehend what is meant by figures of speech. According to

Encyclopedia Americana (1975: 195), " Figures of speech are forms of expression that

depart from normal word or sentence order or from literal meanings of words for the

purpose of achieving a special effect."

According to this quotation, figures of speech are expressions whose meanings

are intentionally made to be different from the denotative meanings. Similarly, in

Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega, various figures of speech are used in order to clearly

portray pictures of scenes, events, incidents and characters. This section, however

attempts to discuss or analyze only the major ones. There are two dominant figures of

speech in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega. These are similes and metaphors. The

following discussion will give the actual use and role of each of these figures of speech.

1.2.1. Simile

In Dictionary __of LiteraLY-IcCl.1J1LlItlC\Literary Theory, Cuddon (1976 :880t
defines simile in the following words:

Simile is a figure of speech in which one thing is likened to another, in
such away as to clarify and enhance an image. It is an explicit
comparison ... recognizable by the use of the words 'like' or 'as'.

As it is defined the comparison is made in order to clarify the idea being

described and to add force to the description and by doing so to give aesthetic quality to

the language. Having in mind the points mentioned above, there are abundant similes
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all over the pages of Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega. For instance, after Ras Alula

defeated the mahdists at the battle of kufit, he entered Asmara with his victorious army

and received an unprecedented popular reception. This historical event is presented in

Alula Aba Nega (1979: 157) as folIows:

},11. qur;,,~ ~fllI ·'·meTt:
},1~ },'HlffJ '11:9" ~.e ()C[./.:

~'}1. 1',1ntt ~'A'l'9" ()flt:

h()~ fI()o,·,::

fleM: 6<1:fI"::

He who stings like a poisonous snake

lie who invades like a locust

He who breaks the shin like a lion

"is wife is Kassala

And his mistress the Sea!

As it is indicated in this extract, in Amharic simile is indicated by ~11. /inde/,

au()t\ /messele/, autt}'· /mcssay/ and "'II'" /yahil/ which are equivalent to the English

words such as 'like' 'seem' 'as' , as as' and 'as if.'

Here, Alula is compared to },IHI /ebab/ a poisonous snake. Alula was being a

snake to the colonialists. He was like the desert snake for the Mahdists and the enemies

of the country. Besides, Alula is compared with },'Hltt /Anbessa/ meaning lion. This is

because, Alula was brave, courageous and the hero who does not rear any battle against

the enemies of the country. Lion symbolizes courage, pride and endurance. In addition,

the phrases h()1\ flt\f1.·': /kcssala is his wife/ , flIIC; },.I:fI.,: /the Sea is his mistress/

symbolize that the desert area, Kcssala and the Red Sea were the homes of Ras Alula.

The Sea has symbolic significance. It symbolizes home, house and ones own

country. Besides, Ras Alula represents those people who have great sympathy and

affection, that is for the people who are in need of someone's help. When the people

select different animals, insects and reptiles and the sea as vehicles of similes,
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obviously they are attracted by their activities. For instance ,",'}nt) 'lion' is courageous

and hrtl1 'snake' is a reptile which creeps or crawls with no legs, but is very

dangerous. Alula was also dangerous to the enemies of the country.

The following example from Yohannes also shows the nature and function of

these similes.

"(1).e'r. V''nfl! mY. 't, fST"C<lliJ.A~! fl,}~' "f. '7e;' J>J.t·:r· ffl'}·1· ,",'}(J,..:f.
',e;")' ftn:r·0)' kit •... ,,',.n,),Y.oJol: <f!'"/. ,",.,1·V·*".r A·),:J·mA? ,"\.~·V·*".r
A:hH·fl fOY Y,U"} 'toH " 111\0" hO)'}nt,~fm' 111.:'7 ,",1'\-11 ,", '} J'. ,",t·fl
'tl1e ·'·'}"~/,.m{n-II f J'.Cfl- 7i (I,e 1-'} r:c'} ,",AC: 'I-jf V"~' ml\-'} ·)-"It·Y. '}
'tY'I'I\4'I\<I' ,),1,11 ',fJ.~: fl•." - hefl·}.r,} s.s :J'ml\ MIll-V" ~'V'1 Q·,rt
;I',r1-(1)- II f,"d·f-*".r hl1C "':II''1fl: no·",'} A~:f J'.V" ',,}J'. (1)''1 ••••t.fl
;1"1-0)011 t",("i')- ,",'It,:r:m' :"1,'). "':I·J'.·~e;' 'I11·J: •••."l~ :J',:r:(1). II
/Yohannes p. 3261

Woe unto me Yohannes! woe me son of Mircha! A country that
produces many patriots and the mother or many .... while I am alive
Ethiopia to be burned? Ethiopia to cry? This can't be done!" He stood up
and moved to and fro like a tigress after gave birth its offspring. He
imaginatively saw the Dervish army running over Gondar, Gojjam,
Wollo and Tigray and entering Axum Tsion. He foresaw when
Ethiopia's dignity was violated and her innocent children's blood
flowing like water.

Like the first example, this quotation also employs ','}J~ /ende/ 'like' to indicate

similarity. For instance, ,,'}J'. ,.,t,fl 'tl1e ·,..}.y.t-mm' 'Yohannes twisted his body like

a tiggress after gives birth its offspring.' Here a wild animal, tigress is compared to

Yohannes' anger, impatience, and restlessness simply because his country's dignity is

violated by the dervishes.

Moreover, blood is compared to a flowing water or flood. for example, ntr'l'}

A~:f J'.V" ',,}J'. 01-'1 •••.•t.'n., 'her innocent children's blood flowing like water. What is

observed here again is similes connected to nature are found all over the pages of

Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega. For example, h'}J'. f1,.),l 't;JQ "f."le;' ,",~:~ ',,}J'.··hn

IYohannes p.351 that is 'to become like a brave hunter like Bahere Negash ( King of

the Red Sea).' flV"$P'} fl •••OY ",} J'. ,., '} J'.' ·1,A:" ;Jt- .eouflh-,} 't(JC 1Alula Aba Nega
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p.341 "when we heard about you, you seemed to us like a big mountain.1 fILlI:"sP'

flJ'hA <f!qu·f; 1.L·t: h9"~'C m·{)'J' 'tOl' J't\OI' w1~·'t·t: / Ibid. p.36 I 'even if my chest

and height is not as high as a knoll Illy virility is under ground.'

Most of the similes ill these historical novels are presented by using ~,11. 'like'

but there are very few similes that are formed using flJ'hA Ibayakil that is 'as

...... as' . Since most of the similes are introduced by the word ~,11. lende 'like' , it

seems a characteristic feature, of the style in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega.

Usually, the characters are compared to domestic animals, wild animals, birds,

bees and sometimes to utensils. However, the similes introduced in these historical

novels employ mostly animals. similes related to domestic animals are:

A:(1 ~,'}1."'jf f1l1l'i:C ,,{)I.'·T·OI"11 /Yohannes. p.ISI 'she tethered my son

like a calf'

',11. (j:rA qu'}:" ·hJlA~:111 "'(fOe IIbid. p.331

'Like a she-goat you started to bear twins?'

',1f. tH',,- r""·}wAJ'.w·1 ~/..A1- IIbid .P.341

, Look for one who is sterile like the mule.'

similes categorized under wild animals are:

~,'}1.1l1r{) s-nc ·'·1c~/'·ml1l' IIbid. p.3261

'Like a tigress with a newly born cub walks to - and - fro'

h,1f. lIC": ~,1J'. },,10f) IAlula Aba Nega p. 431

'Powerful arms like a lion.'

"11. qoC"~ xo-n ·,'wCTt /Ibid,. p.1571

'Who stings like a poisonous snake.'

"11. },,10flJ "J~.sP' ,,~ {)"./, I Ibid.!

Who invades Iike a locast

There are also similes related to utensils, for instance,

r011111' :'·...,1 rOl.1I1' s-«
ml\'} ()flt "11. lIC/b / Ibid p.56/

The loyal servant of Bezbez
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He who crashes the enemy like a flask.

As it is indicated in all the examples above, one of the dominant figures of

speech used in these historical novels is simile. The courage and endurance of Ras

Alula and Emperor Yohannes are juxtaposed with wild animals like lion and tiger to

bring an effect. Besides, the use of similes related to wild animals help to describe the

manner, appearance and courage of Yohannes and Alula. Similes have also the power

of touching the minds and feelings of the readers as to behave like those patriots of the

country.

. [n general, figures of speech help authors, such as Mammo to convery their

experience to the readers by stimulating the reader's imagination so that the reader can

easily understand the key ideas of these historical novels. Moreover, similes have

served in these works from becoming wordy because much can be said in only a few

words using similes.

Therefore, one of the hallmarks of style in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega is

the employment of similes. These similes are used to illustrate the qualities of Alula

and Yohannes. Moreover, they are used to show the activities, courage and bravery of

these patriots and their emotional reactions to different circumstances. Hence,

Yohannes and Alula are well described. The relation of ' Kassala' (The Red Sea),

lion, tiger and the like are well illustrated and interwoven with the life of these heroes

of the country.

1.2.2 Metaphor

John Peck ( 1984: 139) in his work, How to study literature, defines metaphor

as follows; " Metaphor is a figure of speech in which one thing is described in terms of

another. " According to this definition, metaphor is a device that enables a writer to

cstabli h connections between different characters. For instance, in Yohannes (P.39),

. II}' 't'W" , /anbessa/ 'lion' 'h"'} '/essat/ meaning 'fire'
Dinknesh Kassa's Sisler ea s urn \ '

b
. I' boyhood Kassa was a good hunter and killed a lion. Because Kassa was

ecause In l1S ,
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very brave and courageous, his sister compared him with a 'lion'. The use of

metaphors in this work is for exaggeration and emphasis.

There are other metaphors, for instance, 'r.,.t- }',101')! ' Iyegura anbessal to say

'Alula the lion of Gura!' Alula Aba Nega (p.63). This title is given to Ras Alula by

Emperor Yohannes after the Battle of Gura. The Emperor appointed him because Alula

defeated the Egyptian army-and occupied their fortifications. This shows that metaphor

as a literary device has significant purpose to reveal the characters in these historical

novels.

In these works metaphors that are related to wild animals particularly the lion;

domestic animals such as the ox, horse, dog; natural features like lighting, knool and

fire are widely used. Out of these metaphors containing names of different animals and

things 11101') 'lion' is the most recurrent. These nouns are used to show the manners

and acts of the characters. For instance,

ri'l1-1· }"10" :1· ',c;·1· rtr't 1'(1)' }',16. ...

IYohannes p.3261

My country who is the mother of many lion ...

M,l\-I\ r.,.t·(I)· }',1Ot, rOll:\. 00'11') h(llC MI'?l'''''; I\,e ·,'al, 00 G.'\T(I)·

IAlula Aba Nega, p.631

Alula was given the title of the lion of 'Gura' Ivalleyl

}"j'.J'..t.C ,r1'" (J1,.(j:

},)1(J1')m-h'}J.':tJ 1')j'.;J'(n(j: Ilbid. ,p.2101

Alula, the lion, while your arm (power) is not collapsed. '

)',rllt} .r1t.. p,.c OJ111'C,' "'/',/',m'

ml\·HI1 1\/'11'; QU'I'·ll.\ }','H\I') rn- Ilbid, p.2381

Be courageous my country wood.brook and mountain;

The lion has come to crash your enemy.

There are countless wild animals that are used to describe the historical figures

metaphorically. However, }','HII') lanbessal 'lion' is used very widely. Since lion is a

large, strong wild animal and is sometimes called " The king of beasts' because of its
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courage and fine appearance. Emperor Yohannes, IV Ras Alula, and the Ethiopian

patriots who wiped out the colonialists out of the country are lionized. This might be

the choice of Mammo Wudneh to indicate his style in revealing one reality in terms of

another.

When Ethiopia is considered as 1'1\10" ',1C ' a country of lions', it is to

represent her people and Iion is chosen to. show the strong character or personal ity of

Emperor Yohannes IV and Ras Alula particularly.

Fire is used also to represent the emotions feelings and activities of Yohannes

and Alula, for example:

fll/l..,f'r1· f""}C "".} tf'r(J)'ll~AII I Yohannes p.3271

The Italians have become foot ember.

(J)A~1':\A .,.,.1. 7i A"!:;

:"1;'''} "".} fOYA·"!:; Ilbid. , p.391

You have born one who fires,

The spark that burns.

',/I.." f',OJl1,f "".)- I Ibid., p.3021

Alula the fire of Abyssinia

In all these examples ),,,.} 'fire' is used to show the manner of, the characters.

For instance, Alula said 'tr'AJ";o:r- ,'),"}C ),').1' In(JI"O~:A I' 'The Italians have become

foot ember' to show the danger of the Italians to his country.

Natural features are used to human activities and qualities and some examples

are:

,,/\-'l "Cl .,;J H·fl 'rmf. ou11t.:J·?

1:11'1' i'mem-£.:" m'l'} fDY.J'fltll.1:f'?

/Alula Aba Ne1@ p. 114/

Who is that Alula Aba Nega?
rin s and molests his enemy.

Wind or lightening who suddenly sp g

'< f r A 1-r h""I.. i,,9"1\.... .,nt.,'- (,-,t. •

f~.lf.yf.,~ 110 ,1"11 (1l("~

ffkt 9"1'1(\ fo.·t llC'I1:
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'It. .late;' lXI,l\qu1 "'I.'}II /Ibid.,p.l11/

Amlesu who was ornaments of my head she was the robe of my shoulder and

shield and spear and she was the light and central pillar of my house. However,

after her death, J am thrown to the dark side of my life.

This is uttered by Ras Alula after the death of his favorite wife, Amlesu.

Amlesu's manners and qualities are described by employing different abstract nouns

such as fie'!'} 'light' fll,l\°'l 'dark' and concrete objects like Aflt) 'c1oth';Ji'f 'shield',

(Ile 'spear' for descriptive purposes. For instance, 1.'1' 'ornament' shows the beauty of

Amlesu. It is employed to intensify her beauty. Besides, metaphor is a figure of speech

which Mammo has made use of in such a way as to bring out the significance of

courage, manner, activity, beauty and of his characters. Metaphor gives vividness and

effective expressions hecause it is described in terms of another expression. Therefore,

as it is analyzed in this section, figures of speech like, similes and metaphors are

helpful literary devices in historical works such as Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega.

1.3 NARRATIVE TECHNIQUES

Before we deal with this section, it would be appropriate to define terms like

narration, technique and narrative technique Fowler (1973: 122) in A Dictionary of

Modern Critical Terms writes:

Narration is the recounting of a series of parts or events and the
establishing of some connection between them. In imaginative literature
the nature of the link between the reader and the text is crucial and here
the narrator becomes important. This may be the author speaking in his
voice .... The discussion of the nature of a narration and the mode of
narration can carry us to the heart of the meaning of a work of fiction.

Harry Shaw (1972: 28) in Dictionary of Literary Terms defines
technique in the following terms:
It is the manner and ability with which a writer employs the skills of his
craft; the body of specialized methods and procedures used on a specific
field. The technique of a novelist for instance involves characterization,
the building of conflict, suspense, point of view .....
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Narrative technique comes under the general field of narratology. Narratology is

the study of narratives in a work of literature. It concentrates on the manner rather than

the matter. For this reason, narrative technique is a stylistic device that enables a reader

to follow the matter from a certain specific perspective.

In fiction, a writer relates a story in a certain way. To do this, he may use a

character narrator or an outsider. This relation, that is , the narrators stand to the

fictional world is called point of view. Through the point of view, the author leads us

to the story Consequently, point of view is a doorway in the architecture of fiction.

The dominant narrtive techniques in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega are third

person point of view, foreshadowing and flashback. The following section will

examine each of these techniques:

1.3.1. Third person point of view

Point of view is a term used in literary criticism to describe the way in which

the material of the story is presented to the reader. It is the angle of narration of a

story. There are four kinds of points of view and these are omniscient, limited

omniscient, first person and the dramatic or objective. In Yohannes and Alula Aba

Nega, the third person point of view or limited omniscient is employed. The following

example. will illustrate this point:

(H'{)(fJ:f(I). .}"111' qul~'t..} lP/,.tf. ;I':f(l)-1~' qul")t.r:r:Ol-1 1,ff;lJ!-·,·Ol-(l)Y.
1,-.:r-V-kJ' IIqo·f;1I 1'.ct11 'MIO>Jl"A llOlffJOl- 6:t·~r;- O{)m(l)- ·N,II1'
qulPt.·l- r..,l1,) r(llcqut9J":(- "r;- lll\p'AffJtj"f (\f'lf!,O>Jtj.)-r;- l\1"1")
qut9J":(- rO>J6t..., fir 111111r;- Af. Af. 100t.h:r- "r{)m- "flh J'..;lm-
rrl,O>J{)'1 ..,11:r-J'..t.().IIOTC"C qu-,L"}1C r"'l.qut- (IlC J'.."'qo 01,0"1") Oh-A
llqu":11 f!,U-1 ',1j( U1t·,: "~:f1 IIC"':}- 1,A·'-1'Ol\,.:fm-rll nOl:t",:
r .-hO>J{)'11>fr r.,n •••·l- Y.]h,O>J":(' 111... r.,O•••T:f0'"1 r..,A " ifhC'":(-r;-
6J!'~C':r- "1 y.u.u·r r ;I'm"! -"..,tj:r· 1,{)At.(I)- O~t-'l'.,:r- 1mqu-T:r:(I)'11
/ Alula Aba Nega pp.47 - 8/

According to the plan of action they went on a military expedition to
Ethiopia. As to the plans and others of Kedib Ismail, war commander's
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and authorities reached the Hammassien territory by grvmg titles,
money and different gifts to the religious and tribe "leaders. The force
lead by Munzinger went on a military expedition through Awassa.
However, the country did not accept them by opening her hands. The
current ruler of Hammasen Dejazmach Gebru confronted them
courageously with his servants, followers and well know patriots.

From this quotation, it is clear that the story is narrated from the third person point of

view. "'~.11 "fllT'O,,/:\ r]m£J}(J)'()<l,J'..'c,'f1r'1fOm'-N,111' dOlJ.1l-1- (,"/11t) ('(Ill: dO('9'1'

('.l,'"Ifb 1 "I11-~' .r.t.r'lil 'According to the plans and orders of Kedib Ismail, Egyptian

war commanders reached Ilarnassen.' ()'l'C'IC qull:}-/C (,'"I.dO(.· (Ill: r."IT' t1)',(J).•••,

f1h·/:\ IldO-,'1I 'The military force led by munzinger went on a military expedition

through Awassa.' In all these cases, the third person point of view is employed to bring

effect and success for securing vividness, revealing the thoughts of the characters and

shifting scenes.

In the quotation, the limited omniscient or third person point of view is used

because it does not say 'I' narrating in a first person point of view. Besides, we don't

see the author telling whatever he wishes like that of the omniscient point of view.

Another instance of the third person point of view can be considered in

Yohannes (p.249)

rl-t-t -). 30 .,..} Itl «.~. ".e 1-t-6 9"7i"I m·fl'r nfllm· r"ll1t) (lIe
rqU~dOt.rm·1 qUJ'..·Ij! 0••··1, r'l..dOr'lh-,·m·roJ! "Olro,t; 011-','" - '1v»-';
QdOt. roJ! .,Olro· fIlC o,-,·h·fl 09"7h lI·tJ' or<#!-r~(Ilro·t; or J!l-t-OJ'
)"J!'~fIl r.,Olm· 0t\ ..:Jr] J',,,",, rlldO"'(J)o fIlC lfOdO(J)oU hlL.f O~"
II-b,.f~ J',:"£J}6fiJ,$P1't; J',Q)1.$P1· -'·dO.(·(1 mJ! Ill":)' v-s.c r'l..J'dOt·
r" IIl (J)on1-lP - " 1.1-"": lP t- fJ! T m1. 1-/,,6 9"7i"I 1,7i;r.J'..'s:9" 1.o» lts
f"ll1') rfllc },l''"I¥i·9'' r1-lj.cn 9"7i"l t\quh"lt/:\ 1I.f.t-·1';·}t;' IIfl/:\·l·
m·1.J'm,1 1'(0"'" '1" tOt\, O(]D.f..'l.":1': (JdD-l·lrt'l:r.: IIllld01jf9Ji'c,'
(Jttlt'l~· t;tl:1H· J'..'11/:\-l'/:\~ rotJJtl OdOJ'..·~: OdO-)'l('fl: 01lld01jf-:
oflle -: 1I1-t·? "t; 01-/,,1.. OJt.tt; ",·h"I-t.e.-: -r<#!ct; m.e9" <I' f.
tlltfw-r' ,f,&\T t,07i1' ft.~7f'1·C; "J.(J{1l1· r},1~.·1·J',t)1-C "'Pt9>i' (")'/:\<1:

}',r].e /:\"{.1· ·'·f.tl.i.(,Q,4· .,."",,! !

E tian regiment that was in
10 l't morning the ~gyp d Ras Alula's

IV kattl" r~ebl'Uary J , ~le nnon at the k\ogs army a:ommanded bye .' . d the f\fst ca . army that was
bastion hre fter the longs

Gura' d it Then a '
army chanenge . .
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different leaders fortified in different directions ran to fight against the
enemy. The leaders of the Egyptian regiment started to fight and protect
with courage and a different war - style. That place was troubled by the
firing of the invaders and defenders, cannons, artilleries, rifles, spears
and swords. Blacks and browns, whites and even more than that the
Habeshat and the Sudanese, Egyptians and dwellers of one continent.
The sons of the great Abay killed one another.

In the quotation above, the limited omniscient or third person point of view IS

employed moving from character to character. Besides, Mammo provides the reader

with no comments of his own. The narrative technique of telling a story in the third

person gives the author a means of probing into the protagonistis inner feelings. By

employing this technique, everything can be told us about the characters. Besides, this

helps to describe scenes, situations and setting. For instance, the sentence fI1"l:-} 30

C/O'} hl«,~, '\.e. -"/'·6 0)-1"11' nOlo>' f"J1M (IlC foo~oo/'.f'o>·') oo.f.:fi:.... f)'}.,.,J.' -

'I1P"f: Qoo/'. o>.,r.'IOlo>'(IlC "'.-t·h,'" 0t\..7f1 J',l\-'\ ffloo-t·o,.') (IlC 110000>·••••"yekatit"

February 30, late morning the Egyptian' regiment guarrisoned in Gura fired its first

cannon at the king 's army and then Ras Alula's army challenged it. Here, the

story is told from the third person point of view because everything is presented using

the pronouns 'it' or 'he'. Moreover, the date, the commanders of war, the different

weapons used in the war. .... are described in the third person point of view using 'he'

and 'it'.

Another line that helps the reader to see an instance of the third person point of

vrew IS: J'1' c/-Ot\. noo~"-:1': 000:'1'/'1'(11': Omoo,}jf?J1'" Ot.l(l1· alllH·
.,

~'r(J/!\:j./!\~ o>tJ)11'That place was troubled by the firing of cannons, artilleries, rifles

and by the scream of horses. In this example J'1' '''flt\. 'That place' is described and

presented in the third person point of view and this description is used to clarify and

give details of the war. The real picture of events, settings and characters are made

clear in the narration without exaggeration.

In general, in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega, there is no direct address to the

reader by a first person point of view '1'. There is no comment given by the author.

However, what is clear here is that any writer can never completely vanish from his
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work. Even if his message to the reader is not expressed directly, there still exists all

the view the author presents through his characters. This happens because these
historical novels are his own creations.

1.3.2 Foreshadowing

Foreshadowing is the technique of arranging events and information in a

narrative in such a way that later events are prepared for or shadowed forth beforehand.

Events in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega are foreshadowed in the narrative in such a

way that later outcomes could be shown before hand. For instance, the future life of

Alula is reflected in the following lines:

Mt\;r·l· ,",1Y..' 4'1 ,",t\-i\ 11:}.£.?f:r: ,;JC tr'r n1f1 01111 Q.6liJ.0J"r 0.1'.:r.
qu (1111 qu (111 •tinl qu ()). rni\ n11(\9':r. ,",11t\(}). (}).£. lPC"I (l~' n.'i.P,•
..•."1t-';' ".eU1 IJ-t\. y"'''Iil rSJ"~·(})p,.~· t\"'I1 'ra>-?" 11t\- mN'1I
h·Hf h quo~. 1\1'-:r.SJ" '" 1-5. ." SJ" 11i\ r t\n "1 ,..,..- x r,.. 4' :r' t\(,.il ,",t\-i\ t\ rn·'t
<I!O. A 1il'l' mY. lP t.t·:fm· "r'i.J'..'1 'rtf'?" n« :r'm'lI IIbid., pp. 13-14

Once upon a time, Alula was playing with his friends along the 'Geba'
River; and he saw girls carrying bread in qu(ll1 'food' table' and mi\ '
ale' in a clay pot. They were going to a wedding. "To whom are you
taking all this feast?" he asked. "Surely it is to give to Ras Alula, son of
Qubi. "replied one of the girls and she was being satirical.

In this passage, the words expressing ambition such as " t\t-·il ,",t\.i\ t\mP,.

<f!Q A1c'l'l'I " " it is to give to Ras Alula, son of Qubi " became true in

A\u\a's rife because he was appointed t·il 'Ras' that is 'Lord' ,or commander of an

army. Besides, this sentence foreshadows how Alula became 'lord' and a good fighter

at the end. This indicates that the end is contained in the beginning and this gives unity

to (he incidents.

. deoi tl f t re life of Alula can beAnother example of foreshadowing that epicts ie u u

en in the rollowlll~ rassage:
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tf't II <f.f!.-f'9" hAJ!1' J-,7ihc't·~· (D'r-f' r 6-"'1'0>' rflA.7'«; J-,CJ-,J' J-,1.71·
tf'tll "J'1.C9" J-,(\-'\ r 1.7' 0>' 9"1l(1l.l~ "rtf't Oqu'l.~. J-,9"l\ •••. 1'l'}r.I'l'~'
0>11.''7. 1.00 rl-1>C;"-"An- ~'J'Om '1.1.11 orJ-,O>-6-ifo>'c;Mo>l'«;?J1:
"r1,,\h l\1,:J'(I). J-,l'lt.'\1. r'to... .,..«;V'1' 1 oYf4'l\ffJm~ )l:qul,11 ;"110'
l\1.;1'0>- r'"LJ'4'c 00>-1 .,..«;fS II(Jl7" f!.<I>0'\A II OJ1. 9"II'1'9" h't .7Yo,SJJl'
.7C "r'/.Y. roue oYf? 6:'>9'1'1 mqu1ifC; 'J'f...'}' qu"l'I.'}· )l:qul,11
~,'tll.U9" U·'l.;I·,SJJ1·rJ-,l\''\1 60>-4"~' rJ-,Il·'·•••o-n '1f..AC; A4"~' ~S()«.tH·
qum-t t 01·t'\f..9" 9""'1' s.c« quch£l1'1 J-,f!.-f' 'J'~'oYf1'OJ'1 Oqul1110'
l\llJ' rfl,),C .«;C l\tf'to>- qu t..'}.C; hl1C OJ,f!.o>·': qu.(\- J> A4'114'11 ~-1>cc;
r)l:"I1't.'}· OJ'" hr.l,O·} I I OllJ' Ilqu1 ht\~ A~ hlr:1' (H',!'. flue
f\.",,\M· no... r1"11.· quch£l1' OJ1. 9"t'I'l' 0>1.119" 1-/,. i.r«
J'6-"I4·'l'1'o>-C; f.."J!''''T~~o>- r'to... i'f 4'ffJi'f 4'(Jl1'C; mqu1 if9'l' l\f1A.7·V,
J-,CJ-S 11" •••.r·tf1 l\qu'\T J-d'V'k J' '"":1 J'uA ~,1s. '"Lm~'qu·C;·
"1.'"LJ'flt.A.,. hAn- l\oYfqu1 r,.l\0.')·19" 60>'4"~' 4'()qu II OIlJ'(I)· 1.",9"
'tOC J'1 OC 0)1:"I1't·~· qumO-1>~,11.'"L lf1 t'\.l'tlll19" r,.l\0·~·1 J-,.7I'l"'I.
l\oYfr'~' rOj'OJ-t I -

In his childhood Alula became an important personality and a very
dear noble in the court of Balgada Araya. This happened because he was
a good hunter honest and concerned. Later on, instead of serving as a
servant he became his lord's personal aide. Gradually, Alula became one
who shares the secrete of his master's affairs. In that case Amlesu (a
daughter of Araya) was delighted and her brother, Debebe was rather
envious of Alula. Ilowcver, Alula started to accomplish important things
for his master by going from place to place. He received gifts given by
the people for his master. He went with merchants to Massawa and
started buying imported goods such as rifles, bullet and these activities
helped him to widen his scope and knowledge of the Sea gradually.
Particularly when he saw ships at Massawa and understood their use for
the land that boarders the sea. This instilled love, patriotism, a never-
cooling idea and feeling in his mind. In those days ships coming from
different countries were passing through Massawa were loading and
unloading commodities and rifles important not only for Balgada Araya,
but also for the whole of Ethiopia. consequently he observed that the sea
has to be protected couragcousl y.
There are many words, phrases and sentence that indicate the future life of

Alula and his country in this quotation. Balgada Araya, the governor of Temben, was

among the Mesafint who had a collection of modern firearms. He made it his task to

purchase, before others and the arms that came through Massawa helped him to build

up his strength. As a result, Alula became one of those who attracted by the arms and

fame of Araya Dimtsue. Then Araya employed Alula as his soldier and made him his

f"A~~ hllhAllf.. 'house hold gurar' rather than an ordinary soldier.
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It was then and there that Alula was introduced to the love of his country that he

protected later and to the experience of his future life. For instance, ")',9 ••t\1)·

f'l1·J!.IH- OJ1J!.-UJ., .r.nn n-l,e;-·} An- >,Ynm '1.1,11 .... Alula became his lord's personal

aide. Amlesu was del ighted and her brother, Debebe, was rather envious for Alula."

This is one of the foreshadowing of the quotation that became true in the later life of

Alula. This is because it was in Araya's house that he was introduced to his future

bitter rival, Debebe Araya and to his future wife, Amlesu Araya. It was there that

Debebe started to hate Alula simply because Alula was brave, courageous and famous.

Consequently, Alula terminated his services with Ras Araya and became an )',7ille:

/ashkar/ 'servant' to Dejazmach Kassa (the future King Yohannes IV) keeping alive in

his heart the subtle and fervent love of Amlesu and never forgetting his quarrel with

Debebe. The quarrel that started in their childhood was intensified to a higher degree in

their later life and this is foreshadowed in the above quotation. For instance, men such

as Dejach Wolde Michael and Debebe Araya became collaborators of foreign powers

and disrupted law and order in the western and eastern lowlands and on the highlands

of Hamasen. Besides, they spread malicious rumours at the court of Yohannes in order

to bring about the demotion or even the imprisonment of Alula. Generally, the

001).,111' /meqwanintl 'chiefs' tried to persuade Emperor Yohannes to imprison Alula.

Therefore, the secret love between Alula and Amlesu, and the quarrel' between Alula

and Debebe is foreshadowed in the above extract.

Another instance of foreshadowing in the above quotation can be seen in the

expression: " tH-t\.e9" 9""'" s.co oochl1:r-1 )',.e-r- 'l'-1>OY~:OJ'1 n0011",). Ill/.J' rf)tJc

P,C t\tnro- 00t.1-C; hllC nJ,J'·oJ-l: oo,t\· YA<I>II<I'U 'f:-1>r:C; rJi:"J1't·l- OJ').

)',.r.LIl·}II " 'Particularly while he was in Massawa, he saw ships there, and understood

their use for the country. Consequently, he instilled love, a patriotic feeling and never

- cooling ideas about his own country." The underlined words and phrases provide

hints of what is to occur later in Alula's life using foreshadowing Alula's later love of

his country and his patriotic activities.

One advantage of foreshadowing is that it gives a clue of what is to occur later.

. . .., d iosit ( pense) in the minds of theMoreover, It brings or creates anticipauon an curtest y sus
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reader. This is because foreshadowing brings a state of expectation, anxiety and

excitement in the minds of the readers.

1.3.4 Flash back

Flashback is a technique that is used to describe scenes in a work of art and

helps to create a connection with events that happened at an earlier time. There are

many flashbacks in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega. The following passage can illustrate

the use of flashback in Alula Aba Nega.

01'-1'9"·1- 0)(: 1866 1·1J'..·)- It~. ',1J'.. il'hlt f+,Vlnlfl')-1 f(IlC '1f'.I\.'}
h11C 1\D<JJ'.."'r;' "'}h·1-h·)· 111\- fmJ'..1'(J)·1 fou1"!""':'} },!l:9" l\oum1'}
t'l.A <"·~.11"'l17}\oAfill..f m· fJqu.). Ilf

'
)'l' .). me Itf'. 1\/1.1\ +~ 1./1. flA}f.

Oou·l\.... 1",..1 :ri'f m-l·ltf'. },ll1no)'r;' 09"C'r 9"C'I' },0J-{!' .Tm·.f1r;'
"111'I (J)..f'} f(flC quJ!1'r:r· },T1.'i-1· flthro· i!'I'<;· mJ'.. 20 O. f'"l.m..:JOJ·
(11<;. h},"'qu/,· fI"'·'·.£tHl },CCJ tll\- o'/.·lc 1-/'·6 h·,·CJI\OJ·(l:J' Y.C(\
9"7h-1 011·1\:" (l:J. It.... },m1hC IJJ/,S IJJ&.lll Ollqu;' "!1M },?",...).
qu.y. i'f.tJ ;'-m-1Y: "'·'·C".1"! ro6J!' hY.:C..:J flth:r·OJ· (flC Ollou;'9"
"'i'f7i 1\. f·f'{I/,.OJ·1 A f!. A f!. hCJY:r;' "'ltA qut)/"f f :J'm'" ;OC" /Alula
Aba Nega ,p.61/

In order to restore the pride of the army that was crashed to pieces like
clay at gundet in October 1866, and to strengthen the disintegrated
government sturcture, Khedive Ismail sent for the second time an
expedition numbered 20,000 and commanded by his son, Mulay Hassen
Pasha and manned by el ite officers from western Europe and Egypt
camped and built fortifcations at two cites at a place called Gura, 40
Killometres away to the south of Asmara.

This quotation shows that the Egyptian army was defeated by the Ethiopian

army at Gundet in 1866. For instance, 01'-1'9"·1- roC 1866 1-1.£,1- 1\.... ',1 s. il'hlt

f''''''CJOl(J-}1 f(liC '1f'.ft.1 hl1C I\l17.£'" ' ' in order to restore the pride of the

army that was crashed to pieces Iike clay at Gundet in October 1866.... ' is a flashback.

With this technique of mulitplicity of time shift, flashback is created and it tells the

reader about the events of the war between Ethiopia and Egypt. Similary, with the help

of this flashback, the reader at one moment is made to look back upon Khedive Ismail

Pasha's and Ras Alula's minds as he reflects the future. Hence, this enables the reader

to relate events to the development of the characters' personalities and war incidents.
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There are other phrases that indicate flashbacks in the quotation. for instance,

~,;h·1·h·}111\- l'OIfA'O)·; I'qu;"IP"/:; ),,*9" t\qum1; 'to strengthen or reform her

disintegrated government structure; 'and i\IJ·t\·,·~ 1.11, (Jqu·t\Y· .,,(); cpL. ....

)',111f'1-1·r, .... 'for the second time all army commanded by Mulay Hassen Pasha ..... ' All

these points tell us that there was a war between the two countries, because in the

quotaion it says t\U'(H'~ 1.11, 'for the second time'.

Flashback has several advantages as a narrative technique. Firstly, it helps the

reader to review past events and to relate those happenings to the current situations the

reading. The to - and - fro movement in time also helps the reader look forward in to

Ethiopia's future. Secondly, it helps for the steadily movement of the story in this case,

the war conducted against Ethiopia at an earlier time is described in relation to the

current war of Egypt against Ethiopia. Hence, narrative technique helps a writer to

convey his ideas more effectively. Mamrno has chosen various techniques such as

foreshadowing and flashback because they are relevant to the effect of his novels.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERARY DEVICES IN ABAKOSTIR

This chapter is devoted to the study of literary devices in Aba Kostir. These

devices are arranged into three sub-headings. These are language, figures of speech

and narrative techniques. AbaKostir is based on the experience of the ltalo -

Ethiopian war in Gojjam and on the life history of the patriot, Dejazmach Belay

Zeleke.

2.1 LANGUAGE

A much more productive and precise way of talking about language is to

concentrate on style. This involves describing how a particular piece of writing is

organized to give meaning .•"How do we set about discussing style] What can we say

about language? The answer is simple and straight forward: the style of a text

depends on the different stylistic devices used to bring out the message of the subject.

After reading AbaKostir, for example, we might feel that Aberra Jembere is

interested in exposing the bloody battle against Italian Colonialism 1928 - 1933. A

discussion of Aba Kostir's style then becomes a matter of looking at how it rinds a

way of writing about the Ethiopian patriots and the war. 1 The method, then, is to

analyze what this work is about and to discuss its basic contents. This provides us

with a starting point for discussing the language in AbaKostir.

When we take the content of this historical novel, it discusses about the

freedom of the country and the tragic death of the patriot, Belay Zeleke. Why does

Aberra write this work? As Thomas Kane (l975: 27) writes about the Ethiopian

historical novelists:
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... the theme of historical wntmg is fairly popular because of the
association history has with national pride and the fact that history has
often been used to awaken patriotism and national pride.

Writers such as Aberra write about the anti - Fascist patriotic resistance

because the war destroyed a large number of people and left unforgettable scar in the

minds of these writers. To see language use such rhetorical questions. dialogues and

the like are important to analyze so as to understand the function of these stylistic

devices.

2.1.1. Rhetorical Question

Rhetorical question is not expecting an answer or one to which the answer is

more ore less self - evident. It is used primarily for emphasis and stylistic effect.

There are numerous rhetorical questions in Aba Kostir. One example is Lij Marnrnos

utterance about Belay's imprisonment.

{fH:'} "'}~'l10lh."fiOJ- 'II.. ',1 Y.,.). (Joo1"IIH- ".~ Y II. :"fI1.J-,·h,
·}"'I·l>;J,t\U'! ,,'}J',,')' t-1'J1'11 "'I~1 .(':t','-C;A? ""lie n,·} xr«: fl.'}
(••.•(''''I:t'·IaJ P, •.J'.etJ1 0..('011--1' ',1J',,'} 1',"'1.1 -tJt\tJ ·}4'W.II.tJ (J'lY. litH"!
"'4'C;:V~1'U OI»A an "1~')' ;J'PfOJ- >,1~')-FlfJ:f0J- t.G·bo· (J if I.fl-')·
f-I-1t't\ OJTOO~ OJ-liT 111-1''1AII (wrllDY.'1 (J"11'c'lU "'19"11.1' .(',H1II
.ellDht\"1-A? IAbaKostir, p.254/

As if you have not subdued many earlier how can you suffer in the

~~Mof Wf ~overnmelltwidl out crim~ now? H~::e~h:~e;e~:~e~~u
1 If can you placidly accep I ke? You are

nr~t~(~~r!elv~ OW orison to prison Belay ~t\o~would not
Y ,\ \\\1\ ~OU (ro\11 r VOIII o~Vonen~uSO\,.,.10 escave \\1e

~~~f~nu~ deSlgned ~~. \ nower 'jsut \n a ua\? o\\uca t'

entang\ed . th' them tor \? patriot but
te wt<. ..., f mous

com\?U ent \ thin\(. . . . . ot on\'j as a a For that
entang\em ut Ethiop\a n vernment.

bered throughO
1] '\e Si\\aSsie's go 'th Be\ay and

remem e n.a\ res W\
Be\a'j \s a\SO ns to cha\\eng ot in good tel' . '\" used to

. t persO was n sUon o
of the hrs d home, he etorica\ que \\ is

a\SO as one E peror returne the above rh . t\1e prison ce
reason, when the mwas imprisoned, Hen:e;e of Be\a~'S frie~ds \n

nt\Y Be\ay .' Mammo,
conseque' Here, U~

h t situaton.
)ustif'j t a
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not speaking to get an answer from Belay, For instance, While Lij Mamilla says

",'fH:'} ),1P''Inl.h"fim· '1/•• ),'H'••')· noo1'?fI')' ),~ J'l\ '1m}"h, ,).fl'l:),;J'l\",!" As if

you have not subdued many earlier, how can you suffer in the hands of the

government with out your crime]

It is to enhance the utterance and to give vigour to the situation, Moreover.

this device indicates the strong feeling that comes to the mind of Lij Mammo while he

observes injustice and cruelty that happened to the patriot, Belay Zeleke. This is

because Lij Mammo was filled with anger when he saw the treatment in his small cell

in the prison. "h),fle o.,} },flC n.'} fI"r"'l:)><'!tJP',"',r.,,,. rt,rn,,· ),1Y ••'} "fl'l.'} f1l\1I

,l<l'O'll\!J?" How can you placidly accept when they make you to suffer and shift

you from prison to prison? This statement again shows the confusion and

bewilderment because he was disappointed by the cruelty of the regime,

Lij Mammo is exposing his inner feelings, upset, anger and objection using

this device 'fl1'1:1 "'P''I'0l.hhnm· '.' 1'As if you have not subdued many earl ier , .

.?' shows the earlier time of the patriot, Belay/and it is a flashback. During the five

year resistance against Fascist Italy, Belay had a considerable number of troops under

his ~Qmmand, for this reason, Belay was reluctant to fight for the benefit of others
, ' I h b e extract the rhetorical

during the invasion and crashed his enemies. n tea ov , ,
, '-\<~ it d with flashbacks and they show the early life of Belay, his

quesnons., Ulll e
, d d' t ith LiJ' Mammo in the jail.dissatisfaction, disappomtment an isrnnten WI

the atriot Belay was sentence to

l'lle IlIIlS! disgusting Ihillg ~Iathappened. to . p.
, boratcs thiS situation,

T~enexl rhetoriwl qnestlon eta
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become the gallows? Saying this he came close to the gallows on which
Belay was hanging. Has this become the end of the master of Koster? .

After independence, Belay had a very terrible life and he was sentenced to

death and was hanged in the present day Markato, around fourth police station. On

the date of his execution, Besewer, one of the patriots came from Gojjam to ask

Belay. However, he found him on the gallows. Therefore, this extract reveals the

despair, anger, discontent and dissatisfaction of Besewer. For iristance, r1",'H' i.i'j'}

1ouY: U'i? "Has your prize become the gallows?" and QuatLi'fu .eu lJ',,? "Has the

gallows become the end of your life?" reveal this horrible events of the death of the

patriot, Belay.

These rhetorical questions are uttered by Besewer when he saw Belay on the

gallows and observed that he is alone. Besewer is asking himself why Belay was

sentenced to death. It is this tragic death of his friend that makes him uttere such

words. Therefore, in AbaKostir the characters utter such questions when they are

angry, dissatisfied and feel loneliness. Moreover, rhetorical questions are uttered by

these characters when they are faced with spiritual crisis because of their fear, despair

d I I

~n IIlgecurlty.

2.1.1. Di!lIo~lI~
his story along.

I r iter moves
device by which t ie w . of the devices

Dialogue is a literary . f Since dialogue IS one
. . clear, natural, and bne . ainst Italy, let us

~::~:;:d dt:I:~~,::ut thecausesandCO:S::~:::::t:: :~et~:re:!my) and the patriot
. . e between Ras \ lallu (
look the dmlogu

Z leke (Aba Kostir):Belay e

/A' 'I r·l\· -

},Qu·l:
°'1~/,··!"
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~.,., '1.eII. _
(l)J: J, 'J-'... r
fI"?J: I t70"lu·n·}· 9"h

lif) "",,}.C _ ".'1 +r« ~} 'J.~.}. n1-if
''r~9''! rll9"! .~} tTO}'1,.,.}. ~~ArrlJ ,,:;' r~19" J:·CJ>..C
1,c.",YJ ,,}-':.O., .t:.U f)lIm· "1C -r.y.=J' "w·"?,., '1.e

A
_ .en if A" };fl' '1f1.=J' Ah!».}. -"'n f).P.tTOm-1J=J' .P.if1A

rr "'(1). '},}.P' J,f)Il,.,·}·c mJ: tTOm-n.}. (t 'f
, -I.U ".P.J'..II9";' QUflt).

m1·}· n:t'C1J . "u,..·.,.}} "
"'fI~w"l •J, 111. (I)'''''r r1J:r-c;} } P'fm <f. J"}'m';1 -
~ .t - ,J'..?U} J, ') 9"7i'1 n m·,
• m,·A: (l)1#J,.:y. ",.m·;1(1)." .,. tI.:J,.f;. fI<~
"r'l"h.;. }} .P.t:Q.CI'JA J,II. ~m;1nw.9" J,-I<;.}

Ras Hailu _ .,., '1.P.fI· fI"?f)nA
I am jusr .Coming b k

Ab K native land, GO"a ac after eight years of ah-
a ostir - I ~J m osendon't und' ce to my

. erstand YOur
WIthout rakin present mission .
accorded. g much care about th saId. AbaKostir

Ras Hai/u _ TI e praIse h
ie reason tl e WasJat I have

peace in the land come to you is tna
AbaKostir power from the Itar of GOjjam, having bee at ~o create

No No y I ran government n gIven the, ,ou iad betr .
such a m er not come t
b t alter as this. If y 0 me to arbitrateR f e ter that y ou are sent t on

as lailu - Please i~ i ou fe.turn to where you ha 0 arbitrate, it is
the '. s not lIke this. Don't' ve Come from.

Y WIll not destroy Our r'ght the Italians so that

'he elJemy for they wo Ic~untry. Please, don't attackn I I U l Soon e.vacuatt; tile fort in
Ie lena. If you ~ttack them, the l~lians will destroy

ou~ count,ry or WIll exterminate our people, said Ras
Hallu, try1J1g to convince him.

In this dialogue, Ras Hailu is a collaborator of the Italians and AbaKostir is a
.-

commander of the Ethiopian patriots. "Therefore, this dialogue reveals where Hailu

comes from, who he supports, his intentions and wishes. For instance. Hailu says

mlj·l} 1',-hv';Jm' 'don't fight the enemy' and this indicates that he is in favour of the

enemy. On the other hand, AbaKostir (Belay) can understand who he is, and his

ambitions. Unlike most patriotic leaders of Gojjam, during the five year resistance

against Fascist Italy, Belay came from rather very humble origin and his aim is only

to protect his country from the enemy forces.

In AbaKostir, dialogue and the characters who speak are in harmony. Hailu

and AbaKostir try to disclose their intentions and purposes and their ambitions are

reflected in their utterances. Dialogue, therefore, shows a sense of personal identity
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in this historical novel. Moreover, it helps to disclose, the mental, moral nature and

qualities of AbaKostir and Hailu. Here. AbaKostir is drawn as fine, strong, noble

and courageous patriot. Ras Hailu has 11(' moral strength and is forced by his own

will to collaborate with the enemy forces. Moreover, the above dialogue reveals the

intention of Italy because she wants to take advantage over Ethiopia. and to send Ras

Hailu to AbaKostir. To sum up, the dialogue used here helps to depict the characters

and to create a close contact between the readers and the characters.

Another instance of dialogue in AbaKositr is the dialogue conducted between

Memhir Yeheyis (the prist) aIX\AbaKostir. Yeheyis came to AbaKostir to arbitrate

him with Emperor Haile Sellassie after independence:

do9""tJC ..e1iY.1'l - ". . . ),VU'9" ll.f'.llA9": 119" 111\U I\'I.;J' I'lmen·:
1\),1"t- f"'lA~O}' ~1C fl\9"11 ),e;' ',1J-19" ·f·1.,.1'1 ~"P"': "'AIL
~(I). fdoflJ(}"}: )'llhtJ 'f'l\dD~~II"

"Clt'I'l')' - ''9''~m' dD9"IJC! .f'.·f·O}-),1 if. ),M,J1 f01.Ah·9' ~1C ',1\
),1J.'•• ),VW f"'l.J'1.crS? IO"1-':.u </''1. ft.::J'~l1l'l 1\9"1 fOP'·
·f·"'I.~ m-':JI.: "'-1>P,.1'l j{9'C1.1'l ;JC J'&.;J··f·~·<-;-A? )",1\
"Clt'I'l'}C"

dD9"IJC .f'.'fiY.1'l - ''--'''0' ),llhtJ AJI.:! on1 "'111\</'11 fhnCltJ9" 1111·(IIC
~m'll 'J1.·,r ..e:r·1 )",1Y: 1)9"1')' Ol'ldO'~ :I,"7"7'} +h·1'l
),t;'<f:9"" J'I\'IJ 1\,11 (IlC )'1'l·L·r.tl.9"';·t;' ,~1'f'9" {HC I'l'}<I:'}
),f(.Il,~1'I z-n ),1-':.&.;J·0}, )",I'l(J(J)'~(O'II ),t;' A"f:. m-':JI.: Y.U1
(}.I\. fdD'l"1/'1·)· (IlC 9"~'1 ·)·1«.'Pl\tJ?" hl\· dD9"UC n~;J
dD1t.1'l1l

',ll .'I'l·h:· - "hY' dO9"tJC! x 'l. mY.'JI.: ),.'
)'~I'I. dD</'dO""1. 1'l1\~1'1-~)'1j{1I
},(}·1 1.'If) tJ(J~'I tJP,.C (J11.A9""
1.'1""<-;- <':"1 ),f ;J'f')'11

dD9"I'C Y,1iY.1'l "),11.1'1- )",Y.1.I\9"1 Y'I'l')' fdD'}"1I'l')' dDA),h·f·7f:r-C,·
ht"},r ),'l. /J·n ')'llht;' t;': "1ll "1Y.'fl\9" ),19"C'I1\1: .<JoA
x 1',llA '11\1' tJi\-o)' ·f·111\1 ·f·1.,./J.Q1P"': .,.Ah1 ~(I).
fdDflJ111 . . . ),r, AJI.: .f'.11:.•••' I\mll'}9" J'..1'l },Y.(JI\(I)·:
"1ll" },I\. dD9"tJC tA: IIY. f"'l.,r ;J·f(l)·1 ":flJ 1\"711~1.·
>,f<JOh.;.!t

},ll ftl'l'}C - ''f)'~1'1- Al1 },1Y.' },Y.1.I\9" I I ·f·".,r 1\,11: J'..~1 1\,11:
"7C." I'l I\,II-: if 'P I\,II A11 ~(0. J'II:r:OJ·I I x 1 "1-':.,f'"7 9"~(I)'
llfC 1\J'..·~1 1-if9" 7i~:J'OJ'1 1.if11"7":f· tJII..e1 >,)f.'} Y./lil
h9"flJ (JdD1"11'l'} "I.f'. ',9"~A" ),.1'1\. (I)~""} Y.~""1.I\·?
'.f'.·f·OJ·~ dD9""tJC h·}Y.'~l'I-l1~ )",AJ'..CI'l9"I I ),".U lf7"
)'1'l·f·dDQl.~i'fO}- ),'P;JI\(}. ),1 if. ),Jl.:1 )",AI'I'I'9"" 11').A , 111\(1)'
..edDAft. hl\ll IIbid. pp. 235 - 61

hY.1.1\ 9" ),".1' fdDfrJrH·
)",1C I\~><kll:r:en' dOfrJlJ·:
)",Y.H; ~OJ' ),"'l.I\.1"" )",1\

1
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Memhir Yeheyis - "Don't say that, simply give it to God. there is
nothing that he can not do." I am now here as a messenger
from Emperor Haile Sellasie. Please accept my begging.

AbaKostir - What is wrong Memhir? Please leave alone, is there
anything wrong J have done against you? As my death is
drawing near why do you push me to challenge the only
friendl am left with, that is Saint George said AbaKositr.

Memhir Yeheyis - "Please, my son! compatriots are being
exterminated one another. The force that has besiege, you is
many in number. The fact that they ask you for, a cease fire
in the Holy Week is so that they can bring more force and
that your force will run short of provisions. So my son and
my friend how can you challenge this government's force?"
said Memhir with a cool sprit.

AbaKostir - Oh! dear Memhir! It is not because I wanted to come here
that I have come but because they denied my right
peacefully. I left my own village and came here. Are they
now saying that J can not live in the desert, Jungle and the
edge of a precipice, said AbaKostir showing sudden anger on
his face.

Memhir Yeheyis - It is not like that. three government envoys and my
self have been sent by the Emperor to give the following
message "Please come, never mind, we will forgive you, we
will promise you" ... so my son end it here. Don 't let the
enemy be happy. It doesn't matter, give your hands said the
priest trying to cool AbaKostir's anger that is seen in his
face.

Abakositr > They don't have a reliable heart. They have a different
heart here, a different heart at Dejen, a different heart at
Markos and a different heart in Shoa., Why don't they
spread leftlets all over Gojjam saying: " Capture and bring
the lawless Dejazmach Belay?" Leave me alone Memhir,
don't come near to me, I won't come to you. Tell the King
that I have determined to fight being here said and turned his
face and stood with anger ever increasing on his face.

The aftermath of liberation created division among the patriots. Emperor

Haile Sellasie deliberately undermines the unity of the patriots and works hard to

strengthen his personal power. The Emperor was aware that AbaKostir (Belay) had

no positive attitude towards him. Since the Emperor started to question Belay's

continued loyalty, he gave Belay only a small province. that is Bichena to govern.
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Consequently, Belay planned to fight with the Imperial troops. To smothen this

incident, Memhir Yeheyis is sent to Belay to discuss about the case.

In this dialogue the contemptuous and humiliating nature of the Emperor is

disclosed. U~,l1htJ C; '?11 '?f.:fllcr, h 1crC'!1l1 :'>/;\ h 1111/;\'I1l1 . . ." "please come

never mind you will be excused, we promise you." This seems ironical because the

Emperor was not good as his words. Belay was made to surrender In different ways.

Even if he was able to challenge the I-mperial army up to the end of his life.

deceived by the words of the Emperor he gave his hand to the government troops.

However, being taken to Addis he was made to die in the gailows.

Hence, his tragic death is brought out in this dialogue, by the deceitful words

of the Emperor. Utterances of the priest, like "fhnutJ 1111· (f\C 'Uf)· II" "you are

encircled by countless army", flqu·., ;"oyoy:,. "Holy Week" and the like are

explanatory because they reveal about the quantity and quality of weapons, the

number of troops, and the time, that is the Holy Week that the Emperor would

mobilize his troops.

Moreover, with this dialogue even past events are clearly expressed. For

instance, speeches such as "","Ie Il;H:I\:r:m· autfW· ,.,IV} J'.'l" flfIL'!: U?r.C;: "'IJ~/;\

",:-'r·C '1m' h'"l.1l·111" "I left my own village, are they now saying that I can not live

in the desert, jungle and the edge of a precipice ... Here 'I left my own village'

reminds us of the old happy days AbaKostir lived in his own birth place. This

indicates his hatred of the Emperor. Therefore, with the help of dialogue Belay's

hatred of Emperor Haile Selassie is revealed. Besides, what is brought to the fore is

the courage of Belay. A case in point is '. . . ~,".t'1'-1 hflJlqut;Q.Lif (0' ~,Cf';J1lt1· . .

.' 'I will fight to the end of my life.' To sum up, dialogue is one of the literary devices

which reveals the inner most emotions of the characters and helps for the continuity of

an action and the development of the plot in AbaKostir.
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2.2 FIGURES OF SPEECH

,\<\'b'" \h)
According to Abrams" figurative language is:

A deviation from what speakers of a language apprehend as ordinary. or
standard, significance or sequence of words, in order to achieve some special
meaning or effect.

What can be observed from this definition is that, figurative language is a

deliberate departure from the common word or sentence order; or it is the use of

expressions which are understood in a figurative language rather than in a literal sense

in order to give colour and vividness to the spoken or written form.

AbaKostir widely uses figurative language; that is, it makes use of different

figures of speech to express ideas clearly. It is hardly possible to deal with all the

figures of speech employed in AbaKostir. Therefore, the emphasis in this section is

to explore and analyze the dominant figures of speech, that is simile and metaphor.

2.2.1. Simile

Simile is the commonest type of figure of speech used in speech and writing to

pr.oduce a similar behaviour to entirely different objects. In AbaKostir, a number of

similes are used to describe different circumstances, events', scenes, incidents. human

behavior and the war against Fascist Italy at large. Besides, simile is employed in

AbaKostir to expose the civil war conducted between the patriot, Belay Zeleke, and

Emperor Haile Sellasie. Now let us see how simile is employed in the following

passage:

fou1,?p"1- tile f1',ll'lO.(l}-1 hOfI )',tnt;'hlll h001,?i'l')' (IlC )','}p,. h~A
Of4''1' 19:)' mY. )',9°'lm' -r ,.7.), '},f4'lO 01l1'lm' 1\.& 000 n1m'
ny'jf11"'l1' 01\.& u.'t,1!:" 1\.& 00t)t'm,1 ,r1y.4'J.':4''l'AII fl',Clfli'l'1-c:
{1\CSJ'l h"J'. mY. :J'1' ,1"'l'1flJtnC 'J''&·1:1 s Ole J'.'I'A II (11','IClO.m· f'tfllm'
O'J':J't;' i'll\~ (11',1J.'•• y.J.lI'ill h'?t·~ h4'~~ 'J'.&.1- h'}y'(Jl!. t/'tflll
),,1P,. ft,mJ.'::t' t\,"m' .&·f'llAII f )',ClJ"li'l')'C' ,J,.'t-'P..1- 1,1f. 't1le:
hf.hnlml foo'?1i'l'1-1 (I'C "';J"'lm'll +« fJ4'i'l t.t)·h1Y. :t'tnA o'If.
1\.& Y.UlC :e:OOCII , , , f'J'J'.·)' J':~IJ 1,1f. "'fl· '&1(1}(l}AII I••/} ~'}f,
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:t>mA f.I.'1«.AII ... 'rf.·': ~\1f. oo111.:t· fl.9""1"'1 All,} .ril'·f1/,·AII
/pp. 232 - 233/

The government forces strengthened its siege of the plateau. Besides.
approaching to the war front fires at the plateau forts of Dejazmach
Belay. In response to this Belay's force is pouring over bullets on the
government forces. Consequently, the peace that prevailed in the
surrounding was absolutely disturbed. In all directions bullets came
down ~hail stones. When one falls down the other is substituted.
Springing like a tiger Belay's force challenged the government's forces.
Slowly corpses spread like corn left out side in the scorching sun. The
sound of bullets was heard like roasted corn. Corpses were draping
like leaves .... When bullets were flying like thunder it was causing
terrior to the heart.

As can be seen in the quotation, eventhough similarity is indicated by ~\,}f.

/inde/, qo()t\ Imesselel and qo•••.r. Imessayl in Amharic, all are equivalent to the

English words, like, seem, as, as ... as and as ... if. However. ].,}J'. /inde/, is

repeatedly used in this historical novel. For instance,
'r .e.). ].'}.,C.Ol.?

Bullets like hail stones.

(at·or ~. x ')f. 'tlle

Troops Iike tiger.

tA x '}.,C. fl'r

Corpses like grain. in the glaring sun.

f'f .e.). .,C.' 9"1,: h'}f..f.t\- ().'}flJflJ

Sound of bullets heard like roasted corn.

I.A h'}"c' :t'mA 1'L1.'1t;~

Corpses droping like leaves.

'r.e:'f· h,}.,C.qolll.:t' (a.9""111'1

Bullets flying like thunder storm.

All the above examples are similes using h'}"c' lindel 'like'. In these examples bullets

are compared to hailstones, troops, tiger, corpses, leaves and the like.

From the above analysis, repetition with h'}f. /inde/ for comparison is the

most recurrent stylistic device that characterizes the style of AbaKostir. This kind of

repetition with similes is employed to create a definite impact on the reader. It is
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used to produce a desired stylistic effect. The particular varieties of repetition used in

this work include repetition of a word like '1'.r..)' 'bullet'. In the above extract bullet is

repeated three times. Since, Aberra is a heavy user of repetition as a literary device,

he uses it for various purposes. In the first place repetition is used to emphasize a key

idea in a sentence or paragraph. Such a repetition is designed to focus the attention of

the reader on the key note of the utterance. Besides, repetition is used to create

rhythm and symmetry.

Moreover, repetition also helps to indicate the continuity of an action. In

addition, it gives details of important events. Repetition of the word ',11. /inde/ 'Iike'

also reveals the writer's concentration upon the major occurrences. In the above

quotation the most emphatic part of this passage is created by the repetition of 'r.r.·}

'bullet'. The purpose here is to indicate the intensity of the war between Belay and the

Emperial troops. Therefore, the repeatedly used word ',11. 'like' holds the minds of

the reader.

For the above reasons given, it is evident that repetition in connection with

similes is a persistently dominant literary device in AbaKbsitr. Hence, Aberra has

made use of similes in order to portray the intensty of the war and the incidents. As

it is indicated aba-ye, simile is a figure of speech in which one thing is linked to others

to clarify and enhance an image. It is used to stress some particular quality through
J

comparison of two things which are different in their nature but are alike ill

possessing the same quality.

The mechanisms by which the similes are employed in AbaKostir are of

different types. Firstly, there is a concrete - to - concrete relation, Secondly. there is

also concrete - to - abstract relations. Some examples of concrete - to - concrete

relations are:

.eU1 ,('11 f"'lYUA 11lY1 1J~:fq /p.l3/

If I kill this elephant which is as huge as a big knoll.

fllln· },J1A n.,."A fmlTD1if 'rY.·1· 1111' flc{·I,. "y. ',·}1.{I)1'{'~· "'01')1') /p.14/
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The body of the elephant was pierced like a sieve by bullets.

U"I; ""Y. 1\,1, 11,1, -'·Y.t.l /p.37/

My house is violated like that of the woman's.

m.i!- },1Y. (JI.'J },1.c;Amm· /p.37/

As if they did not drink mead like water.

},'I..rO). QU'J',,'(JI' h't ..rO'· 'hTul\('J·:

qu 1"11\ r.:r~(JI. 'tIIC },'}Y. fl'l C Y,A(). / p. I 10/

There they came and there they went back.

They thought they would lick us like honey.

1'9" 111\1) r'"i..r"·I)'} },'}y' },IJ.r -}(}t·l\1) /p.104/

Do you perform like a donkey all that they tell you to do.

t.A },,}y' fl'J' /p.232/

Corpses like grain in the glaring sun.

Here, in the first example kno tl is compared to an elephant. In example two

the body of the elephant is compared to a sieve. Thirdly, house is compared to a

human being. Besides, liquid is compared to liquid. A human being is also

compared to a domestic animal (ass) Therefore, the similes in A'baKostir use a great
v;

number of concrete to concrete objects. This kind of comparison helps to visualize

the objects compared very easily because tangible objects are simple and vivid to

create images in the mind.

There are also very rare instances of concrete to abstract similes. For example

",.e,,: 'A.'H'.. duil~'l' 1\.9°"-,,,.,, /p. 233/ Bullets flying like thunder storms. In this

example '1'Y.·l- 'bullet' /concrete/ is compared to quill-} 'lightning' /abstract/ speed of

the bullet is compared to the speed of lightning to create emphasis in the minds of the

reader. However, comparison of concrete to abstract or abstract to concrete elements

are not widely used in AbaKostir.

The concrete to concrete comparisons are drawn from the animal kingdom

such as wild animals, domestic animals and human beings. The wild animal similes

include lions and elephants. For instance:
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),1f. ,.,·HI•.••),y., •..•/v. 1691

Roaring like a lion.

P,.11 r'"L.fUA l11r1 /p. 131

An elephant as hung as a Knof-l.

h1f. ,.,1U•..•f.(lA ml\·} r"'1..ff.'1 y. Ip.2101

Like a young lion who crashes the enemy.

An example of domestic animal simile can be seen in the expression 1'9" l1t\tJ

r'"L.f"·U1 h1f. ",U.r ·hM·t\tJ Ip. 1041 Do you perform like a donkey all that they

tell you to do quietly. Comparison to nature, human beings, flying insects such as

bee are common examples in this work. For instance:

h·}J'.. <I")'c ), •.•••} rmz}f •.r.m· l.·': /p. 1031

His face burns like the blazing sun of the noon.

·NI.·'· hCi'l.f1 1'1 ,.,r'1'1 Y,qui'lA Ip. 1491

Like a priest who burns incense in the church.

fl.1()"}i'l OlC? 111 h1f.~h()m· Ip.171

Going down hurriedly like one stung by bees... of the wild animal similes only

lions are drawn to a greater degree. The particular conditions that seem to attract a

great number of instances using lion is its courage endurance and energy.

In nil the above examples, smiles are used for description purposes and to

show the emotion of the characters .. Therefore, AbaKostir employs similes for

novel is the use of(/~ri~lifr11frO!CS aI!(~OI1~of llie hallmarks of this historical

. . l );)j'. lindel \Ike.
similes Wit1

2.2.2 Metaphor h Purpose of
h other for t e

h' g to t e )
n \oyed to identify one t \\1 . As Beckson (\ 965: 1\ 9

Metaphors are el p . a being descnbed. ared by
ss to the thing or Ide . .unlike things are comp

giving concretene . f peech in which tWO •
. figure 0 s

. ." A metaphor \s awntes.
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identification or by substitution of one thing for the other." Likewise, there are many

metaphors -in AbaKostir that are substituted for or compared to the various patriots

and enemy soldiers. The following poem will illustrate this how metaphors are

helpful to relate different elements.

r ~,i\OJ' ),,1W,
(10 trJ ), ~. }" .f'1 I)

r~"OJ' l·,.,m
001'1 ),,1\, °yc·y,{) /p.] 111

The lion of the Jungle

Comes roaring

The king of the Jungle

Is said 10 have come to Markos.

r 1\ November 1937, Dejazmach Ayalew Gassassa, a collaborator of the enemy

(Italians) was defeated by the patriot, Belay Zeleke. Moreover, within a short period

of time Belay liberated Basso, Qinibuot, Darabe, and Anaded from the enemy

soldiers. Since Belay Iiberated such a large area from the hands of the enemy, during

his march to Debremarkos, the population welcomed him by lamenting the above

poem .

."
In this poem there are metaphors like )',101) 'Lion', 11-{) 'King', and },J'11)

'roaring.', The patriot Belay in all these instances is compared to a lion and a king.

When it says r~."(J)' )',1(11) 'a Iion of the grass', Belay is considered as the Iion of the

Jungle and r~"(J)· "}1'P' 'a 'king of the people' and one who freed the people from the

Yoke of the Fascists. Similarly, the verb }\.f'11) 'roaring' is a characteristic of lions,

tigers and the like. In this case it is given to a human being, the patriot Belay, to

stress the courage and bravery of Belay. Hence, the power of th is utterance shows the

metaphorical use of the word ),.('11) 'roaring' brings the endurance and patriotic

feelings of AbaKostir.
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The metaphors in this work employ plenty of comparisons with a lion. For

instance, }"CI tlll~ln"Y. }','H11')m' "':11'.: /.\11 ()tJ). Y,1··V,A "J'.l.J " •••..'l.P.1l /r.144/

that is 'AbaKostir, the lion can harm his enemies by sending his troops let alone by

gong himself.' }','Hll') 'Lion' here is again used to show the boldness of Belay. This

was because he was fearless in the face of his enemies. When the metaphors of this

work are explored they are related to different elements. For example, there are

metaphors related to wild animals, nature and the like. The following are illustrations

drawn from animals:

n.""l' 1'''1'),1, &,·1· 1"''''/'\ /r. 42/

Houses become a moth (thatis burned by fire)

fl."w' },,'Hll') /p, 113/

The lion of the forest

}',CI ttll'}C fl",e }"Jfll')tJ), /p. 114/

Aba Kostir Belay the lion.

In these examples moth and lion are employed for their metaphorical

meanings. Most of the time, the animals mentioned in the different examples are

used to show the activities, manners and behaviors of the patriots, Fascists and

circumstances. There are also rare cases where metaphors related to nature are

employed. Some illustrationsare the following:

'l' y,.} 'I'} y'(J~p. }',,,.,flCl:r:tJ), /p. 27/

He showered bullets like hailstones

I'}"CI bll'}C (lIt; ~''i:~'I; ~'rH;C; }"qu ;hl; qu -n~:r, If'i (J'"lf'I; rfrJAJ") (lIt;

"'~~h~h
/p. 155/

The boldness. speed and the manner of AbaKostir's army is that of thunder-

bolt. Consequently, the Italian army went in disarray. In these instances the army of

AbaKostir is compared to fl~? 'hail-stones' and qu-n~:r, 'thunder-bolt.' The reason is

that even-though the Italian army attempts to bombard some territories in Gojjam in

order to terrorize the people, the patriot Belay Zeleke and his army fought against the

enemy boldly and courageously. To describe this situation qo-n~:r. 'thunder-bolt' is
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used in AbaKostir. Similarly, this word helps to give emphasis to the message being

transmitted and to reveal the patriots, scenes and incidents being portrayed.

As it is indicated above metaphor is an effective literary device which helps

for effect and emphasis in AbaKostir. One of the hallmarks of this work, therefore

is, the use of metaphors that help the meanings of different characters and events.

Lucas (1955: 203) in his work Style writes: "Metaphor, above all, can give strength,

clarity and speed." Therefore, the different nouns like '",'Jilt'! 'lion" nul1~:f' 'thunder-

bollt' and the like are used to give a clear picture of the events of the war.

2.3. NARRATIVE TECHNIQUES

According to Stevick (1967:47) in his work, The Theory of the Novel,

'Technique is the only means the novelist has of discovering and exploring,

developing his subject of conveying its meaning and finally of evaluating it.' That is a

novelist uses technique for different purposes, for instance, to organize and bring out

the meaning of his work. Hence, narrative technique is one of the different literary

devices used in a work of art. The narrative techniques employed in AbaKostir are

the third person point of view, flashback and suspense. These techniques will be

discussed one by one in the following pages:

J

2.3.1. Third Person Point of View.

Point of view is the angle of narration in a work of art. AbaKostir is narrated

in the third person point of view. By employing this point of view, this historical

novel brings to light the war against Italy, the physical and mental state of the patriot,

Belay Zeleke and his followers. One can notice how this historical novel brings to

light the war against Italy, the physical and mental state of the patriot, Belay Zeleke

and his followers. One can look at how this point of view is carried on in the

following illustration:
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fou~outJ'(O' I)'"l.f·"} fY}~'r, oui')t,r ~V;'tJ·9" nIl ,rl\. (rrA,rlj:r·
,f.~AII n"'I\,f, ),J!-.,. ,f.,J'J t'l.oul\h·)- (J"}Y,,')- ""}<hn1' IIII I f1O'l.":'}
"'h'il! . (JI\(O'! ),,,}f.'"l.l\m· fqo11"r1"r ".').:,. ,rfJ,f.AII "1"} fm'}f.' qu·r

}

')-61111 ~,AY.&.1.9"11 ... u.f.,f.! (}.I\.9" ~t'lIllll'" f.'I.f1 I.;J flA ,f:tiiim·r
)

~"}ou:"I\'} 1I1\"} f1'H·h·f1 11:\1\ .(>1\(0' t'l9"·f· l\.,rlll ..J',,} ,f.:r·I\Ai" ~,I\
~,f1(J;tr,<~ f ns» ~,lrJlrJA f1A·/:"} M'<I'ft'l11 x ~ ~,f1(,QS<t lilt)"} ~:rm"}
~,1'q 111\(0' "'1"} Oou.f11 OU "}1~. Pre ~t5~..lf:lIlm· fJI\ ~tI•.·)- 11"'l.f·'}
..,·h:'··1·1\· ~,Ab. ~,9"f1"'~(O'''} ~ "}f.f.I.t'l Ol\ro·! "I\r, ~,f1(.{!s<t -r ,f..)-
~ "}f.OI.? ""~OO·1·11 /p.27/

The first truck carries provisions, ammunitions and a number of troops.
As the patriot Ijigu observed this he became nervous and 'was tempted
to fire at the truck. But he could not violate his brother's order ....
Hold on! Be patient until all drew near, when we try to fire at this. the
ones at the back can attack us, said Belay while he was designing the
plan of the ambush by the side of the road with their guns to go off.
Four trucks passed by and as the fifth one followed bullets over these
trucks as hail- stones come down from the sky.

In this passage the limited omniscient or third person point of view is used.

This is because, it does not use '1', narrating in a first person point of view.

Moreover, the author is not seen giving his own advice. opinions and ideas. For

instance, ),.~1· J'.,n t'l.oul\h·1· O"}?,,')- ·"'}<I'IIl<l'(I\11"As Ijigu saw the ammunitions

and provisions of the enemy he becomes nervous." This shows that Aberra employs
••

the third person point of view to present this historical novel, for instance. the

clauses:

f~,f.;J ~,(rrlrJA f1A":"} ),f1'ft'l

designing the plan of the ambush.

Ol\.e -r.e.)- ~,,}f.n\2.~,"Hlq:f(O·

Belay showered bullets over the trucks as hail - stones and the like show that a third

person point of view is employed to bring out the Italo - Ethiopian war conducted

during the five year resist.ance (1928 - 1933).

The advantage of the third person point of view over that of the first is that the

latter is very restricted to 'I' and cannot freely expound the events and relations

between characters as the third person point of view. Buruck (1956 : 189) in The

writers Hand Book, writes about the disadvantage of the first person point of view in

"The man who tells a story f rcm the first person point of viewthe following lines:
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cannot describe his power over others ... " That is he exaggerates the T in other

words, the narrator relates most of the actions and events only to his own life

experience.

A writer can choose either the first person, third person, objective or the

omniscient point of views. The choice is based on the suitability to the effectiveness

of plot construction, characterization and thematic analysis. However, according to

Dickinson (1959:25) "... A writer's choice of ways of characterizing is

determined by the point of view he assumes as a story teller." This means that the

angle of narration of a story is one of the devices that brings out the characters and

the events to light. In this case the angle of narration in AbaKostir is in the third

person point of view. This is the choice of Aberra. In that case Aberra is not seen or

heard giving his own opinions and comments.

One instance for the above one is },H,fI(J;)S1: m,njf:r:(J)'') },,"'llllt\(J)' ·f··O

(looJ'l' (lOO'}l~• .c:c }',J~:lJ:lIl(J)·t'!t\•••• "While Ashenafi (Belay) and his followers

were designing the plan of the ambush by the side of the road with their guns to go

off .... " In this utterance, Belay and the other patriots are not saying T did 'this' and

'that' narrating in a first person point of view. If they were to say 'I did this and

that', the story win not be plausible. This happens because stories narrated in the first

person point of view exaggerate or stress the pronoun '1'.-
As a result, narrating in the third person point of view has enabled to probe

into Belay's and ljigu's inner thoughts and to present the events objectively. We

don't see the author relating what happened to him and revealing his own feelings in

his own words. In other words, the author observes instead of participating. In this

quotation, dialogues and smiles are .employed to broaden the horizon of explanations

and description. For instance, ljigu was ready to fire at the enemy trucks, however

Belay said ...• y.y. ! ".1\.9" },f!Jtm1- !..'t.il c» (lA. . . 'Hold on! be patient until all

drew near,' ... This dialogue helps the story to move steadily. Besides, l',ju,Il.c-."1:

-r .e·1· ,,'}!.. nt..p. I',UHJ()·1·1I 'Aschenaki showered bullets over the trucks as hai \

stones come down from the sky' helps to relate the incident to hail stones. It is to
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create a likened between bullets and hail-stones so as to clarify and enhance the

events.

Another example of the third person point of view in AbaKostir is:

10''''~m· h4C./\· 6:.1'01'1 •••.M'''l1 ht./\· .r,fIl,""<I,tu:\ II (}.I\o9" OIY. fl,,';
/\uo'/.1: ,""'r-f':"l\ II frJ1}'.=J; t,/\:" ... f'r/\."" uo1'1"') Y."/ 11/\1"'"
',11'1/\'}' uoi)t.J' J'/\OJ· (}./\. ""11.. '-9"C' /\'rl\J'1 uo'}"/"·)·
"1-':.J'''Lh1h I f'r/\ ..f"} uo'}'1"'} Y.'1 'tOJ'11 /\l\}!.:J::rO· },1'l')., i\ . . ""
},MI.-':/\ .f!N:fl'll\ },,/\II Ip.301

A portion of the marketers were gathering their goods. While another
portions were leckoning one another. Then, the leader of the traitors
said let us be ruled by it, because the Italian government is kind and
generous. Everybody who owns a rifle should submit it to the Italian
government. Besides, the Italian government will build schools and
hospitals for you, he said.

According to this quotation 10.f"·~(I)' ht./\- 6.""OJ·1 f'l.f'lflIHl h4C./\·

.r,fIl.""<I>taAIl 'A portion of the marketers were gathering their goods.' fW}},.:'; },/\."" ..

. f-r/\ ..f"} uo'}'1"')' Y."/ "/\In "11'1/\')' 11/\II 'The leader of the traitors said let us be

ruled by the Italian government because it is kind and generous ... and the like' are

presented in the third person point of view. The subjects of these sentences are 'they'

and 'he'. The speaker in this case is an Ethiopian (1'}-': 'a collaborator of the enemy'

forces.

Irony is employed in this passage to give detail explantion. For instance,

fflJ/\.'1 uo1'1"') Y.'1 ''/\If't '}9"uc,), o.,}:- },'''(1-':/\ .ef'lt·l\ II 'The Ital ian

government is kind and generous and will construct schools and hospitals' is ironical.

This is because irony s a figure of speech which is used to say something but as a

different implication, that is the meaning is contrary to the words uttered or written.

Lanham (1969 : 119) in his work A Hand Book of Rhetorical Terms, defines irony as

follows: " ... irony is a device by which a writer expresses a meaning contradictory

to the stated or ostensible one." This shows that irony is the indirect usage of

language where the intended meaning carrys the opposite. The Amharic quotation
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above might seem good for the traitor but the others knew very well that Italy did not

come to build schools and hospitals for the Ethiopians.

As Martelli (1970 : 45) writes in his work, Italy Against the World, the real

motives for the war were;

The war was determined by Mussolini's personal ambition to review
the Roman Empire, in which he was backed up by his principal
collaborators in the Fascist party ... ; by his self - confessed desire to
erect a permanent memorial to that ambition; by the Fascist ideology
which held the civilizing of backward peoples to be part of the 'Sacred
Mission' of the white race; by the physical needs of Italian expansion:
by considerations of military and political prestige, in which the wish
to wipe out Adowa and Caporetto, and make Italy respected in the
world, was predominant. These were the permanent, underlying
causes of the war... the geographical and historical reasons which
determined the choice of Abyssina as the victim have been produced ...
and the year 1935 G.C. was about the earliest date by which the
outbreak could be expected.

As it is indicated in the above quotation, the Italians c1amed that they invaded

Ethiopia on a civilizing mission. They said they are interested in the 'noble' task of

liberating the Ethiopians from their slavery and background way of life. However.

the real motives for the war were not these factors. Italy's economic interest in

Etlliopia was one of the major causes of the war. Moreover, an industrial ized

country, Italy needed cheap raw materials for her expanding industries. Italy

considered Ethiopia as a dependable market and promising source of raw matrial.

She wanted to avoid also the acute unemployment problem in her country by giving

Italian farmers farm lands in the high lands of Ethiopia. Besides, Mussolini needed

the war to justify Fascism.

All the above reasons show that Italy needed the war as a means of

., Mussolini pper harte:!over his politicalpopularising the Fascist party by givmg usso IIlI an u

opponents. The other major motive of the war is the Italians considered the avenging

of the defeat at Adwa as a pol itical necessity.
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The irony in AbaKostir as it is indicated in the quotation is that, Italy did not

construct shcools and hospitals and was not kind and generous enough as her words.

On the contrary, she swept away masses of people. The Italians burnt down

thousands of peasant villages. In-addition, Italian war planes chased and showered

bombs and poison gas on the people.

One of the disadvantages of the third person point of view is that the author

cannot tell his own opinions freely. He has the limitations of rigidity. Besides, he

cannot reveal the characters other than by what they say and do, and he does not have

the access to comment. Furthermore, like the omniscient point of view, an author

can not shift the angle of narration from one fro m to another when ever he thinks

necessary in the third person point of view.

In the omniscient point of view the author serves as an all-knowing maker, not

restricted to time, place or character is free to move and to comment all will. One

effect of such verbal irony f'rt\.J''} Qo'}"1tI·1· f.'? r'l(\tf"l ••. ' ,",r'lIJ.I'\t;' ,",r'lfI..v,1'\

J',(Jt·t\.1I The Italian government is kind and will construct shcools and hospitals for

you .. .', with its contrast between fine phrases and sordid realty is that this historical

novel suggests the gap between how things might be and how they really are. This

shows that ironical expressions in the third person point of view are commonly used
J

in Abakostir to satirize the false promises Italy gives to Ethiopia.

Therefore, the third person pont of view is employed in AbaKostir to expose

the evil acts of the Fascists. Besides, this technique allows Aberra to reveal the

cn.f,/banda/, collaborator of the enemy force's thoughts and feelings.
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Halo - Ethiopan war are revealed through the use of extensive flashbaks. For ths

reason there are a number of flashbacks in AbaKostir. A case in point is the passage

which describes about the imprsonment of Yeshashwork , a daughter of Belay Zeleke,

by Fascist Italy.

J!,1C<T?A ~,lt y':(j:l·':! J'.'l" fl.qu·1· f°'l.{)m19" ~,(). If'ti nAJi:9"
1\.""''"1''':~ 1",{)(J?A:( ~,t;"'J: O(lIC <T?P. {)·l.,...·lcH· .fl\lJ·'l'·l 1",I\:~:J. ~,i.
qulf'r. ~,qu'1 iOt·: ~,'r.9" M,Ci'lT .fl\:~ (j::"c ~,X-'"1 h(j: r« im'll
O.lf19" :"1\. 1",'It\ ftfi:r'(Jl' A:(9" lfi:r· i(HU' i(j:{). ·Hd·V-A.·.f i"lH·
h1J'.<T?J'.IIAm·-n1 1",9"t;"l\lJ'll i'lI\II.lJ t·{)'1 fmlt·1· qut')t.f fl"YJ'.·l'"1
·'·9"CJI:;:i·1· )"Itml'1·l9" ... ),,1\11 Ip. 1441

His boldness is surprising! Is he, who is going to give me the
appointment, is he challenging me on behalf of my daughter? It is true
I am the only asset for my daughter who saw her mother dying in the
battle field. The love I have for her is so great. However, my soul
can not be more important than the independence of my country.
There I will not have her release by making my self an instrument of
the enemy, said Belay.

This quotation is taken from Belays speech about the previous war and the

capture of his daughter by the enemy. (JA:( 1\..,...••/-1·1 ),,{)(),!. Is he (the enemy)

challenging me on behalf of my daughter? This is an utterance showing a flash-back

because there was a war conducted against the enemy around Bichena. As a result.

Woizero Shakmitu Alarnayahu, the wife of Belay, was killed in the war and they

captured the daughter of Belay, Yeshashwork. These words are uttered at a time the
J

Italians sent a message to negotiate with the patriot Belay Oil!the cases of his daughter

and their stay in the country.

f"'l.{)m1 hi'l- "''t ... 'That is surprising! Is
f!,1C<T?Ahi' J'.·(j:l·':! Y."'" fl.ou·1·

, \ id this because Italy sent
. . . ent ." Be ay sathe who IS gong to give me the appomtm. . G ., m. 1-,'1t\, f \,;1· (1)'

inted a governor ot ojja
him a message that he would be appo 'M daughter, the part of

.' .. Y iffJi:'l' 1-s..nt\(O"-n~9" y
"Ii •.,~:r.~c\O~' ~If!{\ ·H,_~ f ~ , Italy sent a message

tV...9" ". . endence of the country.

my
self cannot be more than the mdep 'l( ~ '\ ~J'.t-C\i:'l' ~{)'r'/A' Ip. \4\-21 'lf you

, f1-1';9"1 III .' ,
. '>a~\J' iH'i'I'r . . . ernor of GOJJam.

to Be\ay saymg 'n be appointed the gov
\f to the Ita\ian force, you W1 . • H told them that he

's,urrender yourse .' inst the Fasc1stS. e
\ 1d continued flghtmg aga

But Be\ay refuSe( at
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will not give priorities for anything other than independence of his country. He

mentioned to them that he was not eager to receive power from the hands of the

Italians and that he will not change his country for his daughter.

The flashbacks used in AbaKostir are used to bring out the past incidents in the

story and to connect future events like the independence of the country is maintained.

Therefore, they are able to connect past events and future plans for they are not

presented separately.

Another instance of flashback in AbaKostir is the following passage:

011'1 J'i'l-}C rl,I\S 1111-.'r1C ,equ'\I\t')AII An-V" 0'/111 -l"'rh-.f:A II
010,\-1· 1./1, 0-"'" ;J1\-1'r, O-f-;JJ'.I\'\·} '/1~· j'f~"',/A qu '1 1\. ",t')1't;' ;l'A II
t')C :»101\- fhi'l- m'\'}r, V"4'~ qulf'r- h~'7 ",/"l1'l" ;l-A /p. 230/

Belay thinks a lot of things. He has something in his mind. As a
result his heart is deeply sad. In his country for whom he fought and
died during the Italian invasion, he is considered an outlaw after
independence. Besides, he amazed and feels sad everybody has
become his enemy ...

The above paragraph illustrates the mental torture caused by Emperor Haile

Sellasie. This is because after independence the Emperor gave Belay the title of

Dejazmach and appointed him the governor of Bichana Awraja. Belay was

dissatisfied because his expectation was at least to become the governor of Gojjam.
1

Instead of Belay Dejazmach Mengesha Jambere and Lij Hailu Belew were raised to

the rank of Bitwoded and Ras respectively and were appointed to govern Gojjam.

Belay lost his vast territories and was appointed as the governor of only Bichana

province. However, since he W(lS not happy by the appointment he started to quarrel

with Emperor Haile - Sellassic. Consequently, the battle of Somma took place where

the patriot Belay fought against the Imperial Forces. However in the battle of somma

the Imperial troops defeated Belay because they were numerically superior. On the

otherhand, Belay's troops were few and they suffered from shortages of food, water

and bullets.
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The sentence, "01',C) lli'l·h; rltf\S 11/1· ~1C y.qu",V'IAII An·?" nr",n

·'·~h·.l:AII (lm,,·1· 1.11. (I·'·T.7"·}'1 r"'·.7f.t\,,·} Y1~· (f~"'YA quC)t\ ••.•.. "Belay's

heart is deeply sad. In his country for whom he fought and died during the Italian·

invasion he is considered an out law ... " This is the kind of flash back used in this

historical novel. It takes back to early life of Belay there by covering a long spun of

time '(1m"'} 1.1" (I·,'T .7".} . . . Y1~'" in a country where he fought ... during the

Italian invasion" with only a few words.

Hence, the manner in which Abera's line of thinking is transmitted is effective

in using flashbacks. The skill in choosing the relevant flashbacks and organising them

coherently, the ability of being highly expressive, the clarity and straight

forwardness of the language have helped to bring out the past historical events of

Belay to relate with his present life. The application of literary techniques such as

flashbacks also help to describe events of the Italo -Ethiopian war.

Accordingly, Ahcrra employs a narrative technique based on flashbacks. This

helps him shift his point of view from the existing time scl~eme to recall past

expenences. Besides, the shifting chronology delays information and makes the

reader curious to know about the development of the plot. So this keeps him in

suspense as to know how things are going on. In AbaKostir, Aberra works backward

over Belay's past life of the war 'rim"'} 1.1" n·,·'l'.7"·}'1 nt..?f.t\",} ... Y1~.''in his
.,

country for whom he fought and died during the Italian invasion.' Here, the narration

goes back to the ltalo - Ethopian war. Consequently, this flashback recalls Belay's

suffering of the war and brings the struggle waged to attach the Italian colonialists.

Generally, the flashbacks used here are important to integrate events and help

to bring out the condition of the patriots before and after independence. In this case.

in the above extract, a certain thread of the story is carried backward to create a Iink

to the present so as to trace major incidents. Such building up of series of past events

ilir ( mailllain tile reader's interest through - out AbaKostir
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To sum up, foreshadowing and flashbacks are important devices in narrative

techniques because they make the story simple to understand from the start. The

order of events in a story either in chronological time sequence or in a different order

deterrninesthe nature of the story. Hence, these devices are used in a modern complex

fiction as a literary device which helps to bring out variation of time sequence unlike

the traditional story telling method. The traditional way of narration does not bring

the necessary details of the past through the way of flashbacks nor foretell the coming

incidents by the use of foreshadowing and limits the scope r of thinking and

understanding. of the reader.

2.3.3. Suspense

Suspense is a state of uncertainty, anticipation and curiosity as to the outcome

of a work of art. There are a number of suspenses in AbaKostir. The suspenses here

are sustaned throughout by the question of whether or not the patriot, Belay Zeleke

will succeed in driving out the Italian colonialists and his life after independence.

The following is an instance of suspense about the war conducted, around Bichana, III

Gojjam region, against Fascist Italy.

(l1-,u."·~m· <1'1 t,clr1:,: .f','\-IH· Ot. '! 0''1AY1 (IlC "'hOIlIl f)1',t"';9"
t,:"('1-J. hll'qo·'·m· (llC r·,·t.t..(1)· rt,C07:r:1 9"7i'1 hhOIl 11:\11 mY..
(I)'{}1' IIA4'> Oou'1f1')' f'l"')' 7it.:t- (I)·l.f' "''P;JII II(I).1.f'(I)·9" II,£'.
flfJAY1 (llC (}tH,ft\ t,CII<r":r: try&.'1&.'1 '1Y: trifl:r:(I)'" (l1-,fI)l{}·N;
II1!.: ,,~ qo{)fIl'} ftry,£'.;J'{}l1 i1C i(l)'11 IItllJ oJ.l.f' 9"1 t,tryu.6fl'
',1P,t\m' /r().9" f'"l..f'o)·<I'w· i1C llAiOt.9" 11 ... i1C '11 fwcllr~
1It.'! 1111· ~II .f't\II·} Oqo"'i· t,1f.: IIY.. OU''111'}11 . . , fIlII";1
C) II()II (I)' ou 11 f.' t\ try-r ,.j"} t, IIJ1{}.} C II~II rn- II.e h •..•.} t\<I'<I'll'} 11 ,

On the fourth day the desert where the patriots were living was
encircled by the enemy, (Italian army), The enemy soldiers that came
to fight 'n four directions surrounded the patriots fort and then went
deep inside and fought to the last. Since the force of the enemy was
stronger than the patriots, they were forced to retreat. Ho,,:eve~,
capitulating is unthinkable according to AbaKostir (B~lay). But In this
battle he did not know what alternatives he had. Since the War~aye
desert (in the Abbay George) is covered with grass, a strange Idea
came in to his mind. He set the grass on fire .. '.
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This extract tells us that the division of the enemy which advanced towards

Lemchan was confronted by Belay's followers who had fortified at the Warkaye

desert. However, the enemy had a large number of troops and weapons and Belay's

force was not able to challenge the enemy forces. (JJ',fll'iI-)'C Inf.: >,~ ouilm-)-

r01J,.e-;-illl ~O"" 'Surrendering is unthinkable according to AbaKostir (Belay).' When

one reads or hears this, something strange comes to his mind. While Belay was

surrounded by the enemy forces, what then will be, to save his life and his country.

This is the puzzling question that comes to ones mind.

Similarly, rOlc;fll~. Ol'/ 111I- k'l _fMJ-)- (Jouln- l,'} s: IIY.. ouf",,,)-,, 'Since

the Warkaye desert is wholly covered with grass, a strange idea comes to Belay's

mind'. Therefore, the reader is carried off beyound his own imagination expecting

something new to happen in great suspense. For this reason, suspense is well

developed in the structure of the plot in AbaKostir. The reader's attention is held till

the end of the story wanting to know whether the enemy or Belay to become

victorious.

In the same manner, 1',fll'iI-)-C Ok'lOJ- 'l,.e.. "t)-). (\<1-</'0-)- 'AbaKostir set the

grass on fire', Warkaye desert is within the hot Abbay Gorge in an area with a heavy

growth of grass. While war broke out, the Italian force got the upper haos and the

forces of Belay were about to retreat. However, Belay set the k'lOJ- 'grass' on fire .
.J

The wind was blowing against the enemy and suddenly, the enemy forces found

themselves on fire and they were forced to retreat. Consequently, the retreat of the

enemy enabled Belay to change his fort to a place called Somma, in the Abbay Gorge.

On that account, this is an action of full suspense in the progression of the plot

because the reader is anxious to know whether the grass on fire has an effect on the

Ethiopian patriots or the enemy forces.

There are many other instances of suspense in this historical novel. A case in

point is Belay's death sentence.
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J'..ih''''Il- Oi\.e'l J',.ih''''Il- ,,~.,. ft.i'l '1.e/\- ·,-h/\ '1.e"'lcr·)- fA_~ A_~
htf~OJ" hA~ "'I'r' '1J'-/\-"'I)l}"A »c O;J'i\<1= (1.·'--001<WJi'l-)- O},VU-
hlf":A Ohllc "O~ .emO::J'/\-11 Ohlf":/\- m-i'l'l' <.!6J!' lI/\m' 'OIY. 'l-Y.:!
-'-i'l:'l>i\.)- mY. tJJ'..''''I..e1f":;J-U If":CJ'..' -'-/\mmA 1: 01/\.(1 OJ'..ih''''I:r- 11<1'/\
mY 111J'..' '1.Y.1 ;J-i'lC111 1\<1'/\11 Ome IIm~ lIC /\AlIi'l (J},oo-)- '1J'
lIC -'-,"t.mA 111 /\.J' ooAm- 'uo- "-11/\· O.m/'- },./\·fI(1C ·hni'lY.·}
ny'ih''"ll- 00i'l1f":1 i'l/\if. 111J'..' n'l'lI:'1> >,1J'...•} ;J-t'lC -)-6111' h·,·,,/\&. U:\"
'11)11 ·'·/\m·(11 "~lr >,II.:r· hlf":A },1·~·111 >,1J'..·.fol· ooatt.if:r··} 9"1
.eIY'}? },/\ y'ih''"ll- Oi\.e },'OC")- (JIY.;J-t'lt.0)' (JIJ'.. ;J-c;'7i OJ1J'..'00-
),f"-oo/\h+11 '),V;_.f(JI- 9"'} },m-<#:' },/\ ,,~.,. >,Ct'l-9" <WJt- M"";Jflm-
nu·",;J'(JI- >,f·t-~nn' /p.2S3/ -.

Dejazrnach Belay, Dejazmach Ijgu and the grand son of Ras' Hailu, Lij
Mammo Hale Michael were imprisoned in the Grand Palace in a small
cell and inspected by a body guard. As they were stting in the cell
Dejazmach Belay said oh! the adjudication was changed form death to
life imprisonment. We were taken to Woliso and imprisoned under
Dejazmach Bekele Woya. We are allowed nine birr per-month for
food and twenty birr per year for clothing. Since it was rumored we
were going to escape. We were about to be sent to IIIubabor and
Imprisoned under Dejazmach Silleshi, but this order was abandoned,
we are brought here and imprisoned. What is our end gong to be? said
Dejazmach Belay looking at his young brother who is imprsoned with
him. What do J know said 19i9u, and the feeling that he does not know
what to do is being read on his face.

As can be seen in this extract, after independence of the country the patriot,

Belay and emperor Haile Selassie were not in good terms. The reason for this was

that only a few of the patriotic leaders were given important posts in the government

of Haile Sellasie and these were mainly those loyalty to the authority of Emperor was

unquestioned. This had greatly disappointed Belay and after he was appointed the

title of Dejazruach and was given Bichana province to administer, he disregarded

orders coming form above and started to rule Bichana on his own terms.

Immediately, the most serious test came when the Imperial troops surrounded

the whole area of Somma desert and blocked Belay's access to the river.

Consequently, Belay's troops suffered from hunger and thirst and were also running

short of ammunitions. Then the Emperor sent him a message requesting' him to

surrender peacefully and promising him amnesty. He accepted the offer of the
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Emperor and surrendered to the government forces at Somma desert. However, he

was brought to Addis Ababa and was imprisoned and sentenced to death.

The above extract is fuII of suspense. "'i'l:r'~'1- mY.. by",lI'/.. J>.Ij::"', Ij:C Y..'

·""\romA1... ),1-'tYOJ' QU,;g.Li'f'fl9"1 .elf1? 'The adjudication was changed from

death to life imprisonment ... what is our end going to be?' This shows that Belay

was puzzled and confused about his future life. Suspense is needed for any appealing

story. Any story without suspense does not keep the reader intetested in what is

happening in the story. Likewise, in AbaKostir, in developing the events of the story

and to keep the reader in curiosity the technique of suspense is employed.

Moreover, the use of suspense becomes more important from the very

beginning because we are introduced in this historical novel to the life of Belay

Zeleke who is full of conflicts with the enemy forces of the country. Therefore. we

become very much interested to know what happens to him. We become surprised

with all the wars he fought to free the country, his quarrel with Emperor Hale

Sellasie, his imprisonment and death sentence. "What is our end going to be? ...

What do I know? ... All these create some sort of suspense in the minds of the

reader. This is because the patriots, Belay and Ijigu are after all sentenced to death

and are thrown in prison cells. This part is particularly suspenseful. We are fully

immersed in great sorrow in the death sentence when, where and how it is going to be

conducted.

This imprisonment and death sentence of these patriots brings out the falling

action of this historical novel. The falling action of AbaKostir ends with the

imprisonment and death sentence of Belay Zeleke on the gallows, in Addis Ababa. in

the present day Merkato area around fourth police station. Hence, suspense helps for

the progress of the story in AbaKostir. The suspenses crested in AbaKostir are full of

psychological and social conflicts. For instance, the three prisoners, that is Belay,

ljigu and Hailu managed to escape from the prison cells of the Grand l?Jace.

However, they were searched and caught and were thrown to the prison for a second

time. This time they were put in the gallows.
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To sum up, the narrative techniques such as the third person point of view,

flashback and suspense have contributed greatly to the steadY movement of the plot

until it reaches the climax. Hence, it may be concluded that the plot in AbaKostir is

full of conflicts and suspenses which help to move forward and to create a good

effect. Author Aberra explains this fact in his own words in the appendix as follows:

In narrative technique, I have tried to use third person point 'Of view to
convey the message of my work. I have also used the techniques of
foreshadowing, and flashback along with the method of suspense to
amplify historical events, clearly portray characters and their feelings.

Hence, narrative techniques are very important to explore and bring out the

meaning of a fictional work. Consequently, in AbaKostir narrative techniques are

used to explain the different historical events and the war against Italy.
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CHAPTER THREE

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE LITERARY

DEVICES IN THE HISTORICAL NOVELS

UNDERSTUDY

In this research so far an attempt has been made to observe, identify and

analyze, the major literary devices in Mammo's Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega, and

Aberra's Abakostir separately. In these works the major literary devices discussed are

language such as rhetorical question, dialogue and repetition; figures of speech and

narrative techniques.

In this chapter similarities and differences of the dominant literary devices of

the three historical novels will be explored. The literary devices that are going to be

examined here are similes and metaphors, syntactical structures such as short and long

sentences and the epistolary form.

3.1. FIGURES OF SPEECH: SIMILES AND METAPHOR S

'J

Mammo and Aberra are employing figures of speech such as similes and
1

metaphors to appeal to the reader's mind and sense. This includes the deliberate

departure from the normal word meanings or word order so as to gain freshness and

strength of expression. By using these devices they enabled their readers to visualize

ideas, and to describe the behaviours of Emperor Yohannes, Ras Alula and the

patriot, Belay Zeleke.

The similes in the historical novels under study are formed using h1~ /inde/,

C1O(}t\ /messele/, oolt'&/messay/ J'tJA /Yahill and all these are equivalent to the

English words seem, like and as. However, most of the similes use h1~ /i~de/ 'like'.

Some examples are:
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~1~ qoCII~ ~rt11 'hJJCfJ't IAlula Aba Nega, p. 1571

Who springs like a poisonous snake

~1~ 1\10flJ "J~'r J\,f. {)",-t IIbid./

Who invades like a locust
~1~ 1\10,.. ;'f>A'I'r {)rtt IIbid./

Who breaks the shin like a lion.

h1~ l1Ci:_.~1li_1\10'" IIbid.p.431

Powerful arms like a lion.

A:t:1 l!1,g 'I'jf Om'i!C 1\{)~1'(l}' IYohannes,p.151

She tethered my son like a calf .

.e1'1 r7i"J ~1~ flJ;Nf(l}' ~(l» f"tY(l}'*-1' I Abakostir, p.2281

They know this fort like their fingers.

f"l.:J>:I' s:t, f(1zCJr r7i"J

ffl."J 1\qof: lY.,. OH· ~1~ 6f!'~"J /Ibid, p.2101

Those fortifications of Chakata, Dera and Borena were burned in to ashes and

evaporated like mist.

Having read the instances above, even though there are many similes in these

historical novels most of them are introduced by the word ~1~ lindel 'like'.

Therefore, one common feature of Yohannes, Alula Aba Nega and Aba Kostir is the

wide use of ~1.r./indel 'like' in their similes.

The other similar characteristics of these works is the way they compare

persons, objects and events, they compare concrete to concrete relationships. For

instance:

O~'l. qo1;J' qo(l}'l\f: 1\1C h"''''11jJJ ',1~ 0:t'1\- fOY-1'(J)A~(J)'1

.eJ..A1- /Yohannes. p.341

If people laugh at you by my giving birth to twins, look for one who is

sterile like a mule.

t,,- f·'/1f1...~1~ t,t-fl H1C "·1.ft-mm-1t IIbid., 3261 •
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Emperor Yohannes ... twisted his body like a mother-tigress that has given

birth to a new born cub.

f 0 11111' s-«
ml\:" .Vlt h1~ l1Cl\. /Alula Aba Nega. p.56/

The loyal servant of Bezbez who crashes the enemy like a flask.

"".1\ ',1.1,- ••·<f>flJ "'0f) Ol't.:fm- <f>qu /Ibid., p.135/

Like an angry lion Alula's hair stood on end.

h1~ 11~.r 9"flJY: qu(p1: rH'''lA /Abakostir, p.166/

The land becomes gs. hot as an iron griddle.

'T.e:,. h1~ O~"'" ,",,,.,00:" Ibid .. p.27/

He showered bullets on like hailstones.

In the above examples firstly, in Yohannes, a woman is compared to a sterile

mule, Emperor Yohannes to a tigeress. Secondly, in Alula Aba Nega, It-l\. (servant)

is compared to l1Cl\. (flask), Alula to a lion. Finally, in Abakostir. 11~:" 9"flJY:

(iron griddle) is compared to dry land and 'T ,e:,. (bullet) is compared to O~"'"

(hailstones).

All these examples use concrete elements. Such a comparison of concrete

elements to concrete elements, for instance, a woman to a mule, Yohannes to a tigress
,

and the like helps the things, objects and human beings to be visualized easily in the
.J

minds of the reader. In all the above illustrations, it is clear that two different but

thought to be alike in one or more respect are compared, and all these comparisons

have special meanings other than the literal meaning.

The use of similes makes possible the expression of ideas and thoughts in a

more interesting way with more exactness than can be done with ordinary language.

In the works under study, similes have served to clarify, illustrate and describe the

emotions of Emperor Yohannes, Ras Alula and Belay. Therefore, in these examples

similes make brief comparisons between things seemingly unlike and help the things

involved stand out clearly.
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Another similarity seen in the works under study regarding their similes is that

all use mostly similes related to wild animals, particularly lion, tiger, elephant and

the like. For instance:

~1f. t,t·1I H1C ""'~t.mlll" /Yohannes., p.326/

Like a tigress with a newly born cub walks to-and-fro

h'}f. l1C+' ~1f. t,'}WI /Alula Aba Nega p.43/

Powerful arms like a lion .

.lt11 r"Y.YUA lltf,} /Abakostir. p.131/

An elephant ~huge ~a big knoll

In the first example, Yohannes is compared to a tigress; in the second

example, Alula to a lion; and finally a knoll to an elephant. These wild animals are

used here as vehicles (figurative terms) for similes. Since these animals are powerful

and strong they might describe the power, strength and manners of the Ethiopian

patriots. Among the wild animal vehicles lion, elephant and tiger make up the most

recurrent.

There are differences in the similes used by Mammo in Yohannes and Alula

Aba Nega, and that used by Aberra in Aba Kostir. In Mammo's works similarity of

similes is indicated mostly by ',11. /inde/ 'like', YUA /yahil/ 'as as' and

QqullA /bimesil/ 'seem'. For instance.-

IlVOJP1 111'1"7 h.lg __ 1\11: ,1'A:J' ;Jt. .eoullt\-1.,nC"/AlulaAbaNegap.134/.

When we heard about you, you seemed to us like a big mountain.

tl~l1;J--VOflYhA <I!OU'I: f..~'l·hvo.('c o)·II'r '1m- Yilt»· t»1f:H;/Ibide,p.136/

Even if my chest and hight is not as high as a knoll my virility is under

ground.

ilt»1 J': A~ 1-111'«;'0)0qu.y m- ~1 j( o» Ah· II{)A

QoullA V01 'f':"vo tlilm-?/Yohannes. p.27/

What is the value of a man without courage and profession, even if his

appearance seems (resembles) a picture.
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In the above instances, Alula is compared to a mountain by the word ~\1f.

lindel 'like'. In the second example Alula's height and chest is compared to a knoll.

In the third instance, Kassa's appearance is compared to that of a picture. However,

in Aba Kostir. most of the similes are formed using the word ~1f. lindel 'like' and

very rarely using J!,quflA Iyimesill. The following are some illustrations of these

kinds of similes that are recurrent in this historical novel.

"'U'f1,h; ~l~ :J'tnA fl',J.tJt·1 ftn":" /..ta ~f~t·qut\h·h ..'/Aba Kostir, p.l571

Abakostlr, inspecting the corpses of the enemy like fallen leaves ...

f:J/'·6J'C; f'PifoJ- 11<f',"/quT m,(JJ·:J' qu,/1~.f1 f"'1'trt g.qufl~AII
(H,t\,e.9" 0f.J!1 11:J'/'·(Lf Yt\o•. ft,rtJ!, nl'/ t\quooi'f1.Y flf't· Tif5P':f'

"1\-:"11 "'t,lt) Tif5P1' t\"rtt'f1:"C ~,1f. ququi'f1..f Y1t\"II\-'~' 'trICII

1lllliL.. p. 1151

The way the mountains and the cave are located or situated seem as if it

is built by renouned engineer particularly, the Abay desert near Dejen

has suitable fortifications. These caves used to serve Abbakbstir (Belay)

as his forts.

TJ!,'r x J'. Ol? "'tn IIbid. ,p.2321

Bullets showered like hail - stones.

T J!,:" ~ 1J'. qul1l:J> f'L9"tf1tf"l IIbid .. p. 2331

Bullets flying like thunder storm.

"'J'. 1110ta "Y1ta IIbid., p.1691
Roaring like a lion.

When the above examples are explored, Aberra, by applying comparison,

particularly simile, seems to have been successful in clearly showing the severity of

the war and the courage of the patriot, Belay Zeleke. Moreover, this picturesque

description using similes help events of the war, places, objects and the patriot, Belay

plausible.

~ "If .t-, ~.

:). ,/_~.cif~~'~:~
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Like simile, metaphor plays a great role in the historical novels under study.

These tnetaphors are used to give similar characters to two distinct objects by

identifying their relationships and differences. Unlike simile, metaphor does not

employ the comparative adverbs: like, seem, as, as ... as and as ... if. However,

metaphor gives charm and distinction as nothing else can. The main function of

metaphor in these works is to glorify or magnify abstract objects and ideas or to

diminish massive objects by bestowing new behavior and physique.

There are a number of metaphors in Yohannes. Alula Aba Nega and Aba

Kostir. These are employed for effect that is for emphasis and descriptive purposes.

Above all they are used to convey the manners and emotions of the patriots

particularly when they are faced with difficulties, danger and war affairs of their

country. To explain such facts Mammo's Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega have

similarities and certain differences when compared to that of Abakostir.

The similarities in the three historical novels are in the first place they use

fresh metaphors. When we talk about fresh metaphors, we do not mean to say such

worn out expressions. But it is to mean concrete, condensed and interesting

metaphors which have meanings beyond their literal meaning and generally, we mean

a metaphor which initiates readers to think of suggested meanings of words rather

than the stated literal meanings of the terms.
'J

Dead metaphors are metaphors used frequently in every day conversation that

they lose their colourful meanings. Barnet (1963:30) in his work An Introduction to

Literature writes:

Tired figures of speech comprise part of our daily utterance. But
through repeated use these and most of the figures of speech we use
have lost what ever impact they once had and are only a shade removed
from expressions which though once figurative have become literal.

As it is indicated in this quotation, some words are completely alienated from

their original meanings and the resulting terms are called dead- metaphors. Nowadays

I'
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dead metaphors are no longer taken as figurative language because they are almost

indistinguishable from literal language. Expressions such as: the Situation is now in

hand, she is well off , the arm of a chair, the leg of a table, and the eye of a

needle ... were once figurative, but now they have become Iiteral. They have lost their

figurative meaning.

However, the metaphors used in Yohanes. Alula Aba Nega and Abakostir are

functional metaphors which express complex ideas and are meaningful. Examples of

functional or fresh metaphors are given below:

c'HI(TI:f 11~9" 1\11.: 1\(J}-&' J'.CC; 1\1~ o-:r-" 1\17'? /Alual Aba Nega. ,p.105/

Did the Egyptians get a puppy and a cock?

This is uttered by Ras Alula about the traitors like Bahta Hagos and Debebe

Araya who betrayed him and joined the enemy forces during the incursion of Egypt

on the Ethiopian coasts during the reign of Emperor Yohannes. Bahta and Debebe are

considered as a puppy and a cock. Eventhough, human beings are quite different from

other animals, to diminish the manner and loyalty of Bahta and Debebe to their

country and people, they are reduced to a puppy and a cock.

There are also fresh metaphors in Yohannes. for instance, "</'6J!'1 C;-} hut\.

Ot\.:r f9"T-'iC t,:'·oullt\.9" I I II~ 01\'l-J: 0.:,. (}(J)''':'' Yt\.-tm;J:'· :'·,IH: .ell t\.Jr:

OU(J}·iI.~ 1I:"~9"COY i'f10.f ou1T1'P ~(J}-It /Yohannes. p.59/ .. She is very slim. If

she'does not look well fed while she is in her fathers home, she is going to be a
f

bamboo tree when she gets married?

In their childhood Emperor Yohannes (Kassa) and Emperor Minilk were living

in the palace of Emperor Tewodros in Gondar. This is uttered by Minilik about

Tewodro's daughter, Altash, while discussing her beauty with Yohannes (Kassa) in

their childhood. 4'6J!'1 Ith in/ does not mean that this girl is ugly. It means she is

slim, slender and beautiful. Secondly, i'f10.f /bamboo tree/ represents the girl's

beauty.

,:.\'0.
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Another example of a fresh metaphor in Yohannes is "ftU'1'1 fOlo'l hOC]

'/1')11 t\oyro:J. a.J.A'? J.M" fOYf,~A '11C '1l1CII "/Ibid.,p.901 "It was difficult in

order to know the thoughts of that mysterious desert flower." Kassa (Yohannes) was

in love with rot:"~ .Ili·1{) 'Miss Oatons' while he was living in the Afar region. Here,

fOlo'l hOC] 'desert flower' is used to show the beauty of Miss Oatons. This girl is

represented by desert flower, firstly because the Afar area is desert. While Kassa

reached the Afar desert, he saw her and was attracted by the beauty of that

mysterious, strange and hidden flower like girl. Therefore, fn~'/ M1c] 'desert

flower' which is part of nature is employed as source of beauty and a metaphor. In

this case the beauty of the girl is compared to a flower.

Generally, Mammo has described mirrored the girls true nature, her beauty

and manner. This decription would have been dull and un attractive if Mammo had

not used metaphor. Thus, the employment of appropriate metaphors pertinent to the

characters and circumstances under discussion is the most distinguishing literary

device of these historical novels.

There are also fresh metaphors in Abakostir, for instance,

fL'IOJ' 1',101')

quflJ hi\- "Y11') Ip.1l31

There, he is' coming

The lion of the jungle roaring.
'J

This couplet is lamented by the people of Oebre-Markos while the patriot,

Belay Zeleke freed different areas form the forces of the Italians and entered Oebre-

Markos. In this poem, the patriot, Belay Zeleke, is considered as a lion because he

was courageous enough to challenge and defeat his enemies, particularly, the Italian

colonialists. Belay is the representation of a hero. To be a hero is to dare more than

other men when the great difficulty comes. For that reason Belay has exposed himself

to greater dangers and had great risks of defeat and death. Lion is employed to show

the strength, endurance and power of Belay who drov.e out the Fascists out of the

country.
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Therefore, Mammo's and Aberra's metaphors are for the most part functional

and fresh. Their figurative language disregards dead metaphors. Fresh metaphors are

used in the works under study because they are concrete, condensed and expressive

enough to add vividness and clarity to the language. So, in all these instances fresh

metaphors are used to indicate clear and vivid images. Besides, it shows the emotions

and feelings of the characters towards their aims. Therefore, Yohannes, Alula Aba

Nega and Abakostir use fresh metaphors for emphasis and effect because the words

used are supposed to have other than the literal meanings.

The other features where these historical novels get similarities are in their use

of metaphors drawn from wild animals particularly, lion. Emperor Yohannes, Ras

Alula and the patriot, Belay Zeleke were considered as lions to show their strength

and courage against the enemies of the country. Some examples are:

fI'l1.'}· t,10{l:f "C;.'}, ftf't:r'(J)- "1(.. /Yohannes, p.326/

My country who is the mother of many lions,

1',1(.. filII- 1',1(}{I:r- 1','IC c;'1- / Alula Aba Nega ,p.265/

My country is a country of many lions.

"q t,,'H-C 0"" t,101JOJ- ·f·~p,.

A~ {)(J). ,r.1-P'A "".1.' ,,(). 'l.p,. /Abakostir.p.1l4/

The lion, Abakostir can harm his enemies by sending his troops let alone by

going himself,
OJ

The particular ideas of wild animal metaphors that seem to attract In these

works are their strength, courage and their sound, for instance roaring of a lion. To

sum up, the similes and metaphors used in these works have contributed to the

complexity and plausibility of the respective stories. They create memorable images

that are capable of producing and sustaining interest in the readers' minds. They give

depth and strength to the stories of these works. Moreover, similes and metaphors

have helped for effect and achievement of the stories so as to bring out history

through fiction.
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3.2. SYNTACTICAL STRUCTURES: SHORT AND LONG

SENTENCES

As Richard Gill (1985 :283) writes in Mastering English Literature:

Syntax is the construction of sentences; that is, the order of words and
their relation with each other. . ... The construction of a sentence
controls the meaning and emotional impact of what is being said .... 1t is
important to see whether the sentences are long or short, whether they
have many or few clauses, and whether, as is usual in English, the
subject comes before the object, or the other way round.

Since, syntax is part of grammar that concerns the structure of phrases and

sentences, some of the dominant syntactic structures in Yohannes, Alula Aba Nega

and Abakostir are short and long sentences. In this chapter, firstly, the short and then

the long sentences of the works under study will be discussed.

Herbert Read (1952:33) in his work, The English Prose Style, writes: "A

Sentence is a unit of expression, and its various qualities: length, rhythm and structure

are determined by a right sense of this unity." This shows that sentences are

composed of structures such as words, phrases and clauses. At this point, it becomes

essential to look into some illustrations that show the scheme of short sentences in

Yohannes.

"fI '"l:y.(1. OJ11.:qo:f 'I Af!:f !" 111\m. 11.,. f·'1111 OJI<ty:f 0" <f! qoOJ·

r'10';'T1 tJ.I\. 1111: '111: /a.qol\h'l: .JtW " 1I'"l1--(1'? tJ.I\:" mlj •••·:r·lj"

1',11: ""4>'17'5 ""'1I1-f·m.l1~AIt mlj•••·:r· YAIJ.:r'(J- flllLY'i:r·lj" f,Co-7i:r·
lj":fm. It -f'4>'I7"f. 1,'1qo 9"'LAh '1m.II 9"'1_Ah OJ11:'"l. '1m.II

"'1ILll11,h,C ht.4>f,I\T 1Im.Y.,1 .em.flf,m. '11 flllLY'i:r· f" '1C "fJT
tf'1m.l1~AII Qtf19" ff,Co-7i:r· OJ~t· ,,-:,. f'"l.efl1' m.;1:" tf'il1~Alj"
L-t1 OJf, ,,'I•.•. '"lll&. '1m.1I rLflflm.1 r;',l,Cl.1 1,9" fJA04>AI\:" m.fq

11'I1:C9" II" /Yohannes, pp.326-7/

" Listen my brothers and sons!" ... "Listen? Two enemies and one
contender have stood against me. The enemies are 'the Italians and
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Dervishes. The contender is Minilik. Minilik is my brother. If God
permits let him heir my crown. But the Italians have become the
scorch of my feet. Worse than that, the Dervish invasion does not give
respite, so I have to turn my face towards them. I can't spend even a
day before I avenge my peoples' blood.

This is a short speech made by Emperor Yohannes IV. This passage shows-the

incursion and worse condition created by the Mahdists in western Ethiopia. The

Mahdists continued to destroy the area which they passed through) For this reason,

the Emperor decided to fight against the Dervishes, even though the northern problem

of Italy's penetration to Ethiopia was still unsettled.

This speech addressed by the Emperor is full of short sentences. The short

sentences in this extract involve a single or several words. For instance, ' r'lDlJ"1'O-!'

'Listen!' this has only one word. A sentence with three words is '9"'t.Ah (D1~-"'I,

"(D-II' Minilik is my brother. There are also sentences containing, four, five or six

words.

The short sentences used here have many purposes. Firstly, they are used for

verbal economy of words. For example, the sentences mentioned above contain few

words, and these types of sentence structures help for precision of the message that

the speaker wants to transmit. When Emperor Yohannes says: 'flJAJ''i"f- r""lC "t't-r
t1'''1D-ll~A? 'The Italians have become the scorch of my feet.' 'This is a very short

and precise sentence which is easy to understand.

Moreover, short sentences, are used for descriptive purposes. The Emperor

here is describing the events and situation of the country and his own life. The short

sentences in this case express the feelings and motives of Emperor Yohannes. Th is is

because, Italy had occupied and fortified her army in the northern part of Ethiopia and

that was a great worry of the Emperor.

Another passage with short sentences in Yohannes can be
cited from King Yohannes IV's utterance while-he was badly wounded
in the war against the Mahdists:
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h.~f-kJ' 11'.e! Y..1nJ.I\A9"I\InJ.7i ro''1: 111'1-1; M,1f:H·7i fJ'A:r7i I\~C
f:10C7i fl1~o1· ",1'C .eo-1A 7i ",I\-C; 11... s-n« O'l.eA ",:»fl'l: II

h~Cq:fro- 0-"00'1:01' l'.e-l· rof:<I'ro- 117ihC':fTro- 111fl-"fJ'1-ro'
0f:1f)STro· OJ·fl1' hOJ1\1\-I\.e '" Y..,.'fl·•..f.fJ'Tro· OU·tJ'ro-9" "l.Q, 1.ro,C;
oo'.l."-h '~qDfJ'Alt o.r..hoo· 'J.e'i:fTro- 1J·1\·19" "'ool\l]h-I:fJ'TOJ'r,
h.-l·f-k.r "r,-f; T hl1t. 00_~11t. f:~flA~ +Y...lCh· flo1·.e~ 11A"-~l1'9":
Y..l.flh·A7f I\hl1C7i .r..'"IIJ·A7i M.,I\-l·7i ro.r..:t'IJ·A7i1l ),'lS ~"J'i1'7i
1'1\1 ml.',,'r,A t t '119" -l'm·AI.' .e~9"A ifAt t Ilbid. ,pp. 333-3341

"Ethiopia! may my blood become water for your development, and my
bones serve as a metal fence for your territory and unity," 'he gasped
heavily because of the bullet he suffered from on his back. While he
was lying in his tent by his own servants with the archbishop. His
power of sight became faint and whispered: "Ethiopia! my mother,
honour and grave when you called me to protect you, from the
incursion of the enemy, I immediately came and bled for your honour
and fell down for your freedom. Myself and your patriots have fallen
down killing many of your enemies. The coming generation will repeat
the same thing.

For the most part of his reign Emperor Yohannes' preoccupation was with the

defence of the country from successive foreign enemies. These were firstly, the

Egyptians and later the Italians and then the Mahdists. However, 'the last war of his

life was against the Dervishes. In this war, Yohannes was mortally wounded and

subsequently he died. This extract is the last words of the Emperor before his death.

In the above quotation, there are instances of short sentences in the Amharic

version. However, when we compare this quotation with the.'previous one, they are a

bit longer. But they are still examples of short sentence. The words in these short

sentences extend up to seventeen. However, when we compare with the other long

sentences containing up to eighty words, they are still short.

"'l.C; ~"I'r1'7i '1'1\1 mY:<f>C."Att "Myself and patriots have fallen down killing

many of your enemies." The Amharic version has only four words. '119" ·]-ro·A1.'

.e~9"AifAt 'The coming generation will still protect you. This sentence again has

three words in the Amharic version. However, in the above extract some sentences
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consist of seventeen words and the sentences get their length by the use of transitional

words such as Ci 'and', O'by', h1J!. 'like'.

Moreover, enumeration (a device where different things and properties are

listed) is one of the devices by which some sentences get their length in this case. For

instance, h. :"V-k J' hCi·t;: hl1t.: uu:J>l1t.-:... 'Ethiopia! my mother, honor, grave, ...

Since enumeration is used in this sentence, it gets longer by bringing different items

to the listing. However, this is still a short sentence. It consists of deep idea and

emphasizes love of the country.

The use of short sentences 'is one of the prominent devices employed in

Abakostir. These sentences are used to describe places, people and the war against

Italy. Let us see these instances in the following lines:

ro:t>-t: r,f,9"1\, ec 1929 'l.9" ~ro-tt l"Iayr-01-9"Ci O"1'";J'1 -tofj:'fhAtt
,,1\.:,. rJi:UUGro-1'Cil1 taJ'~C1' J'f]«'AIt Oh1J!.' rf}18 t,/\:J>~ OflJAJ'1
hl"l+C~ooz. rooz.:J·""ro- r J!.l1G ayC4'>11rf}1.c: (IlC Oay~ttACi 01-'19"1
(IlC -hnCihc hlll,usct1 "uuro-;J:" roJ!. lJ!.' lluu-h t 1'Cifl- J'"ay~G1'
K.roC.c:AIt r h.flJAJ'1 (IlC '11 l'Cifl-19" h9"19" taK.4'>1'C'ht,lIaasct
;JC ro-1.J' 1rnuu I I r t,IIaasct fJJ t-1! :,. or 1Ifj:t-ro- II" "·O:J-·H nt,rn1(}-
no ..••:,· t,COV''''''' 11":" 'IJ' - ,)-/\:,. 11~ ~OCIt lJ''f9'' 111,.1- f]"ro'Ci
Oooz.lf}h:J'mcf>ro' hml\·l· (IlC ;JC +T;J1t /p. 61. /

'J

The time is July 1929. The sky is covered with fog and mist. The rain
that started in the night is still drizzling. The 'banda' (a collaborator of
the enemy) a military force which is commanded by a'banda leader and
a translator of Italian marched on to Ged reinforced by the force form
MachakeJ and Gozamen to fight against Aschenaki (Belay). The fact
that Aschenaki's force was spread all over the places, there were only
twenty two fighters close to him. Nevertheless he fought the large and
well armed Italian Forces.

One characteristic of Aberra's language technique is his demonstration and description

of nature, particularly the atmosphere. For instance, 1-9" 'fog', 6J,b;J'1 'mist' f]kJ'

'drizzling of the rain' and the like are well described to create emphasis in the minds

of the readers. 1'I"Yf!.01-rCi 06f!';J"I i'ofj:'j1lA 'The sky is covered with fog and

mist' ll'i"n·... .rll~.AII 'The rain is drizzling' and 1''10: J'1I"Y'!:G1' K.roC.t:AII 'The
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rain is pouring down' nonstop are some of the descriptions of the atmosphere or

nature. These sentences are with three or four words but are very descriptive and

give detail information of the sky.

Generally, the language used in Abakostir is precise and econom ical in

expression. There is every reason to believe this from the above quotation. For

instance, ro:t>+. fJ,9"t\. roC 1929 '1.9" "(JJ<II 'It is July 1929 'has only five words

and l'C;o- YI\ <>7*~'l' .e roC J;A I 'The rain is pouring down nonstop has only four

words. From these instances setting is very important in creating the desired

atmosphere. The setting is well described. In this case, the time is 1\1\.:'- 'night', the

month is J,9"t\. 'July' and the year 1929.

As it is indicated in the quotation every new chapter in Abakostir starts with its

own setting. For instance, m:'f"1: f,I,9°t\. mC 1929 '1.9" "ro-II {)<>7f.01-9"C; 06J.l·;JOJ

·H'ffi:'i1tAII 'The time is July 1929. The sky is covered with fog and mist.' ... ' fW}J;

(IIC O<>7;J!I'AC;01-'19"1 (IIC +mC;hC' 1tflQ;lS<#!1 I\tTO(JJ<;J'r ro~ 1K" rltTO'h I' 'The

army of the 'banda' (collaborator's of the enemy marched on tO,Ged reinforced by

the force from Machakel and Gozamen to fight Ashenaki. '

Another example of short sentence that starts with a description of setting in

Abakostir is chapter four. "OI\9"r.r.t.1 f'"l.17· tTO'itY (J,.y-:y- m,I"J·)· tTO;Jfq·)·
"J

:!9"~ffA" h.;·:'· tr'i .,OA'lI,,"} 6J.l'fl.1 1\°7.tTOl\hol· Yf\'l'C'l'C ~ml\· h1J;1\

.e~J;AII ... 1.If,(JJ< <>71\J;ro- ".e ()tTOtr.,· h1~·,..r- Ohl"J·)· f ;Jf.9" "I\-II fp.79/ "The

home steads at Lemchen have started burning. For one who is looking from a distant,

at the smock spark, without hesitation he will understand there is a fire that broke

out.. .. The time is early morning and there were people burned down while asleep."

These are some of the short sentence which are full of description of setting. Setting

covers the places in which characters are presented, the social context of characters,

As Richard Gill (1985: 106) in his worktime and events of the war in general.

Mastering English Literature writes:

:.-~..(.
• 1··••.•
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Setting consists the places where characters are presented; the social
context of characters, such as their families, friends and class; the
customs, beliefs and rules of behavior of their society; the scenes that
are the background or the situation of the events of novel; and the total
atmosphere, mood or feel that is created by these conditions. All of
them are examples of setting.

Hence, when one studies Abakostir, one should pay attention to the setting

because it can make a contribution to understanding the work. Setting is very
r

important for the different sections of a work. It tells something about the relation of

the characters to time, place and various events. consequently, the settings contained

in the short sentences in Abakostir tell us in brief about the mood and emotions of the

characters, the situation of characters, the conflicts and the themes.

In the Amharic quotation above, through setting, the description of the

morning, the day, month, year, rain, atmosphere and the war is all pictured in our

mind. It makes us feel the condition of that terrible time of the war because it was a

horrible bloody massacre and hand -to -hand fighting against Italian colonizers.

In Abakostir, people, events and places are vividly pictured so as the

description could appeal to the senses and the emotions of the readers. The description

of events using short sentences such as the Amharic quotations above helps the reader

to understand the war. The description of the ',1')-1- 'fire' 6f!'11 'smoke' and ~otVIA

'flame' are vivid descriptions of the terrible war and 'iJ'1I 'smoke' in this case

indicates the events of mass killing and the situation of the war. ' ... qlJ'rt.r 0."-1-
o" •••-} qu.7r-1- ~9"~'PAII "home - steads ..... have started burning" and 6f!'o-1

""Y.,qu"h-l' :J>mtt- "'-"" .e~-"A II "For one who is looking at the smoke will

understand of the fire" show the intensity of the war. Therefore, such description of

scene" and characters using short sentences is the dominant feature in Abakostir.

Short sentences in Abakostir are used for the sake of clarity and to give an

accurate picture of the villages like t\9"at 1 'Lemchen', :J>mtt- burning or

destruction of the village', suffering of the people and the setting. Moreover, the

~'\ ' ~.;
-, r,

~'\ .. '~ '.
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brutal treatment of the natives by the army of the Fascists is also depicted to show the

evils of colonialism. The fact that the enemy set fire to the homes of the villages

witnesses this explanation more clearly.

To sum up, in Abakostir, there are no superfluous short sentences wh ich are

not pertinent to a given situation of a character. Moreover the frequent use of the

present tense gives the reader a sense of immediacy, a feeling that the act is taking

place at the moment of reading. For example, the verbs in these short sentences like

"f..VOt.1'A 'start' J!,t.~A 'understands', J!,:J'J'l\- 'are seen' and are presented in a

present tense form which give immediacy to the events.

When the short sentences in Yohannes and Abakostir are examined there are

similarities and differences between these works. Some of the similarities for instance

are, in both works, the number of short sentences do not exceed seventeen words.

Besides, in both works short sentences are used for description purposes. Mammo

uses short sentences to describe the power, strength and endurance of Ras Alula and

Emperor Yohannes, and Aberra uses them to describe the patriotic deeds of Belay

Zeleke. Moreover, both of them use such sentences to describe the massacre and

destruction of the people by the enemy forces. These short sentences are precise and

economical in expression. They do not create ambiguity and give a clear picture of

the different war events. Therefore the reader does not face any difficulty in following
.J

the stories.

However, there are also some differences in Yohannes and Abakostir. The

short sentences in Abakostir are for the most part very short , precise, and clear.

Nothing difficult to comprehend because Aberra uses very clear diction arranged into

simple sentences. For instance, 'Ol;'p+. fJ,VOt\. OlC 1929 ~(J}-U w.o- J'I\OYI}:t.'f'

J!,OlC~Au .•.... f".alAJ' (llC h"l"Iat«Jct »c (J}-'lJ' 1mtTIJlI' /p.61/ "It is July 1929

.The rain is pouring down. The Italian army fought against Aschenaki." The diction

shortness and clarity of these sentences are not monotonous and the development of

the story moves in a chronological time sequence, and these sentences have very few

words. Hence, one of the features of style in Abakostir is the" use of short sentence.
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Almost every page of this work consists of short sentences. These short sentences are

constructed by avoiding conjunctions, adjectives, adverbs and transitional words.

The other syntactical device used in the works under study is long sentence.

In order to comprehend the mechanism and functions of long sentences it is better to

take examples. The following passage is taken to illustrate long sentence from Alula

Aba Nega.

()flY (lIC~'} f(J)f..·I!·l·h.·l·r-k YOJ"Y1 f..vnr. kr1'}: OILY (llC~'} OA(l
qu·l\-H· f·'·«f1·.'}· h. .'}·f-k Y (J)'Y1 ~ "I1~.')·: (ltLY (itcH' 'l'l1'(J)·1r.
x1'l1'0J"1 Y J.flf) ss« YOJ"Y1 ~f]vnr. 'l'l.'}·: OtLY (itcH- l\Uqu·'·(J)·
lPt-'l?.'}· ffl~+' h..'}·f-k YOJ"Y1 f..~1H·: (lILY (ltC~.')· l\Uqu·'·(J)·
n»t-'l?.'}- vn"111 6J!'~OJ" OJ"'I <P~.,. OJ" Y<P(ll\- h..'}-f-k YOJ"Y1 . 6J!'1<P.'}·r.
'l'O.'}- 1J·l\- .,.~vnc (l"l11t> qu~~ A.'}·1'l f~Ol:r-0J"1 h..'}-f-k Y1 :J'~1·
(lUqur.'l?+- h..'}-f-kY :J'th OJ"r'l'l' 1l10'lt-ct0J"1 vn6t-~ l\quht..')·
fi'EJ!l\o}- (lILY (itcH' OJ"m..')- ~OJ"II /Alula Aba Nega, p.63/

The blood that flowed and the bone that was crashed of those
Ethiopians who had fallen in that war, patriotic Ethiopians who
fought vigilantly and courageously in that war, the efforts and toil of
those Ethiopians who poured their sweat' and tears, the rearguard of
those Ethiopians who provided logistics for the force that fought in
that war. the hardship and worry of those Ethiopians. who provided
food and water for the armywho went on for a military mission, all
put together save Ethiopia. that was about to fall in the hands of the
Egyptians in that war opened a new chapter in the history of the
country.

This passage tells us that the decisive battle of Gundet has always been in the

Ethiopian mind, that is , in the spirit and the temperament of the people. This happens

because independence is gained through struggle and sacrifice of the people. As Erl ich

(1986: 18) in his work Ethiopia and the challenge of Independence. writes: " Tensions

between the two countries have been created because of Egypt's continuous strategic

. interest in the affairs of the Sudan and the Red Sea." This indicates Egypt's ambition

to have Ethiopia in her palms and to over rule the country.

The above Amharic qotation is one of the long sentences in Alula Aba Nega

with 265 letter and 61 words. One of the mechanisms by which the sentence gets its

J\ I,
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length is by repetition. In this long sentence, words such as t\.:r"f'-kY 'Ethiopia' are

repeated seven times, ntll. 'in that' and (nr.~:r" 'war' are also repeated five times.

The most repeated phrase in this sentence is OILY (11C~:r" 'in that war'. This phrase

indicates the wartime. This is because the very emphatic portion of this sentence is

created by the repetition of adverbial phrase of time OILY (11C~:r· 'in that war'. This

repeated phrase takes back the imagination of the reader to the destructive war

conducted against the Egyptian colonialists. Moreover, the repeated phrase OIU'

(11C~:" 'in that war' has come at the beginning of each clause and this gives some sort

of rhythm to the mind of the reader.

Besides, such long sentences are helpful for the steady movement of the story

and description purposes. Here the, causes and consequences of the war against

Egyptian colonialism are described vividly. In addition, this long sentence consists of

many things like logistics, the war events, the patriots, the people who were victims

of the war, Egypt's ambition and the struggle wagged by the Ethiopian people.

Here is another example of a long sentence in Yohannes: ,

llc) 01,111' f]tl Y1 flou T'to lPt.1!:J-:fm-1 ll&.1;J6J!" O·,.~tlO:r· t,f]C)Q
rr~ hYflOY'to r'l1t·f;1 .eOAmm-1 h'i!A "ou~flJmC hEJ!~ O~I\ '1Y
if.tJ rOYC:r"t,11 111. ou••·YY 1lfl.ellm- AAfI "OYflouflJ:r· r"flt
(0;1.9" .(' C) +0)1\~ r tr ~..} 1 1l":J> 11'to1 0)J!. "111" 1\h- c; t,n..,

J. 1l:r'C;.1;sPfl1 1lflou T·ho· m,Ctl:fm- h~ ''''''11''0)' TC 13 <1'1 1864
1.9" llhfl·9" I\J'. V''11f1 11·m ~1P"'} II t\.·l-V·ks tl1t\O)' hof.ft."J!.fI
0:\1\ n1lhc't-9" ~'V'1 n.+-hCfl:r·Y1 r~1c't- rou~outY 11-lP - ~1P":r·
tf~'11 IYohannes,p.185/

Wherever there was mutiny Bezbez Kassa (Emperor Yohannes) was
always sending his famous military force and was able to control the
large part of the country's territory after which he sent 'Aleka' Birru to
Egypt with a gift of twenty thousand thalers to bring pope Atnathewos
and was crowned as king of kings of Ethiopia in Axum on Tir
(January) 13, 1864 and became the first king after king Fasiledes.

The above qotation is one of the long sentences in Yohannes. Now, before the

advantages, disadvantages and the method by which this sentence gets its length are

~.,',':~I
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discussed, another example of long sentence will be taken so as to show their

similarities.

n~"11'H:C; nh~-":;: f(l1C "out.~ l'C;OJ'C;('tou· "~"1 f1HOJ' ou:f
ou",1'- c)f~OJ' "f-'·C)t\ n1-1--r ..e.mn~ f~n~OJ' ;r'\<I! f(l1C out, n"..e.
1It\." "'~'f'mn"'(J)- f""A"1l1t.-r ft\.t\(J)-! t\fJ..e.1 f'"l..e..,..,,: n"".:11"-
"'~n-f: YA~:J'! n"t\C)t\•.•.9" YA+7i"'~"'~! t\""1". ~m" 6r.J.'"l "''.l.'
ft\.t\(J)-! "'1: -l"t,.-l- ft(J)· nouU'.,· flltJ V·I\- wt.«f!-r out, >,eft· "0)"
lllr t\'"lou1 s~1;r:f(J)' n"~c)c)f- "A:J'm-9"1I 1Abakostir, p. 2051

Whose fame is wide spread because of his high ability in war fare and
who was awaited eagerly to be seen, the great war leader, Belay
Zeleke, as expected who did not have a huge body physique, who is
not so significant for the eye to see, whose skill in speech is not so
much refined, who is not decorated in his feet because he is 'an honest
man, and there were some on the square who did not believe because
that he was the leader of all these forces.

After independence, Emperor Haile Selassie arrived in Oebre-Markos and met

Belay. However, Belay even penalized his followers who received weapons from

Haile-Selassie. This is because firstly, Belay was not willing to meet the Emperor,

secondly, he was afraid of the Emperor. However, some members of the local

nobility among his followers advised Belay to go to Oebre-Markos and meet the

Emperor.

J Then Belay left for Oebre-Markos to welcome the Emperor. During his

journey Belay ordered his followers to show a military 1parade in front of the

Emperor. That force caused a lot of sensation and it passed in front of the Emperor

singing traditional war songs and boasting of their heroic deeds against Fascism. The

Emperor was impressed by the praises and patriotic achievements of the patriots. It

was at that time that the whole population were able to see the patriot, Belay, and
. H t hysically huge rather he

express their good wishes and surprised him. e was no p

was a medium sized man.

n we compare the two extracts taken from Yohannes and Abakostir
Now, whe . h t le and the way they are structured. The

above, they tell us somethmg about t e s y •

_.:;.•.• 0:.,
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extract taken form Yohannes contains 61 words and is one of the long sentences in

this work. However, the quotation taken from Abakostir has fifty-two words and this

is also one of the long sentences in this work.

When we examine the sentence length of Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega,

there are more long sentences all over the pages of these works ranging form twenty

to eighty words within a single sentence. Let alone the long sentences of these

historical novels their short sentences are even filled with more words than that of

Abakostir. Moreover, the long sentences in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega are

sometimes more complicated than Abakostir simply because of their length.

On the other hand, Abakostir has very few long sentences and they contain

fifteen to fifty five words. These sentences are not much complicated and can be

understood easily. Besides, the sentences are descriptive. They describe events of the

war or the patriots' activities with limited words.

When the above quotation from Yohannes is analyzed the mechanisms by

which the sentence gets its length are firstly, by adding time adverbs such as O~V\

'after'. Furthermore, there is also a word "c; 'and' that is a conjunction which is

used for joining words, phrases and sentences. For instance, J\l\:J> 11';.') mY.. "l11t)

"h·c; MH }d'lio.1; 9)"") 1',,,qU'P·'·m· ... " Yohannes sent Aleka Biru to Egypt and he
OJ

brought Pope Atnathewos ... ".

However, when the quotation taken from Abakostir is explored the methods

by which this sentence is made long is different from Yohannes. Abakostir uses

description of characters or events as a method of lengthening sentences instead of

using conjunctions and transitional words (linking words) such as furthermore,

consequently, first, then, next, finally One of the clauses which describes the

qualities and physical appearance of Belay in the above quotation from Abakostir is

" f1',ltA "l114.:'· fl\.l\(J)·! l\Q.e1 f"'l.e'rW= OJ\1f..O"1:YAJ.:J- OJ\NlO •••.YA·'·n4'l.4'l.-:

°l\h'1~ ~mlt Ril"7 ~11J.1 fl\.l\Ol''' "Belay who did not had a huge body physique,
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who is not so significant for the eye to see, whose skill in speech is not so much

refined, who is not decorated in his style of dressing, who does not even have sandal

for his feet. "

Hence, Abakostir uses more descriptive method than Yohannes. It presents a

continuous series of events using long sentences. Therefore, one of the values of 'the

long sentence is to describe events. In Yohannes and Abakostir long sentences have

many purposes. For instance, they are used to describe scenes, narrate events and to

describe the activities of Emperor Yohannes and the patriot, Belay Zeleke.

To conclude, except in few cases, the sentences in the historical novels under

study are simple, clear and direct. The use of long and short sentences in these works

is also numerous. The short sentences are used for effect and are very economical.

Moreover, they bring variety and speed up the action and contribute to the intended

effect. That is their brevity saves readers from confusion or illusion and they help to

express the fact with economy. Besides, the short sentences emphasize on the

important messages. The long sentences are used for describing sC,enes, narrate events

and to tell stories where necessary. They also help the continuation of the utterance

and events.

t

Sebeok (1960:93) in his work Style in Language writes: " Style cannot be
'J

clearly defined with out reference to grammar." Since, gralT\mar is an arrangement of

words into sentences, the style of a work of art depends on grammatical structures as

well. Therefore, limiting sentences is very essential in literary works particularly,

prose. The shortness or length of sentences creates favorable or adverse effects in

writing. Authors differ in their sentence length. Some choose short sentences for the

effect of brevity and clarity. While others employ long sentences. On the other hand

some authors use both types alternately to create variety to their writings. Of curse,

there is no rule that states how short or long a sentence should be. However, Thomas

Kane (1980;365) in his work, Writing Prose Techniques and purposes writes:
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At least one simple sentence of no more than ten words, at least one
compound sentence of twenty or thirty words and one cumulative
sentence of no less than eighty.

As it is evident in this qotation the length of sentences varies in one way or the

other. But, one should not forget that both short and long sentences have their, own

purposes. The size of sentences of Mammo's Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega, and

Aberra's Abakostir have also different functions. For instance, they help to give

variety of style of the works and expound the different wars against the enemies of

the country.

3.3. EPISTOLARY FORM

The epistolary novel is a novel in the form of letters. It was popular

particularly in the is" century. Among the famous examples are Richardson's

Pamela (1940). The plots, themes, conflicts and the different ideas in a literary work

are not separated from its technique. This is because it is only by means of technique

that these themes and patterns of events can exist. Since the epistolary form is usually

applied to a novel written in the form of a series of letters, this allows the author to

present several points of views without injecting himself into the narrative.

J The historical novels under study are not written wholly in the form of letters.

However, there are plenty of letters in Yohannes and Alua AbaNega written by

Emperor Yohannes IV and the foreigners. Similarly there are several letters written

h IV d Alula himself One of theby Ras Alula and the foreigners, and Yo annes an . .

narrative techniques which helps in shaping and bringing out the themes in Abako~tlr
. hi ork written by the patnot,

is also the epistolary form. There are many letters in t IS W

Belay Zeleke.

d Alula Aba Nega, and Aberra's
. M 's Yohannes an

The letter system 111 ammo t in a few cases. For
.' . n ways of its formats excep

Abakostir. is qutte dIfferent 111 ma Y .' he' number of letters, form, length
. tance the letter system of these works vanes in t e •
ms ,
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of the letters and the like. To explore these cases the following illustrations are taken

from Alula Aba Nega. In this letter, having understood the interest and plan of Italy,

Peter, an Ethiopian and a friend of Ras Alula sent the following letter from Massawa

to Ras Alula.

K,~l.fI "hO'c e« 1',1\-" 1
II(I)''''fJ ",ch flif 1

tTOf:'I'l.1"1JO fI"lJOC; ~:J'C .I'(J)'Cf:AP> i rv·'1 :1'1 ,;Ji'f Oh'H~:9'
K,(}·111 lJO'IAfI·1-i :J-th ""~Oo- K,1J''1A x J( ,(.1.1~C; <I!1 <I!1 1',1 s:
'1:f(l)-1I <I!1 <I!1 h·lA (}.". Y11')AII ~1C '11 :I'''<I!1 '11 ~ OA.y·
,,~C .,. ,r.'J''' l'A II " HllJlJO flJIlY Ijl' tTO"1.tTOss 01 '1~ 'J'<I!·1· 0 'J'<I!·l
"r1O- rftro·1 "1C K,roCI')1\-11 flMllJ 1llJ-1 .y.1\- K,J!.11~·fJ..:fro· 1 ""flY
"1C P> tTO'J'o(••1: ~(I)'I1

1',lJ-1 ~,~IJ' 01JOI')/\."1t'".i\(}': 'I~ I')Y~.'1 0" '1C flJ;'f· ,r.H·"t\ i

h1lJ!.1 0:\" '11 1111· tTO,;Jl'C; tTO'J'I.QY J't'1,(."11'AII "1J!.fl(}·1JO (}.i\.
fl','l"t. '1A1A h14- I')Y~'1 ffl~fI;'f· 1ltTO;'f' t\~ h'l~ 1lro-C?
QRi,ro;'f-O:'f- K,ro-"A II h14- htTl~hl. 0:\" '11 hftro- ,,~ p>,;J ~'J''''
"flh xrc K,roflJAC; f'"l.Y11ro-lJO f"lJOlI

" 1 J!.fllJ-1JO x HUJ flJIlY Ij'f c;:f ro-C;
"tTl~ P>i i\f.A' oy P> hlJ-I\-IJO K,A :J> ";I',,<I! h l1CP>
IJOhC ~1Ch-P>;'f-1I 'J'K,;'f-c; f]fI 1J01flJ~
ft~ "1.AP>;'f·I',"lJ-1I f}',_,l-t'-k Y "1JO"h h"CflP> ,;JC

""1Cp>: "'1'I;'f-P>:
K,'l"h'i-II ".,. ,f'i\~1
'J''i- flJ'~ .,..t.Y.,

K,lJ-111 11'"1.111

:J>~K, "~:J>ch ~'J'Cfl k:'f-t'-kY
'J'C 10,1888.,., s. IJO81'

/Alula Aba Nega,pp.204 _oS/'

May this reach dear
Ras Alula,
Turk Pasha:

May our Saviour sent you love and peace. May Jonathan's
shield be on your arm. Perhaps you may not read history. The whites
and moths are one and the same. The moth is much smaIler th~n all

. bi Th e Italians first come in theworms. but it eats and kills a 19 tree.. es thers country. Bit them
d radually confiscate 0

name of merchants an ~ oing to be destroyed. "
\ ur country is gnow or e se yo bl Before a tree. of a para e.

writing for yOU10 terms foot Once it is grown
Now \ am t with the fingers of a. .' of a crow can

groWS, it can be pulled ~~d axes. Likewise, .the Ch\c':~tured. But after
up it needs ~any s~~~Hd of six before its w10gs are "
be played with by
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its wings become strong it can snatch a piece of meat form the hands of
a person and soars into the skies and nobody reaches it.

Similarly, because these are Italians try to defend your country,
territory, mead, for your fatty meat and more than anything else for
your honour. I have sent you bullets, cloak, carpet and sword.
Ethiopian God be with you. Amen.

Yours affectionately,
Peter Ethiopian
Tir ( January) 1G, 1888
Written in Massawa

The following letter is a reply to the letter above written by Peter

I!. I:aa 1\rn1I:"'l. 1\flI)J;( >tOJ-"'" ~
f rllOIf A~ A.-re'll

>t1J."..-l-1111l+'/AI -rc 10 "" f+'J. J!.ll-':o.U J!.C{I~AIt
rx "llt"llrlbC rhc J!.~1l'S"II 1.1-':>t f~O~OJ-1 P>~«f!1:1 lit. t\,t\..").
(aJ.m. >tVt'll: "1I"rl\1r1l ~'r.r "'Ik- >tFII\rr: >t1'J.1 ouf}t ""l'S":f
t\llEfrQ >t1'J.1 O{ll~~-l- ~,A:r"'lr: f>t'r.1 atrt. flIJ!. jf1lfl!.
(a1:1:1'I\V<1I f"hA'S" lJ:J>r Ir~ J!.C{I~AIt

>t"llt"lldbC flIe':"U1 I!.ou AlitA'/A II
"'"1.111 -rc 1888 "llou~1

IIbid., p.205./

May this reach to dear brother,
friend and true son of the
Abesha, Peter.

How are you; I have received a letter written on Tir (January) 10. The
advice of God has reached me. I have ordered my force in Ginda to go
to Satti. I shall start my journey soon. Let alone having an advisor, I
can't be blamed for war even while I am alone. I have sent your letter
along with me to His Majesty (Emperor Yohannes). All the things that

you have sent me have reached me.
1 am sure God will repay
your good deeds. Amen.

T\r (January) 1888, Asmara.

:'~.:).
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The two letters above are written by Peter, a friend of Ras Alula, in Massawa,

and Alula respectively on the matters concerning Italy. In each of these instances

when the characters read the letters we are fully exposed to their thoughts and

feelings. This means that these letters show how Alula and Peter themselves felt at the

time of writing. Moreover, since the letters are filled with important ideas, they are

easily grasped.

Regarding the advantages of the different letters found in Yohannes and

Alula Aba Nega. Author Mammo Wudneh (see appendix 'A') says: " they afford a

special beauty and strength for the writing of the historical novels If letters are

presented undistorted, the witness they give will be reliable and everlasting."

Therefore, letters are used for effect and to convey the ideas of Alula and Peter

directly in this regard.

Now let us take a different letter by a different author, Aberra, from

Abakostir so as to compare and contrast the above letter with this one.

Y.11~ '"/{:·'·II 1:1.11 oo'r+tJ ',~tn l101'II'r ft1ff\.J>1 001'11101' ooll,t

1If\ln 9'·tJ~·l· lIf\tnt.f Y.C'1AtJT f1-Jf 9"1 x Y.t·r\~·l- IIN''l.{)'rtJ A.~tJ1
1If\'"l.f\:r·AtJ f\t1fAf1 :J'D?~ tHtJ "If! I

/Abakostir.pp.141-2/

If you surrender yourself to the Italian force by coming to Oebre -

Markos, because the Italian government is merciful, it will pardon you

and appoint you governor of Gojjam and release your daughter; then

submit yourself being loyal to the Italian government.

This is a letter written from Debre-Markos (capital of Gojjam province) by the

Italian administrator in Gojjam to the patriot, Belay Zeleke in Bichana district. In the

above three letters taken form Alula Aba Nega and Abakostir there are a number of

differences. For instance, the letters in Alula Aba Nega are very long relatively to

. that of Abakostir. When the first letter written by Pete; to Ras Alula is considered, it
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consists of 136 words. However, the letter taken from Abakostir consists of only

twenty words. Therefore, from theseletters, it can be deduced that most of the letters

in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega are longer than that of Abakostir.

The methods by which those letters in Alula Aba Nega get their length are

numerous. The first method is by adding a conjunction C; 'and' , transitional words

i'l{UltJ 'therefore' repetition 'I'<#!:,. O'l'<#!:" 'little by little' enumeration (listing of

different items) such as 'I' ,e·1·: f]q: 9"1fl)~C; »c-s: 'bullet, Cloak, carpet and

sword. Besides, particularly in the first letter, there are parables illustrated for clear

explanations of the message. These examples include II~ 'tree' and rt,'l"{" '11:\11:\

'the young of the crow'.

The other difference among the above letters is that of format. For instance,

the letter taken form Abakostir has no 'heading' that is the writer's address and the

date; 'inside address' meaning the name and address of the recipient; 'complimentary

closes' such as yours very truly, yours obediently, your faithfully and the like. The

letter form Abakostir has only the body of the letter, that is the tpessage with which

the letter is concerned for this reason, the letter is very short, precise and economical

in expression. Author Aberra discloses (see appendix C) the function of the epistolary

method in the following manner:

'J

. method ~f narration is to
The reason that 1 used the eplst~\a? s thoughts and it is also to

~~~cise\y express the main c~aracte~sth:~~~~to give aesthetic bea~ty ~o
vary the technique of narration a~ d some part of the story 111t ~

h
ork Furthermore, 1 narra e based on documents ... an

t e w· ause these parts are
epistolary method bee not be distorted ...

. . n of their contents may
the tnlSS10 . reliable

f m documents , they gIve
. he letters are taken ro d for a variety of

This showS that s1l1cet . h Besides, letters are goo
h y deal WIt.

. bout the matter t e
informatlOn a 1

.' of the historical nove s.
style in wntmg
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All the letters in Aba kostir are short. For instance, the following letter written

by the patriot, Belay Zeleke to Lij Hailu Belaw of Gojjam on the causes of unity to

attack the Fascists will illustrate this idea.

,l,1'fJ·1 t\"YtH'(}IlC "Ct\$P fll".£. O"UJ)' ".,. f1·1l1' },,/\:P O"f
m,,·1·1 nll/\m '1.£.A "1~~quo.. ".,. "(J);J/\I)' I "Ct\$P (J)J'. (IlC "11(}C
qu'i.J'.' ".£.'iC 11$P.'}'9"" fOY.A J'.l1~o. H1C "".£. U/\<I' /\A~ '1.£.l\- (J/\(1)'

f'lt.":r:(J)',,/p.521
r

".... In order to mobilize the people, you be at the top, and I can be
the leader of the fighting force and let us challenge the Ital ian
aggression. I shall fight the aggressors and you need not go to the war
front," was saying the letter written by Belay to Lij Hailu Belaw.

When the style of this letter is analyzed from a perspective of letter writing, it

has no complete form of the letter system. Like the earlier example taken form

Abakostir, this letter has no heading ( the writer's address and date), inside address

(name and address of the recipient) and salutation (greeting). However, as it is read

in the extract, the body of the letter has the message Belay wants to convey to Lij

Hailu. The message of the letter in that regard is on matters of. unity to attack the

Italian army that was suffering the people of the country.

However, what-ever it is the letter system has many advantages. for instance,

it helps to read the actual words of the characters m'H'1 >..,. ',(J);JfJ'/\I)' ',Ct\?) (J)J'.

(IlC "11(}C qu'i.1: 1l.£.'iCl1?''l·S'" 1-" ••• " I shall fight the aggressors and you need not

to go to the war front. .. " is a case in point. These are the actual words of the patriot,

Belay Zeleke. These words show the ambition, intention and plan of Belay to fight the

enemy forces. On the other hand, when Lij Hailu hears or reads the letters, the reader

will be fully exposed to the thoughts of the two people.

t of the events. In
rd rnovemen .nhances the forwa \ the letters 111

h letter system e f the plot. In genera,
Sitni\ar\Y, t e -eady movement 0 'l by the reader.

f the su d easl y
d it helps or . be under stan

other wor S brief, c\ear and can .
~areshort,

1~:.1' r:-"\\

'-~~~" :~.~:-
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Regardless of the format of the letters when one tries to explore the value of

the letter system, the letters give a pleasing variety of style and the actual words of

the speaker. Regarding the importance of the epistolary form, Miriam Allott

(1959:260) in Novelists on the Novel. states that:

The advantages of the letter system of telling story ... are that hearing
what one side has to say, you are led constantly to imagination of what
the other side must be feeling, and last are anxious to know if the other
side really feel what you imagine. '

As it is stated by Allott, Mammo and Aberra have selected and adapted the

letter system for effect and to convey the idea of the letters directly. One of the

features of these historical novels is therefore, the letter system. It is designed for the

purpose of depicting the different feelings, emotions, excitement, opinions of

Yohannes, Ras Alula and Belay and the like, which in one way or another is

connected with the general make up of these historical novels. Besides, the letter

system gives naturalness and literary beauty to these works.

In general, narrative techniques such as the letter system employed here, in the

works under study help to convey pol itical and social movements of the contemporary

system. It also helps to give vivid pictures of the characters and adds strength and

clarity to the works; This is because it presents the actual words of the characters and

is \\rritten from reliable sources and documents. Therefore, it makes the story to be
1

plausible. The letter system is also important in creating suspense. That is when a

letter is sent from a person, then th~re is a certain anticipation and curiosity to hear a

d h ders While a

f ~ 't of the letters an t e rea .

1~r
dnJ II nf~~~i~t~emind!0 (lie Wfl ers , ood and feeling created in
AUU u r \ ' received the m

a reQ Y \S
a \1etSO\\'or . lea\ works.

. written b)' f these hlstor
letter \5 the reader 0

. also felt b)'
him \S
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CONCLUSION
Historical writing has become fairly popular these days. This is because of the

association history has with national pride and the fact t.hat history has usually been

used to awaken patriotism and national unity. Historical novel is a form of fictional

narrative which reconstructs history and re-creates it imaginatively. Yohannes. Alula

Aba Nega and Abakostir present the political life of Emperor Yohannes IV and the

Ethiopian patriots, Ras Alula and Belay Zeleke. These historical novels are an
,

imaginative portrayal of history, that is of past states of affairs. They show how the

lives of Emperor Yohannes, Alula and Belay were shaped at specific movements of

history and how this shaping reveals the characteristics of those historical periods.

This shows that the historicity of human affairs is the source and the subject of

historical fiction.

In this study, an attempt has been made to identify and analyze the dominant

literary devices that characterize the styles in Yohannes. Alula Aba Nega and Aba

Kostir. Since this paper cannot .exhaustively deal with all the stylistic features

employed in the three historical novels, it has tried to hammer' upon some of the

major ones. The literary devices discussed in the last three chapters are language:

such as rhetorical question, dialogue, syntax and repetition. Moreover, figures of

speech like simile and metaphor are also explored. similarly, narrative techniques

which include third person point of view, epistolary, foreshadowing and flashback

and suspense are analyzed.

Style is a wide concept that comprises different views. However, it is the

characteristic manner of expression. The analysis of style involves an examination of

a writers choice of words, figures of speech, language and techniques. The major

focus of this study in the last three chapters was in analyzing these devices. This

thesis has focused on identifying and analyzing the above devices and it has tried to

establish the functions of style in the historical novels that have been studied.

Style is studied by exploring the various literary devices in literary works and

the study of style helps to reveal the writer's habit of using language, figures of

.• ~ ::"<0; ~"

•• ": ~ r "7 J ••
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speech and narrative techniques. In the same manner, by studying the styles of the

works that have been studied, it has been possible to understand the types of literary

devices they contain and their functions. In addition, the types and functions of the

literary devices studied in this thesis have helped to bring out the historical meanings

of Yohannes, Alula Aba Nega and Abakostir.

The structure of these works is framed using literary devices. The time, the

historical settings and the patriots are chosen to make the plot ot'these works true and

concrete. The different literary devices used in these historical novels are also clear

instances of the styles of Mammo and Aberra because these authors' technique of

writing in their respective works is achieved through the style of their writing.

The study of the style of these historical novels has helped the researcher to

understand the historical meanings of these works. After studying the literary devices

in Yohannes, Alula Aba Nega and Abakostir. one can easily tell the styles chosen in

coining the words, devising grammatical constructions and how the figures of speech

are employed, the historical events and historical figures such as Yohannes IV, Alula

and Belay are portrayed.

The works studied in this paper also show the culture of the Ethiopian society

. in relation to the idea of patriotism. They teach us that we have our own culture,
.J

history, courage and bravery and this is brought out by the different styles in the

respective historical novels. For this reason, Emperor Yohannes, Ras Alula and the

patriot Dejazmach Belay Zeleke are models of pride, bravery and adventure in

Ethiopian history and this has been revealed through the study of style and historical

meaning of the three historical novels in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A:

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH AUTHOR MAMMO WUDNEH

1 Interviewer What inspired you to write your historical novels; Yohannes

and Alula Aba Nega?

Ato Mammo:

In my childhood I used to listen to narrations about people such

as church intellectuals, judges, administrators, hunters,

ministreals, peasants, architects, potters and the like.

Particularly I used to hear narrations about patriots, war-lords,

warriors and the Iike. Of these narrations I heard was that of

Alula Aba Nega.

After I was involved in the profession of Journalism, I

was engaged in the reading and study of Ethiopian history.

Then I started writing from the exploits of Emperor Yohannes

IV and Alula Aba Nega, in order to offer the young generation

the knowledge of Ethiopian history for them to be vigilant and

enable them pay their ancestors bravery due respect. Other than

this, I composed the history of Eritrea and many articles on the

same topics. Therefore, oral narration and written documents

are the basis of these historical novels.

2. Interviewer: Did you have 'any social purpose in writing your historical

novels? if yes, what was it?

Ato Mammo:

The Social purpose I had when I wrote the two historical

novels was the conviction that present and future generations
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should know their country as I explained it above. Knowing

one t s country means knowing the people and their history. I

wrote the novels on account of these reason because I feel I am

obliged to pass over to others what J have been able to know.

Which Ethiopian historical novel, if any influenced you to write

your historical novels?

The historical drama "Tewodros" by Girmachew Tekle

Hawariat on the basis of Emperor Tewodros' history and the

historical novel Ande Lennatu / The only Child to his Mother /

by Abbe Gubegna have been examples and inspiration for my

works.

Which Ethiopian historical novels do you appreciate in their

literary techniques? which one do you thin~ is artistically well

done?

I admire most, the works of the authors I listed above.

What aspects of the patriot Alula Aba, Nega's life or personality

aroused yourinterest in him?

The love Alula had for his country, the ability he had to

administer people's affairs, his fear of God, his knowledge of

justice, his valour, and his knowledge of strategy of war. All

these, put together created in me the feeling of respect and love

for Alula.
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What aspects of King Yohannes IV's life or personality inspired

you?

The kings strength of faith, love of country and peace,

leadership in battle, his successive victory over the country's

enemies and for cultivation and bringing up to high level of

patriotism people like Alula Aba Nega. These factors have

inspired me to study Yohannes' history

What do you thing are the dominant types of stylistic features

employed in Yohannes and Alula Aba Nega?

The style of writings in the two historical novels focuses

on material culture. This means they are based on the narrations

of the royal and religious aspects and popular values. These

narrtions make use of fables, hyperbolas, battle - cries, songs,

lyre and hummings and events that occur in a nation are the

bases of literary writings.

How did these literary devices help you to bring out the fusion
1

of history (fact) and fiction?

Basically, narrative styles that handed down from

generations are not devoid of some facts of their origin.

Therefore, they are transmitted continuously. Though they look

fictional, their realism is not doubtful. These narrative styles

may reflect the author's mind; truth and parables, perhaps. It is

necessary the combination of th~se two aspects would magnify
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the composition and beauty and in many works also these

aspects have served as ornaments and reflection of light.

Your historical novels employ the epistolary form. What was

your aim in using this technique?

Yohannes and Ras Alula have written quite a number of

letters to foreign leaders concerning the aims and objectives of

their government and country in Giez and Amharic. These

letters indicate the true history of the country, Yohannes and

Alula Aba Nega, the manner of their words, the aesthetic

beauty; because these are unique. They can afford a special

beauty and strength for the writing of the his historical novels.

Their didactic purpose and exemplification is conspicuous.

When they are used along with the modern style of writing,

they magnify the readability and the importance of the writing.

They make the work monumental. If they are presented

undistorted, the witness they give will be reliable and

everlasting. It is on the bases of these criteria that I have used

the epistolary technique in my writing.

You have now turned your historical novels in to historical

plays. What is more appealing to you then, the plays or the

historical novels? Why?

As it is well known literature is divided into four main

categories (genres). And these are: Novel, poetry, drama and

short story. Those works that are based on life history or

original history are also presented in printing and sculpture.
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For example, the histories of Atse Tewodros and Atse

Yohannes are written in their original historical form and these

same original ·histories are also offered for reading in fictional

works like novel, dram, short story and poems are also

displayed in painting.

On the basis of this, I have transformed my two works

in to drama and short story. I have developed Alula's resilient

character in the form of poems because he had a unique

behavior. The poem on page 5 (five) of the book entitled

II Alula uttered as follows II indicates this fact. Either in the

novel or the poems, I have tried to show the situation, the

place, the mode of thinking, true history, the current world

events and the country's state of being. However, it is also

important to show the difference of their writing style.

We can compare the difference in ,writing style of the

novel and drama is like the difference between two men

swimming in a sea and in a pool. He who swims in the sea may

swim as much as he wishes in accordance with his ability and

strength; there is no limit for him. But he who swims in a pool

can't get out of the water confined by the depth and width of

the structure of the pool.

By the same token, a novelist may write as he wishes by

going into all facets of life trotting round the globe, exploring

the realms of the celestial heaven, referring to, not only his own

behavior but also the behaviors of all creatures; he presents his

work by widening and magnifying his thoughts and hence

entertains and teaches each reader sitting in his own place or

where he may find it. For such ~ scope it offers, many writers

and myself choose it as a medium. but I often do not choose
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drama as a medium of writing because it is a branch of art that

demands a great deal of writing techniques and artistic talent.

Its style is limited in time, place and action. It is presented in a

theater for a specific audience employing different actors in

different costumes aided by stage decor, light and sound

combined with different manners of speaking and props,

controlling, the minds and psychological made-up of the

audience thus trying to convey significant messages.

Do you think that Ethiopian historical novels fulfill the

requirements of writing historical novels?

To answer this question satisfactorily it is necessary to

read all the historical novels published to-date. Writers give

priority to their own works ad often find it difficult to give their

opinions on the works of others. Therefore, people who can

answer such questions are those who are engaged in the

profession of conducting research on such works.

As a matter of fact, it is difficult to evaluate out works

of literature by criteria used in other parts of the world. The
1

reason is that we have a different culture. That is our culture is

different from the cultures of other countries of the world.

Our writings are characterized by 'kene', dirge,

lamenation, lyre, 'kererto' battle cry, figures of speech,

bonfire, torch, epiphany, Christmas games and because we are

developed in other forms of heritages a work that has used an

initial and endings, it is very difficult to weigh it by foreign

criteria.
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEWS WITH AUTHOR ABERRA JEMBERE

1 Interviewer: What inspired you to write your historical novel, AbaKostir?

Ato Aberra

What inspired me to write AbaKostir was that, some

years after the post independence, I was living near Tekle-

Haymanot church during which Iwas attending high school at

Teferi Mekonen school. In my uncle's houses built on the edge

of the main road, lease-holders were selling 'Tej' and 'Tella'

(mead and beer). Every evening, particularly on Saturdays and

Sundays songs praising AbaKostir (the patriot, Belay) were

being heard. III the houses behind the shops my uncle and other

relatives were living.

As I was always listening to these s6ngs during my child

hood days, admiration for the patriotic deeds of Belay Zeleke

were instilled in me. I began to consider him as a great patriot

of the country I saw for the first time a man hanging on the

gallows at what is now called Omedila square in 1937 E.C. as I

was going to Tekle-Hayrnanot Church to say my prayers one

Saturday morning.

The scene in me made me afraid. What was said about

the hanged man was that he was an accomplice in crime of

Belay Zeleke. In the meantime, and the same place there were

other prisoners at whom the muzzles of guns were aimed.

heard that one of these was Dejazmach Belay Zeleke. I felt a

special feeling when I was able to see the man I knew by fame

on that particular horrible day.
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As the patriot Belay Zeleke and others were on their way

to other places for execution I followed the truck and I saw

other prisoners being hanged in various streets and in Jan-

Medda and heard their crimes read. On that day without even

eating Illy breakfast I spent the day watching surprising scenes

and last returned home in the evening.

He who was praised as a patriot was suddenly called a

criminal and hanged and when I saw this episode my mind

could not accept it. Thus I was disturbed for quite a few days

then after. When I asked my relatives and the people around

why this happened, I was not able to get a satisfactory answer

form them.

Even after I was a grown up person when I asked

knowledgeable people they were not able to give me satisfactory

information and it then remained a buried mystery a long time

to come. I read an article by Ato Sibhatu G/Egziabiher on Belay

Zeleke in 'Yekatit' magazine when I was a political prisoner in

the Grand Palace for eight years between 1967-1975. Th is

instigated my long buried desire to know about Belay Zeleke
1

and then I started to ask the high official of Haile Sellasie's

government to tell me what they know about the man.

When circumstances permitted they explain to me what

they knew: One of these people was who interviewed Belay

Zeleke and Lij Mammo Haile-Mariam before they were hanged.

I was therefore able to find out the matter from first hand

informants. In the mean time I met Belay's uncle in the prison

who was with him during the fiye-year-resistance period and I

interviewed and eventually got additional information. I was
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able to understand that there were other people who did not

have a positive attitude towards Belay. Because of my

understanding that there were conflicting views about Belay

was spurred to investigate the truth and write a book on him.

Although not fully complete I was able to finished the

first script in prison. I decided that the presentation should be

historical fiction. As I came out of the prison I was able to

contact and continually interviewed Belay's brother, Dejazmach

Ayalew Meshesha, his first daughter, Woizero Yshashwork

Belay and his private secretary Fitawrari Kelemework with the

help of the patriots association. As I was able to gather

documents from the Ministry of Pen and Ministry of Interior

and read them I was able to publish the book.

Did you have any social purpose in writing AbaKostir? If yes,

what was it?

I had ~ social reason to write about the ups and downs

(the tribulations and trepidations) of Belay Zeleke's life. In the

process of history, having made himself know on account of his

deeds, having made his country proud of him and whose name

is renowned; his five-year patriotic struggle; before it is five

years after independence being accused of a crime and

sentenced to death, and because his immortal exploits have gone

down to the level of mortality, was always grieving me; his rise

and fall and the sabotage that led him to this, to explore this to

future generations, and because I saw in all historical epochs the

defamation of national heroes and their exploits; even if, I

decided to present in writing the history of this patriot.
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Which Ethiopian historical novel, if any influenced you to write

your historical novel?

Abbe Gubegna's Ande - Lennatu and Berhanu Zer ihuu's

Yetangut Mister have helped me to present it in the forin of

historical fiction.

Which Ethiopian historical novel do you appreciate in their

literary techniques? which one do you think is artistically well

done?

I admire the above mentioned historical fictions,

particularly, Yetangut Mister.

What aspects of the patriot, Belay Zeleke's life or personality

aroused your interest in him?

The main traits that stimulated me to admire Belay

Zeleke are his resolute/determined patriotism, his spiritual
1

faith, his tendency not to discriminate between leader and

follower except in battle field, his strategy not to stay too long

in one place and his choice of place and time to attack, his

respectfulness in his day-to-day life and when the need arises

his ability to he merciless in order to fulfill his aims and the fact

thai he is capable of what an educated man can do without

having any education himself.

What do you think are the domin.ate types of stylistic features

employed and for what purposes do these devices help you?
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In regard to style of writing, although I did not have the

chance to go to a school where literature is taught, at the time

when I was at the Tefeeri Mekonen School, the Lazerist

Mission friar who was my Amharic grammar and composition

teacher, and the French monk, Aba Marseyie had taught me the

art of composition writing, manner of presentation and the way

how what we wrote should be grammatical. f was drawn to the

world of writing being inspired by the composition I was

writing in class and by the praise I was accorded for I used to

excel others and because our teacher used to allow our

compositions to be commented upon in class discussions, these

and other encouragements stimulated me to write on newspapers

during my student days. My stepfather 'Gra-Geta' Gebeyehu

Aycheh was an editor of newspapers published under the

auspices of the Ministry of Information.

I was able to publicize my gift of writing gradually as a

consequence of his intimate advice. by reading different literary

works particularly hy concentrating on works dealing with

biography. I was able to learn different techniques of writing.

In my novel, Aba KQstir, I have tried to dialogue, rhetorical

question writing style, describing in short and long sentences

events. In descriptive style, also the method of comparison and

contrast, proverb and the like are used. In narrative techniques

too, I have tried to use third person point of view to convey the

message of my work. I have also used the techniques of

foreshadowing and flashback along with the method of suspense

to amplify historical events, clearly portrays characters and their

feelings and conditions. All these have been attempted in the

novel. Generally, I have tried to follow to combine novel and
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short story writing techniques, It has also been modestly tried to

reflect the use of poetry and dramatic techniques.

How did these literary devices help you to bring out the fusion

of history (fact) and fiction?

Whether I have succeeded or failed, I have tried

combine and present fact and fiction with the help of setting

fictional method of character depiction and method of

narratology.

Your Abakostir has used the epistolary form, What was your

aim ill using this technique?

The reason that I used the epistolary, method of narration

is to precisely express the main character's feeling and thought

and it is also to vary the technique of narration and thereby to

give aesthetic beauty to the work, Furthermore, I narrated some

part of the story in the epistolary method because these parts are

based on documents; thus, in order, for the mission of their

contents may not be distorted, I used the epistolary technique.

This technique has also helped in the variation of narrative

technique.

You have now turned your historical novel into historical play.

What is more appealing to you then, drama or the historical

novel? why?
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( have prepared a historical novel and historical drama

based on the life history and historical deeds of Belay Zeleke.

The novel, published in 1983 is published and presented for

public reading, while the drama was directed and produced by

Ato Tesfaye Gessesse and Dagmawi Feyissa in A.A.U. in 1986

with the final year students of the Department of Theater arts

as performed at Arnist Killo.The show' was discontinued

because the actors graduated and left the University. However I

hope that it will be performed for the public in long-runs in the

future. Although both forms are interesting, what pleases me

more is the historical novel. Accordingly, having written my

second historical novel, Ras Abebe Aregay: Aba Gessit, I am

on the look - out for a publ isher.

Do you think that the Ethiopian historical novels fulfill the

requirements of writing historical novels?

Although the number of historical novels which need to

be improved is very small, I would think that their writers have

made the necessary efforts to fulfill the technical requirements
1

of writing historical novel because they have, more or less,

tried to observe the techniques of setting choice and portrayal

and presentation of characters.
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